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for everything in ..
COMPLETELY

REBUILT, RE -SCREENED, RE -ALUMINISED

TELEVISION TUBES

SUFFOLK & MIDLAND LEAD THE WAY!
Regular buyers of Suffolk and Midland Tubes have learnt to rely on their outstanding quality.

Every tube guaranteed 12 months with proved PERFORMANCE & RELIABILITY

SUFFOLK TUBES LTD - MIDLAND TUBES LTD
I 3 UPPER RICHMOND ROAD

PUTNEY, LONDON, S.W.15
Tel: Vandyke 4304 5267

477 483 OLDHAM ROAD
MANCHESTER 10

Tel: Collyhurst 4412

THE LARGEST INDEPENDENT REBUILDERS IN THE U.K.

VALVES

SAME DAY SERVICE
NEW! TESTED! GUARANTEED!

SETS 1R5
F9
. 1 55, 1T4, 354,3V4L96. DAF91 DF91,DK91, DL92. DL94 Set of 4 fur 15/-

DA 6. DF96. DK96. D 4 for 2316

1A7GT 6V6GT 6/6 DAF91 3/9 EC1,80 6/3 PCC89 8/- U52 4/3
105 6/6 6X4 3/9 DAF96 6/- ECL82 7/8 , PCF80 5/9 U78 3/9
H5GT
N5GT

8/3
8/-

6X5GT
7B7

6/9
8/-

DCC90
DF33

6/9 ECL86
EF37A

9/-
5/8

PCF82 8/9 U191
PCF84 11/9

0282

11/-
9/6

1R5
55
T9

4/9
3/9
2/6

7C5
7C6
7H7

7/9
7/6
5/9

DF91
DF96
DH76

2/63/94/9 EF39
EF41
EF42

3/9
6/6
5/-

PCF86 8/-
PCF806 14/- 1.7201

0301

14/6
9/-

12/6
3 45 8/9 7S7 12/6 DH77 EF80 4/3 PCL83 9/- 1.1801 17/-
34
354
3114

5/6
4/9

7Y4
10C1
10C2

5/-
9/6

13/-

DK32
DK40
DK91

9/-
15/6
4/9

EF85
EF86
EF89

5/-
6/3
4/-

PCL84 6/6
PCL85 8/8
PEN4DD

UABC80
UAF92
UBC41

5/9
8/-

6/11
5174 G 45/8/6 10F9 10/- DK92 6/9 EF91 3/3UBC8119/6 7/3
5Y3GT 5/- 12AT6 4/9 DK96 6/6 EF92 2/6 PENA9 7/3 UBF80 6/-
52AG 8/9 12AT7 3/9 DL33 7/3 EF184 8/9 PEN36C 8/- UBF89 7/3
6A8G 6/9 ,12A U7 4 /9 DL35 6/9 EL33 7/6 PEN383 10/6 UBL21 10/-
6517.5
6AQ5

21-
6/-

12AX7
12K7GT

4/9
4/3

DL92
01.94 5/64/9

EL41
EL92

8/6
7/9

F1.28 8/9 UC92
PL38 16/6 UCC84

6/6
9/-

6AT6 4/9 12K8GT 8/9 DL96 EL84 5/6 PL81 7/6 UCC85 6/9
63A6 6/- 12Q7GT 4/3 EABC80 5/3 EM34 7/3 PL82 5/6 UCF80 10/3

5/3 12Z3 ;16 EAF92 8/- EM80 8/9 PL83 5/6 UCH42 7/6
63G6G
63116

12/6
5/-

19BG6G 13/6
20F2 11/9

EB91
5/-

EM81
EM84

7/9
8/3

PL84 5/9 UCH81
PX4 9/- UCL82

7/6
8/-

6BJ6 5/6 20P4 14/9 ESC41 7/3 EM87 8/9 PX25 7/9 UCL83 9/-
6CD6G 26/6 20P5 14/9 EBC81 6/9 EY51 6/- PY32 9/- UF41 7/3
6F1 5/6 25L6GT 5/9 EBF80 7/3 EY86 6/- PY33 10/- UF42 5/-
6F13 4/9 25U4GT 10/6 EBF83 7/9 EZ40 5/6 PY8O 5/3 UF89 6/3
6F14 9/-30FL1 9/6 EBF89 6/9 EZ41 7/6 PY81 5/9 UL41 71-

6F23 9/6 30L15 9/9 EBL21 8/9 EZESO 4/6 PY82 5/6 UL44 10/6
6K7G 1/6 30PL1 9/- EBL31 19/6 EZ81 4/6 FY83 6/6 UL46 8/9
6K7GT 4/-30PL13 9/6 ECC40 7/8 KT32 5/- .

PY88 8/- UL84 6/3
6REIG 4/3 35A5 14/- 20081 3/9 KT36 141/18- 21C 10/6 7/6
6K8GT 7/9 35L6GT 7/9 ECC82 4/9 KT61

1111
15/- UY21 8/6

6L6G 519 35Z9GT 4/11 ECC83 7/- KT63 3/9 TY86F 11/3 11Y41 4/9
6LD20 5/3 AZ31 6/11 ECC84 6/3 MU14 5/. 1722 6/- UY85 4/3
6P25 7/9 S36 4/9 ECC85 7/3 MX40 9/- 1724 15/- VP4B 9/6
6P28 9/6 CCH35 12/9 ECF80 6/3 N18 5/6 U25 8/6 VP41 5/-
6070 4/9 CL33 9/6 ECF82 616 PC95 9/- U26 10/6 VP1321 15/-
6Q7GT 7/9 CY1 12/6 ECH35 6/6 PC97 8/- 1737 17/- W76 3/9
6SN7GT 4/-CY31 5/9 ECH42 8/3 PCC84 8/- U47 8/8 W77 2/8
6V60 3/9 DAC32 8/3 ECH81 6/6 PCC85 7/6 1750 4/6 X63 6/6

READERS RADIO Post 6d. per valve
extra.

Any Parcel Insured
Dam

24 COLBERG PLACE, STAMFORD HILL
Agains

Transt
age init

6d. extra.LONDONAny C.O.D. Parcel 9/3
N.16 STA. 4587 extra.

FIRST-CLASS RADIO
AND T/V COURSES...

GET A CERTIFICATE

After brief, intensely interesting study
-undertaken at home in your spare
time-YOU can secure a recognised
qualification or extend your knowledge
of Radio and T.V. Let us show you how.

FREE GUIDE
The New Free Guide contains 120
pages of information of the greatest
importance to both the amateur and
the man employed in the radio
industry. Chambers College pro-
vides first rate postal courses for
Radio Amateurs' Exam., R.T.E.B.
Servicing Cert., C. & C. Telecoms.,
Grad. Brit. I.R.E. Guide also gives
details of range of diploma courses
in Radio T.V. Servicing, Electronics
and other branches of engineering,
together with particulars of our

remarkable Guarantee of
SUCCESS OR NO FEE
Write now for your copy of this
invaluable publication. It may well
prove to be the turning point in your

career.
FOUNDED 1885-OVER

150,000 SUCCESSES

CHAMBERS COLLEGE
(Incorp. National Inst. of Engineering)

(Dept. 462), 148 HOLBORN
LONDON, E.C.I
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 IN BUSINESS
PATENTS COPYRIGHT TRADE UNIONS
EMPLOYMENT SALE OF GOODS
PARTNERSHIP STARTING A BUSINESS
INSURANCE INVESTMENT TAX

CONTRACTS BANKRUPTCY
EDI TED

BY

 IN PERSONAL AFFAIRS Dudley
Perkins

= Known to millions for his
-z- popular BBC broadcasts on

legal matters

BUYING AND SELLING LEASES
ACCIDENTS  MARRIAGE  SEPAR-
ATION, DIVORCE  SLANDER  HP
AND CREDIT SALE  NEIGHBOURS

WILLS FREE LEGAL AID

STUDY IT FREE FOR 7 DAYS
Written in Everyday Language by
leading Barristers and Solicitors

Everything in Law-Land ownership. Leases.
Tenancy Agreements. Repairs. Sub-lettim:. Rent -
control. Parents and Children. Changing your
name. Negligence. Blackmail. Misrepresentation.
Pensions. IOUs. Libel. Slander. Damages. Town
and Country Planning. Provocation. Trespass.
Nuisance from noise. Factories Act. Cheques.
Road Traffic Laws. Rights of a finder. Neigh-
bours. Investments. Annuities. Insurances. Wills.
Law on Clubs, Gaming, Lotteries. Fishing Laws.
FREE LEGAL AID explained . . . And much
more besides.

E-.

HANDSOME DURABLE BINDING
WITH CONTEMPORARY DESIGN

THIS IS THE FIRST
ILLUST: ATED FAMILY LAWY::::

DUDLEY PERKINS clarifies points of
law with 250 special illustrations-the
modern way to explain simply! Send
now and see this practical new Home
Lawyer for a week without cost.

ii111111111111111111111111111111111111,1111111111111111111111111111111F

145

In this comp:ex age of do's and don'ts, rules and regulations, laws
and liabilities, the need for an understanding home legal guide is
urgent. You know that ignorance of the law is no excuse-yet you
are burdened by complicated language which only a legal mind can
fathom! Here at last is the answer-NEWNES FAMILY LAWYER
which explains your rights and privileges and liabilities in all your
rersonal, family and business affairs. It will save you annoyance
and anxiety .. . and prevent you from taking risks. Study it free
for a week without obligation to buy!

I-

lo: GEORGE NEWNES LTD., 15-17 LONG ACRE, LONDON, W.C.2.
Please send NEWNES FAMILY LAWYER without obligation to pur-
chase. I will return it in 8 days or send 5/- deposit 8 daysafter delivery,
then ten monthly payments of 101-, paying 105/- in all. Alternatively, in
8 days I wilt remit the full cash price of 1051-.

lJ you are under 21 your father must fill up coupon.
if married woman your husband must fill up.

Pas/To-day

lull name
(BLOCK LE Fl FRS)

Address -

Occupation

Signature
(Mr.. Mrs., Miss) (FL)39/369

fMr.
Mrs

1Miss
Tick C where aookano

The address up lett Is-

day Profane

Rented unfurnished

Parents' Home

Furnished Accom.

Temporary item

L
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Sub -miniature

Electrolytics

for Transistor
Circuits

T.C.C.
TYPE

No.

Case Size
in inches

Maximum D.C. Wkg.
Voltages and Cap. (a.F)

D L C 3V. 6V. 9V. I2V. 15V. 25V.

CE.2 'V' or 'H' I, I I .07 8 6 4 3 2 -
CE.3 -er qz 0.1 25 20 15 10 6 4

CE.4 -1,+ I 0.1 40 30 20 15 8 6

CE.5 f .e 0.14 50 40 25 20 10 8

CE.6 + } 0.14 80 60 40 30 15 12

CE.7 lir 1. 0.18 100 75 50 40 20 15

0 L C 3V. 6V. 10V. 15V. 25V. 50V.

CE.8 1 9 0.14 100 80 60 40 25 8

CE.9 f I 0.2 250 200 160 100 60 20

V - Vertical Mounting H = Horizontal Mounting

THE TELEGRAPH

Operating Temperature Range. -20"C. to
+60 C.

Connection wires are welded for low resistance
contact, and solder -coated for ease of assembly,
the standard length being 11" for the horizontal
range, cropped to IV long for the vertical range.

The capacitors are in insulated seamless alumin-
ium cases, sealed with a synthetic rubber bung.

Cap. Tolerance. The standard tolerance of
all tapacitors is -20 % 100 % of the rated
capacitance,

Leakage Current. This may be determined from
the following: 1(µA)=.01 C.V. + 10 at applied
working voltage and at 20°C.

CONDENSER CO. LTD.
Radio Division NORTH ACTON LONDON . W.3 . Tel. ACOrn 0061 . Telex: 261383

(also at) CHESSINGTON, SURREY BATHGATE, SCOTLAND

VACUUM
ELECTRONIC
LIMITED

KEEPS YOU IN
THE PICTURE

WITH THE
FINEST REBUILT CATHODE RAY TUBES

12 MONTHS
GUARANTEE

12* -14. £4.15.0
15q

17 15. 5 -0
21 17.15.0

CASH WITH ORDER OR
PRO FORMA, ADD 12 6 FOR
CARRIAGE AND INSURANCE.

DELIVERY FREE IN

151 -
ALLOWED

ON RECEIPT

OF OLD
TUBE

LONDON AREA

WRITE PHONE OR CALL

VACUUM ELECTRONIC LTD.
35. SACKVILLE STREET
LONDON, W.1
REGENT 6404 (5 lines)

YOUR CAREER in

TELEVISION?
Big opportunities and big money await the qualified
man in every field of Electronics today -both in the
U.K. and throughout the world. We oiler the finest
home study training for all subjects in radio, television,
etc., especially for the CITY iSt GUILDS EXAMS. (Tech-
nicians' Certificates); the Grad. Brit. I.R.E. Exam.; the
RADIO' AMATEURS' LICENCE, P.M.G. Certificates; the
R.T.E.B. Servicing Certificates; etc. Also courses in
Television; Transistors; Radar; Computers; Servo-
mechanisms; Mathematics and Practical Transistor
Radio course with equipment. We have OVER 20 YEARS'
experience in teaching radio subjects and an unbroken
record of exam. successes. We are the only privately
run British home study college specialising in electronic
subjects only. Fullest details will be gladly sent without
anv

IQ BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO SCHOOL, Dept. 2
RADIO HOUSE, READING, Berks.

Please send FREE BROCHURE to:

NAME Block

ADDRESS Caps.

Please
1.64

BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO SCHOOL
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== One More Year
!II11111111111111111111111111111111111111111101111111111111111E

-E = A T this time of year, it is traditional to reflect on the
= Editorial and Advertisement E Pt twelve months that have ticked by and to wax enthusiastic

Offices: a
E = (and usually optimistic) on days to come.
= =PRACTICAL TELEVISION= = Cynics might argue that the datum line of the year-end
 George Newniss Ltd., Tower House =
= Southampton Street, W.C.2. = is purely arbitrary and that a more effective close season
== E for reflection and resolution might be devised at any time.

© George Newnes Ltd., 1964 a The fact remains, however, though the opportunity is always
= == Phone: Temple Bar 4363. E there, it never seems to materialise. Yet the calendar is
s'

=
F._ Telegrams: Newnes, Rand, London. E

irrevocable. One day it is December 31st. The next it is

= = January 1st.
a SUBSCRIPTION RATE g How do we, at PRACTICAL TELEVISION, react to this season

including postage for one year 2 of meditation? Looking over the last twelve issues, we feel
E= To any part of the World LI.9.0 a some modest satisfaction, and this is justified by the reaction

E of readers.
= =- Most tastes have been catered for, with constructionali Contents g articles on Closed Circuit TV apparatus, equipment to receive

F.= 4tvw,..,,,,. ..v - amateur TV transmissions on 70cm, pieces of test gear such
=

_

= E as the Henlow oscilloscope, a transistor pattern generator, a
=

Page E-
grid dip meter, and articles on building set top aerials, a

=
7:-.= Editorial ... ... ... ... 147E TV deaf aid, attenuators, etc.

 Teletopics ... ... ... ... 148 a A quick flip through these pages shows a high level of

E A Flying -Spot Transparency --T.
authoritative supporting articles on aspects of -fault finding
and alignment, in addition to regular features and series of

F..., How to Receive BBC 2 ... ... 154 E practical value-most of these being written by widely ex -

I On the/Ur ............157 f.- perienced professional contributors.
2.-Elusive Picture Faults ... ... 158 a The subject of 625 -line conversion and associated topics

Principles and Practice of E have been given the wide coverage they merited. So has
Colour Television ... ... 161 F.

= colour TV, for though this is unlikely to be launched for at
E.: DX -TV ... ... ... ... 167 a le

New Thoughts on TV Aerials 168 -E
least another year, most TV enthusiasts will have to obtain

...=at least a working knowledge of the principles involved.
F. Using the BY100 Silicon Diode Ill :-=.. And what of the New Year? We shall, of course, give

Servicing Television Receivers 172 F. you more articles on CCTV, on aspects of amateur trans -
A Closed Circuit TV Camera ... 175 E mitting and on the recently introduced activity of DX search-

 Und h the Dipole... ... 182E
= ing. We shall also continue to cater for those whose main

Your Problems Solved ... ... 184 1:4-- interest is in the maintenance and servicing of domestic TV
E. Test Case ... ... ... ... 188 :.-=

a sets.
The Editor will be pleased to consider =

.,

articles of a practical nature suitable = In short, we shall do our best to provide the kind of maga-
_ for publication in "Practical Television" =_
= Such articles should be written on one = zing readers want and our policy will be moulded partly by
= side of the paper only, and should con- -_-,_ our own judgement and partly by comments and constructive

=..= fain the name and address of the sender.
= Whilst the Editor does not hold himself = suggestions received in our mail from readers. We look
= responsible for the manuseripts.every eff ort =
E will be made to return them if a stamped = forward to another mutually satisfactory year in 1964.

and addressed envelope is enclosed. All F.
F--- correspondence intended for the Editor =
= should be addressed to The Editor, E VanDINDMIMIAMOCONN220124)***1201-1/42421100M7fAki7k)111)30arst
E "Practical Television", George Newnes = 0%

Cii

= Ltd.. Tower House, Southampton Street. = 1,4

 London, W.C.2. E ii Chrigtmag 1963 A

=
Owing to the rap progress in the =

Seasonal Good Wishes Adesign of radio and television apparatus =
ii

= and to our efforts to keep our readers E ei
= in touch with the latest developments, = t A
E we give no warranty that apparatus = to all readers A

described in our columns is not the sub- E- A A
feet of letters patent.

= Copyright in all drawings. photo- -2 from the Editor, staff and contributors 2
E grapha and articles published in =

"Practical Television" is specifically = g of Practical Television gE reserved throughout the countries =
= signatory to the Berne Convention and =
= the U.S.A. Reproductions or imitations = IDanD31310001-1**30i7n71********17,20t30011710-747100/431)1=
= of any of these are therefore expressly =
E..- forbidden. = 11111111111111111111111111111111111ifillfillifillfilfillifillifilifilinilifillin11111111ifiliniffilillifillifillifillInU

41111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111a
Our next issue dated February, will be published on January 22nd.
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TELETOPICS
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS OF TV INCREASE
LAST month's Industrial Photo-

graphic and Television Exhi-
bition had the effect of making it
clear to anyone who remained
uncertain of the importance of
television in industrial concerns,
just how seriously British
Industry takes the introduction of
TV into every aspect of produc-
tion. To any visitors who took
the role of CCTV, for example,

to be merely a means of keeping
an eye on things this Exhibition
must have been something of a
revelation.

The manufacturers of CCTV
systems at the show-and there
were many of them-illustrated
such a variety of applications for
their products, that visitors must
have wondered how the country
had survived before the wide -

Transmitting Mast Re -erected
'1HE ITA's Channel Islands
1 transmitting mast at Fremont.
St. John's Bay, Jersey, was
originally built at the Lichfield
ITA station in Staffordshire. This
445ft. tower, which was erected
eight years ago by British Insula-
ted Callender's Construction Co.,
was replaced at Lichfield recently
by a taller structure. However,
when BIC Construction Co. dis-
mantled the orignal mast, it was
found that the metal was still
sound and so its re -erection began
at Fremont after the steelwork
had received nothing more than a
clean and a coat of paint.

The ITA's mast at Fremont, Jersey.

London Festival of Television
THE first London Festival of World Television ended on December
-` 14th, after a period of nine days when televised tapes and films
from countries throughout the world had been shown mainly at the
National Film Theatre in London. The Festival was presented by
the television quarterly Contrast (published by the British Film
Institute) and arranged by the National Film Theatre- Division of
the Institute, in association with the BBC, the ITA and the ITV
Companies. Towards the cost of the running of the Festival, equal
cash contributions totalling £6,000 were made by the BBC, the ITA
and the Companies.

Approximately 15 per cent of the total screen time was given over
to British work.

spread use of CCTV had become
accepted. The simple, single-lens
camera is apparently no longer
sufficiently versatile to meet the
needs of industry, and the manu-
facturers have done an admirable
job in designing much more
sophisticated equipment without
making the units too large
or clumsy. Remotely -controlled
zoom lenses and motorised
turrets have left the camera still
compact and relatively easy to
operate, and the adaptability of
complete systems, which makes
their operation possible. under the
most varied conditions, remove
many of the restrictions which
faced earlier equipment.

Much in evidence at this
exhibition were special housings
for TV cameras to protect them
during heavy-duty operation,
some of which included remote -
control pan and tilt heads.

The value of a closed circuit
TV system to relay documented
information to one or more tele-
vision screens, depends on the
definition it is possible to achieve
and some very impressive demon-
strations of document transmis-
sions were to be seen at the show.

CCTV has recently been intro-
duced as an aid to television
film making, where a TV camera
mounted behind the film camera,
views the same scene and relays a
picture on to a monitor screen, so
that the operator can see the
scene as it will appear finally on
television receivers.

One other aspect of television
which is finding acceptance in
industry is TV tape recording.
Several equipments were dis-
played at the show, including one
American -made portable unit
which weighs only 75 lbs., and -
which uses tape only lin. wide as
opposed to the usual 2in. tape.
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CCTV in St. Paul's
Cathedral

WHEN H.R.H. The Duke of
Edinburgh attended the

Dedication Service for the Most
Excellent Order of the British
Empire in St. Paul's Cathedral
recently, four television cameras
relayed pictures of the Service to
30 23in. receivers placed in many
parts of the Cathedral. The com-
plete system had been installed
for the occasion by Kolster
Brandis Ltd., using KB receivers
and cameras supplied by Tele-
vision Advisers Ltd.

£8,000 TV SYSTEM

FOR LONDON COLLEGE
THE University College, Lon-

don, is to have an £8,000
closed circuit television system
installed to aid biological science
studies. The Rank Audio Visual
Division of the Rank Organisation
has received the order to install
this equipment in the new year.

The two vidicon cameras to be
employed in the system are of
studio type incorporating zoom
and four -turret lenses. A mobile
control unit will monitor the out-
puts to six 23in. 625 -line
receivers.

300 See Queen
Mother on CCTV

ON November 14th, Queen
Elizabeth, the Queen Mother,

opened the new Shire Hall in
Gloucester. Four hundred and
fifty guests had been invited to
the ceremony, but because of the
limited seating in the Council
Chamber, 300 viewed the entire
event on television receivers.
Television pictures from three
points in the building were
relayed from three cameras to the
12 receivers, over a closed circuit
link which had been installed for
the occasion by EMI Electronics
Limited.

TELEVISION TIMES 149

OPERATIONS TELEVISED IN COLOUR
ONE of the most ambitious programmes of televised medical

operations in colour was successfully carried out recently, when .a
Marconi vidicon colour camera channel relayed pictures from the
operating theatre of Hammersmith Hospital.in London to the Isaac
Wolfson Institute adjoining the hospital, and to the Royal College of
Surgeons at Lincolns Inn Fields. During the five days of the demon-
strations, many operations were shown to the audiences which
assembled in the two terminal points of the link, making it possible
for a total of 1,300 people to watch any of the operations.

At each operation the surgeon gave a running commentary of his
work, and members of the audience were able to put questions to
him at any time throughout the operation. The audience viewed the
televised scenes on 9ft. by 12ft. screens on to which the pictures were
projected by Marconi colour projectors.

The camera took the pictures from the reflected image in a mirror
suspended above the operating table.

A colour television camera televising an operation at London's Hammersmith
Hospital.

"Dawn University" TAM Rating
THE first audience research figures reaching the ITA from TAM

indicate that about 200,000 homes tuned in to one or more of the
" Dawn University " lectures broadcast at 7.15 each morning during
a week in October. These lectures were by way of being an

experiment and were at first year

Television Navigation Aid for Tanker
IN November this year, the largest tanker ever built in Norway was

launched at Stavanger. An important part of the navigational
equipment fitted to this new ship is a British -made CCTV system
which will provide the ship's captain with an extra "eve " when enter-
ing harbours and docks. The equipment, which was supplied by the
Rank Organisation, consists basically of a specially designed television
camera'and a viewing monitor.

undergraduate level.
Although no conclusions can be

drawn from these figures until a
more detailed assessment of the
lectures has been presented to the
Authority, it is interesting to note
that 200,000 is nearly double the
total university population d
Great Britain.
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A

Flying -Spot

Transparency Scanner

AvHEN the writer first contemplated this
television system he was advised by the
wise -heads amongst his friends (those whose

job was the designing and construction of television
systems) that he might as well stop before he began
as the problems involved were formidable and
virtually insurmountable for the average amateur.
Undaunted by this pessimistic counsel the system
has been designed and built and the writer has had
the satisfaction of seeing behind -the -hand com-
ments turn into enthusiastic advice.

It must be emphasised from the outset that the
picture quality is not that of the highest professional
standards; however, this is not to belittle the per-
formance of the system which is quite capable of
resolving typescript legibly and is excellent for the
display of black and white negatives.

Whilst the writer believes that the construction
of the unit is beyond the absolute beginner, he is

Fig. I-A block
diagram of
the flying -spot
scanner.

Photo -
Multiplier
netwur

Frame
generator

Frame
amp tier

Lire
generator

Lire
amplifier

CR tube and
network

EHTand power
supplies

Video
amplifier

BY J. G. RANSOME

convinced that it is not purely the province of the
advanced constructor, for in this design it is the
" middle -man" who is being catered for and any-
one competent with a soldering iron and willing to
tackle simple radio -type circuits should be able to
undertake the construction of this apparatus.

A block diagram of the complete flying -spot
scanner is shown in Fig. 1.

As can be seen from this diagram, the unit is
designed to feed an ordinary domestic television
receiver; however, should this be inconvenient a
simple monitor may be constructed. Subsequent
articles will be devoted to the construction of two
different types of monitors-one of simple design,
and the other a more advanced design.

THE SYSTEM DESCRIBED
The basic operation of a flying -spot scanner is

very simple. The timebases of the scanner and
monitor are run in step. The photo -multiplier

tube through the transparency

Sync mixer
and

clipper

Sian icing
amplifier

Modulator

and transmits a signal which is
proportional to the light incident
on its cathode and this signal is
amplified and used to modulate
the monitor tube.

To illustrate the point let us
take a fairly simple example.
Consider a scanner and monitor
running in step each producing.
an eight -line picture the scanned
transparency being a cross as
shown in Fig. 2.

Starting at the top left-hand
corner of the picture and looking
at line 1, the sequence of opera-
tions is as follows.

The line and frame timebases
fire and as the spot draws out the
first section of the line (up to A)
the photo -cell receives full illu-
mination and holds the monitor
tube (to which it is connected) at
full brilliance. Then as the line is
drawn from A to B the photo -
multiplier receives no light and
thus cuts off the monitor tube so
that that part of the trace is not
visible, then from B to the end of
the line full brilliance is restored.
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Fig. 2-This diagram helps to illustrate the principle
of the scanner (see text).

A graphical representation of the photo -tube out-
put is shown in Fig 3(a). The same series of events
occurs for lines 2 and 3 but when we come to lines
4 and 5 we find that they are cut off altogether and
so the monitor tube does not display these two
lines. For lines 6, 7 and 8 a similar effect to that
for line 1 is evident. The resultant trace on the
monitor tube is shown in Fig. 3(b). If we imagine
the lines as shown to be white then the places
where the trace has been cut Line
off will appear dark and so 1

the eye will make out the
outline shown by the dotted Full output
lines. The signal that appears
at the photo -tube anode to
modulate the monitor during
one such complete frame is
shown in Fig. 3(c).

Full output
No output

No output Time -N.
Fig. 3a (above)-The photo -tube output.

Fig. 3b (below)-The resultant trace on the monitor
screen.
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Unfortunately the situation is not quite as simple
as this as we have to make sure that the timebases
run in step; that is to say that each line has to begin
and, end at the same time on both the scanner and
monitor tubes. Thus we need to synchronise the
two traces. Fortunately television timebases can be
designed so that we can cause a new line stroke to
commence if we arrange a suitable pulse to be fed
to the timebase at approximately the right time.

These pulses are available from the scanner time -
bases and are mixed with the video signal and fed
into the monitor set. Such pulses are known as
synchronising (sync) pulses. Thus a full composite
signal containing all the information needed to
reproduce the shape of Fig. 2 is shown in Fig. 3(d).

This then is the theory and a brief idea of what
the design is trying to achieve. We now move on to
the actual construction.

THE POWER UNIT
The circuit of the power unit is shown in Fig. -4

and there is little here that is out of the ordinary.
The main h.t. is derived from a 350-0-350V

transformer T2, and is rectified by the 5Z4 in a
full -wave circuit. As can be seen from the circuit;
choke smoothing is employed and this is to be pre-
ferred to resistive smoothing because of the need
for a fairly ripple -free hit. line together with the
best possible regulation. The stabilised h.t. line is

Line Line Line
2 3 4

Line Line Line Line
5 6 7

Fig. 3c (above)-The signal as it appears at the
photo -tube anode.

Fig. 3d (below)-The composite video output signal.
Line pulse
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frame
obtained by use of the VR150/30 regulators. The
Series resistor, R2, regulates the current flow
through the regulator system and the value of this
resistor assumes a raw h.t. potential of 350V.
Should the h.t. voltage exceed this value, R2 will
have to be adjusted to limit the current drawn by
the stabilisers to 40mA.

The resistance required is given by:
V h.t.-300

R2- . Where V h.t.=raw h.t. voltage
40

this gives a value for R2 in kn.
The negative h.t. line is derived from otie side of

the transformer, and although the circuit is
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undesirable from a theoretical point of view it
works in practice and is satisfactory for small
current drains.

The metal rectifier MRI must have a peak
inverse voltage rating in the region of 1.5kV to
cope with the worst possible conditions of the
circuit.

The capacitors C5 and C6 should. NOT be of the
chassis -fixing can type, but should be of the tag -
board mounting type, as the outer can will be at

COMPONENTS LIST
POWER UNIT (Fig. 4)

Resistors:
RI 100k PAI R4 5001d/ 4-W
R2 I21:12 5W R5 47k0 IW
R3 500k L2 1-W

Capacitors:
CI 0-ItiF (or larger) paper 3,000V
C2 0.1uf (or larger) paper 3,000V
C3 13/AF electrolytic 500V
C4 8µF electrolytic SOOV

CC65 88tiFF eeIleeccttrroollyyttiicc

335500VVII (see text)
LI Smoothing choke SH 150mA
TI Mains transformer. Secondaries: 2,000V

5mA; 4V 1.5A insulated to 3.5kV
T2 Mains transformer. Secondaries: 350-0-350V

120mA; SV 2A; 6.3V 5A
MRI Silicon rectifier 3-4mA 1,000 p.i.v. (West-

inghouse SIOAR I)
Valves:

VI RIO V3 VRI50'30
V2 SZ4 V4 VRI50 30

(Brimar or equivalents)

Fig. 4-The circuit of the
power unit. -E

2300V

V3 and V4 are VR150/130 neon stabilisers

HT +350V

HT+ 300V
stabilised

wiest

R3
500k11

R4
500k0

-300V
.41

sr(50M5P,
LI 5H.

C3
if3pF
500V

RI
100kC1

CI
0.1uF
(mm.)
3000V

C4
8, F
500V
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-300V with respect to earth-it is worth while
noting the connection polarity of these two
capacitors!

The e.h.t. section is -straightforward and the only
precaution needed here is to ensure that all high
voltage points are well clear of the chassis to
prevent arcing over. The capacitors Cl and C2
should be of the highest quality and should have a
value of at least 0.1yF and preferably more.

Testing the unit is straightforward with a test -
meter. The h.t. voltage is about 450V off load and.
350V on load. The regulated voltage should be
300V irrespective of load. The negative h.t. rail
reads 350V off load and 290-300V when on load.

The e.h.t. cannot be measured directly and must
be measured by more devious means. The method
employed is quite simple. The e.h.t. is loaded by
5 x 0.5Mfl AW resistors wired in series, and in
series with this load is a milliammeter. When the
unit is switched on and the rectifier has warmed
up the milliammeter should read between 0.7 and
1.0mA.

It must be emphasised that e.h.t. voltage can be
lethal and a slip-up by incautious testing here will
rarely result in a second chance for the tester to
repeat the mistake!

Also, when the unit is tested off load it is well to
remember that the capacitors retain their charge
for some time and the circuit should be left to dis-
charge for 1-2 minutes after switching off, before
making adjustments.

A practical wiring diagram is shown in Fig. 5,
with the above -chassis wiring diagram depicted in
Fig. 6.

VI 1,2,
RIO 5,6,7

C2
04,uF -

(min
3000 V

2
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2000V

To
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heaters
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AC mains'
via 51

r-- "

T2 Ma'ns transformer
(above chassis)

Rectifier

_!:c2j
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V2 5Z4 via 51

MC.

MC.
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(above chassis)

R4

Points Marked 'MC!denote earthing,
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Neon
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LI
Choke
(above
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Neon
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0 Heaters 300 350 300
v v V

THE C.R. TUBE UNIT
The tube unit and network is shown as Fig. 7.

The tube used is the VCR517C which has a short
persistence blue trace with a long yellow afterglow.
The photo -cell is insensitive to yellow light and
and extremely sensitive to blue, and thus the effect
of the afterglow is eliminated so that only the very
short persistence blue trace is used for the scanning
and this is precisely what is required.

The characteristics of the VCR517C are shown
below:

Heater 4V 1.0A
Val and Va3 2,500V
Vat (" focusing") 260 to 470V
Vg (" brightness ") -1 to -100V

Top cap
connection

1/2 wave
rectifier

stabilised

The 2M.C1
resistance
R7 is made
up of 4x 500kil
resistors
(see text)

5

4 VCR517C
tube base

3 connections

12

Fig. 5-The wiring diagram.

With reference to Fig. 7 the
circuit description is as follows.

Point A is at -2,300V com-
pared to the chassis and is the
most negative part of the circuit.
As we go up the chain from A the
voltage becomes more positive
with respect to A until we get to
the h.t. connection which is
2,650V positive with respect to A.

Across this potential is connec-
ted the bleeder chain of R7, VR1,
VR2 and R8. Grid bias (which
controls the electron flow in the
tube and hence the brightness) is

-continued on page 180

COMPONENTS LIST

C.R. TUBE UNIT (Fig. 7)
Resistors:

R6 47k1) R8 3.31a2
R7 2MS2 (4 x 500k12-see

text)
VR I 500k SI potentiometer
VR2 I 001a2 potentiometer

Valve:
V5 VCR5I7C

V5
VCR517C

x11

2 11

1 12
Key

9

10

y

Zia

5710

4T 3
4V

From
blanking
amplifier

HI+
350V

R7
MCi

VRT _
500kr1
Focus

VR2
looka
BrightneSS

RS.
3.3kfl

E1-1.17
-2300V

Yip

Fig. 7 (above)-The tube unit and network.

Fig. 6 (left)-The wiring of the rectifier and smoothing
components.
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How to Receive
BY K. ROYAL

MOST of our readers are now well aware that
the new 625 -line television programmes will
occupy channels in the u.h.f. bands, Bands IV

and V. Eventually, there will be two extra
programmes at 625 -line u.h.f. The first is the
second programme of the BBC, called BBC -2, and
later there will be a second ITV programme.

The first London u.h.f. 625 -line station is due to
start a complete service on April 1st, 1964. This
will be on Channel 33, and at the time of writing
test transmissions are already being carried out on
that channel from Crystal Palace.

U.H.F. Development

In addition to the London station, there has been
Government approval for the building of seventeen
u.h.f. stations in two stages. That is, eight stations
by the end of 1965 and nine more by the end of
1966 or a little after.

Areas to be covered in the first stage are the
Midlands, Lancashire, South Yorkshire, Central
Scotland, North-East England, Northern Ireland
and the Isle of Wight. In the second stage the
Bristol area, Norfolk, Anglesey, North-East Scot-
land, South -East Kent, Nottinghamshire, North
Yorkshire and Northamptonshire will be embraced.

These two stages of development will bring
625 -line u.h.f. television programmes to about 75
per cent of the population, and small booster and
relay stations will fill in the signal shadow zones
around the areas mentioned. About 95 per cent
coverage will be given by stage three of exercise
625 -line u.h.f. This will take place after 1966, and
by about 1969 will include almost 50 main u.h.f.
stations and many boosters and relays.

Each u.h.f. station and aerial system will be
engineered for four eventual u.h.f. channels, so that
ITV -2 and extra programmes, up to a total of four,
can be transmitted in any given area. This will
include the possible changeover of existing 405 -line
programmes to 625 lines so that these could be
broadcast together with BBC -2 and ITV -2.

Each u.h.f. channel is 8Mc/s wide and each
station group is allotted a piece of u.h.f. spectrum
eleven channels wide (e.g. 88Mc/s) into which its
four channels are placed. Each of the four channels
is identified relative to the lowest frequency
channel of the group, where " n" signifies the
lowest frequency channel. The London area groupis n, n+3, n+7 and n+10, where n is Channel 23.
Thus, the four London u.h.f. channels are 23, 26,30 and 33 respectively. The highest frequency
channel (n+10) is the first to be used on a
permanent basis, as previously intimated.

Channel Identification

This method of channel identification makes italso possible to determine the frequency of a

channel of the group provided the frequency of the
lowest number channel is known. For example, the
vision carrier frequency of London n (Channel 23)
is 487.25Mc/s. This means, then, that n+3, for
instance, has a frequency of 487.25 +(3 X 8)Mc/s,
which works out to 511.25Mc/s. This, of course,
is the frequency of Channel 26. The " times 8"
factor of the formula simply relates to the fact that
each channel is 8Mc/s wide. The " 3 " puts the
channel being identified three channels up from n,
or Channel 23, making it Channel 26, of course.

In many cases the u.h.f. transmitters and aerials
will be co -sited with existing v.h.f. 405 -line stations.
This is desirable since it means that a composite
receiving aerial need be adjusted only for maximum
reception on the u.h.f. programmes, with the
knowledge that it is also pointing in the right
direction for the v.h.f. programmes.

It must be emphasised that the new programmes
of BBC -2 will in no way affect the existing 405 -line
programmes of BBC -1. BBC -1 will continue for
many years to come, and when the time eventually
comes for the old 405 -line system to be replaced
completely by the better 625 -line system, the
405 -line programmes will probably be duplicated
on the 625 -line system during the period of the
changeover. However, there is no absolute decision
on this at the time of writing.

While the existing 405 -line sets will continue to
receive the 405 -line programmes on the v.h.f.
channels, a new type of dual standard set is needed
to receive both the 405 -line programmes and the
new 625 -line u.h.f. programmes of BBC -2.

Four Types

During the last year or so four types of sets have
been sold. These are (i) 405 -line -only, (ii) conver-
tible to dual standard, (iii) dual standard without
u.h.f. tuner and (iv) dual standard with u.h.f. tuner.
Sets in category (i) are the original 405 -line models
which have been used over the years. These are
not suitable for receiving the 625 -line programmes
on u.h.f., and there is definitely no simple kind of
625 -line converter or adaptor for this type of set.

Experimenters with a spare, early type set to
experiment with will no doubt try their hands at
rebuilding for 625 -line u.h.f. operation.

Full details of an experiment of this kind are
given in the July, August, September and October,
1963 issues of PRACTICAL TELEVISION, under the
title " Towards 625 Lines", by D. Elliott.

Sets under category (ii) are not immediately
suitable for reception of BBC -2 as they stand. Early
purchasers of these models may not be clear
that, in some cases, substantial modifications are
required to get them to work on both standards.
These sets were sometimes called "convertible
to switchable", since conversion is required to make
them switchable from one standard to the other.
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They need a u.h.f. tuner in addition to the internal
modifications, and the overall cost of conversion,
including a u.h.f. aerial (required by all dual stan-
dard sets) could well exceed £20. The method of
this type of conversion varies between makes and
models, and in many cases it was originally
envisaged that a 625 -line i.f. strip and video stage
(plus flywheel line sync unit) would be installed by
the side of the existing 450 -line i.f. strip.

Slightly later convertible to switchable models
were designed so that the whole of the original 405 -
line i.f. strip could be replaced by a single i.f. strip
of the dual standard variety, as used in true dual
standard models. It should be noted, however, that
the original conception of conversion may not
apply in practice with all models. There have been
second thoughts on the problem by some makers,
but viewers can rest assured that where a manufac-
turer has committed himself to convertibility when
selling the set, the original or a new method of
conversion is, or will be made, available.

Transistorised 625 -line Strip

A new thought by Ekco, for instance, abandons
the original idea of replacing the existing i.f. strip
with a dual standard strip. Conversion of these
models now adopts a transistorised 625 -line -only
strip, incorporating an f.m. sound detector. The
strip is fed with signal from the u.h.f. tuner and
itself supplies suitable signal direct to the video
amplifier stage.

Sets under the Thorn banner (such as Ferguson,
HMV, Marconiphone, Philco and Ultra) are con-
verted by the addition of a 625 -line -only strip with
its own u.h.f. tuner. This works side -by -side with
the original 405 -line strip.

A similar technique is adopted by Phillips, Pye
and Baird. Murphy uses a plinth unit beneath the
cabinet where there is a mechanism which couples
to a toggle -type standard change switch. Connection
is essentially by plug -and -socket, as with Decca
and others.

It is not possible within the compass of this
article to provide details of individual conversions,
but viewers in doubt about the convertibility of
their sets would be well advised to consult their
dealers as soon as possible, for once the new pro-
grammes are underway there is almost certain to be
a rush for conversions, as when the ITV
programmes started.

Plugs and Sockets
Sets under category (iii) are properly engineered

for operation on both standards, but before the new
programmes can be received a u.h.f. tuner and
aerial will need to be fitted. The retail price of
u.h.f. tuners seems to have settled around the seven -
guinea mark, and for fitting them into the type of
set now under discussion plugs and sockets are
invariably provided. The actual fitting, compared
with converting to switchable, is relatively inexpen-
sive and should not present too many problems.
Many of our readers should be able to tackle this
job for themselves.

Sets under category (iv) are completely ready to
receive the new programmes, and many of these
sets are, at the time of writing, successfully
receiving the 625 -line u.h.f. test transmissions.

Readers with this type of set need only instal a
suitable u.h.f. aerial to get BBC -2, as well as the
existing BBC -1 and ITV -1 programmes.

It is impossible to say just how much a u.h.f.
aerial system is likely to cost, for very much
depends upon the strength of the u.h.f. signals in
the area and upon whether the receiving site is
screened from the transmitter by rising ground or
large buildings. The u.h.f. characteristic makes the
signals behave rather more like light than the v.h.f.
signals that we are used to. This means that u.h.f.
signals find it more difficult to penetrate massive
hills and structures than v.h.f. signals. There is
also less bending of the signals at u.h.f. compared
with at v.h.f., making shadow areas much more
defined so far as the new signals are concerned.

There is no simple remedy for these problems,
and if the signal is just not present due to an
intervening hill, for example, there is no point in
adding preamplification or extra aerial elements.
The solution lies in increasing the height of the
aerial so that it " looks" over the top of the hill.

In weak signal areas generally, however,
improved signal pickup can often be secured by the
use of extra elaborate aerial systems. At this junc-
ture it should be noted that to avoid confusion
when referring to the number of elements on a
u.h.f. aerial British manufacturers have agreed that
the reflector will always be counted as one, regard-
less of the form or number of rods used.

Reflector Counts as One Element
While ordinary v.h.f. aerials usually have just buf

a single reflector rod, u.h.f. aerials often have a
reflector made either of four or more rods of wire
or metal mesh. The overall gain of the former is
probably not any greater than the latter, so it would
be misleading to add the number of rods making
up the reflector to the number of aerial elements.

As a rough guide in areas where the screening is
average, a nine -element array will give reasonable
reception within a radius of about 15 miles from
the transmitter, a thirteen -element up to about 20
miles, an 18 -element beyond 20 miles and in
" difficult " locations nearer to the transmitter.

For extreme fringe area working and in extra
difficult areas, stacked, broadside and "quad "
arrays of the above aerials may well be needed.
Fortunately, the length of u.h.f. aerial elements is
around about a foot or a little under, so many of
them can be used without the array becoming too
unwieldy. In general, however, a u.h.f. array ends
up with about the same amount of metal as a v.h.f.
array operating in a " reasonable" reception area
from a co -sited transmitter.. This means that
although the u.h.f. elements are smaller than v.h.f.
ones, there are about four or five times as many of
the former than the latter.

88Mcjs Wide
Whilst as a general rule v.h.f. aerials are tuned

to a specific channel, u.h.f. aerials nearly always
embrace a group of eleven 8Mc/s channels. The
reason for this is two -fold. Firstly, the u.h.f.
characteristic automatically endows the array with
a relatively wide band and, secondly, the aerial must
be suitable to receive the eventual four u.h.f.
channels of a local group (see the first part of this
article).
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The relatively large number of u.h.f. elements in
an aerial array, makes the array far more directional
than an ordinary v.h.f. array. High directivity is
desirable at u.h.f. since these signals are more easily
reflected than v.h.f. signals. The directivity factor
means that the array can be carefully orientated to
provide the best possible signal/" ghost " ratio. It
also means, however, that incorrect orientation over
just a few degrees, which would have no effect at
v.h.f. is likely to attenuate the aerial signal by two
or more times.

It is essential, therefore, that the u.h.f. aerial is
carefully set up in the first place, either on a trans-
mission or, preferably, on a signal strength meter,
for the maximum signal pickup. Sets (of all types)
are less sensitive on the u.h.f. channels than on the
v.h.f. channels. In general, this means that the set
needs more u.h.f. signal to give a picture which is
no more grainy than the v.h.f. picture. Sometimes
the u.h.f. signal has to be about twice as strong as
the v.h.f. signal to satisfy this condition.

Fig. I -Mullard's new
u.h.f. tuner.

The extra strong u.h.f. signal can only be
obtained by using an aerial system which is suitable
for the area, ensuring that it is adjusted for maxi-
mum signal pickup and that it is connected to the
set through super low -loss coaxial cable. The
latter is necessary since ordinary medium -loss v.h.f.
coaxial cable could reduce the u.h.f. signal relatively
by about four times-the losses at u.h.f. being that
much greater.

The u.h.f. array should be mounted as far as
possible away from the v.h.f. array and other metal
objects, for otherwise " proximity effects " could
detract seriously from the u.h.f. signal pickup.

Separate Inputs
All dual standard sets (and converted models)

have separate inputs for v.h.f. and u.h.f. This is
good since it means that the ordinary v.h.f. installa-
tion and feeder can remain as it is and that an extra
low -loss feeder can be 'employed on the u.h.f.
aerial.

Later, sets will probably be made with a common
aerial input socket, but this would not be very
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suitable for low signal working owing to the extra
losses in the combining filter. A commercial com-
bining filter is available, but it is recommended only
in those areas where the u.h.f. signal is extra strong,
so that it can be routed via the ordinary v.h.f.
feeder.

In some locations very close to a transmitter a
set -top u.h.f. aerial may be suitable. Normally, how-
ever, a good outside array will be the order of the
day. If there is insufficient chimney room to cater
for the extra u.h.f. aerial, it may be worth con-
sidering bringing the v.h.f. aerial indoors so that the
chimney can accommodate the u.h.f. aerial without
proximity troubles. These days, a set -top or roof -
space v.h.f. aerial system generally serves quite well.

Signal Probing
Aerial positioning at u.h.f. is far more critical

than for v.h.f. In fringe areas the presence of
" standing waves " may make it necessary to
" probe" for the signal. Merely changing the aerial
from one corner to an opposite corner of the same
chimney stack could make a great difference in
signal pickup.

Most u.h.f. tuners have some kind of scale cali-
brated in channel numbers. The tuners employ
ganged capacitive tuning (like ordinary radio sets)
and channel coverage is continuous over the scale.
The tuner spindle is coupled to the knob through
a slow-motion drive. On no account should a u.h.f.
tuner be dismantled, for even a small change of
stray capacitance or inductance could swing the
alignment out and reduce the overall sensitivity. A
tuner of the new Mullard design is shown in Fig. 1.

This is continuously variable over the range from
470 to 860Mc/s. It incorporates two frame grid
triodes: a PC88 operating as a grounded -grid r.f.
amplifier and a PC86 as a self oscillating mixer
with an i.f. output over the range 33.4 to 38.9Mc/s.

Remember that dual standard receivers have two
line hold controls, one for 625 lines and the other
for 405 lines. The appropriate control comes into
operation when the front controls are set for 405
lines or 625 lines. On the u.h.f. channels the v.h.f.
tuner is muted and the u.h.f. tuner is switched into
circuit, and the opposite happens on the v.h.f.
channels.

* * * * * * * * *
LAST MINUTE* CHRISTMAS GIFTS

No need to rush out to the shops. Here's one you can
arrange now ... in a few moments ... in the comfort
of your own armchair. A year's subscription for
PRACTICAL TELEVISION is the ideal gift for friends
who are television enthusiasts.
But hurry! You must send now to make sure that the
first copies arrive in time for Christmas. Simply send
your friends' names and addresses, together with your
own and remittance  to cover each subscription to
The Subscription Manager (G.3). PRACTICAL
TELEVISION. Tower House, Southampton Street,
London. W.C.2. An attractive Christmas Greetings
Card will be sent on your name to announce each gift.
 RATES (INCLUDING POSTAGE) FOR ONE YEAR

(12 ISSUES): U.K. AND OVERSEAS El. 9s. Od.
U.S.A. $4.25.

To make sure of your own copy why not place a regular
order with your newsagent.* * * * * * * *

*
*
*
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RECEPTION OF AMATEUR TV SIGNALS

THE following notes are intended to assist the
enthusiast who has built the 70cm receiving

equipment described in last month's issue of
PRACTICAL TELEVISION.

When searching for 70cm signals always
remember to rotate the aerial into the required
direction because signals can be missed due to the
directivity of the aerial (the 16 -element stack array
has a beamwidth of about 30 deg.). At some time
during the operation of the receiver signals will be
received which are not strong enough to please the
operator and he may then wonder what improve-
ment, if any, can be made. Obviously improve-
ments can be made at the transmitter end as well
as the receiving side to increase signal strengths,
however only the receiving end will be considered.

The Basic Receiver
Before trying to increase signal strengths it is

important to ensure that the television receiver is
making the best out of the existing signal. The
performance of television receivers with weak
signals varies enormously, the locking qualities of
the timebases being paramount.

The line frequency locking circuit should be
reasonably immune from noise influence though
still being capable of a good solid lock on noisy
signals. The flywheel synchronising circuit used
on some receivers can be excellent in this respect
but may have undesirable features for other uses.

The frame lock circuit should be as solid as
possible with weak signals. Good interlace, which
is sometimes lacking in these sort of circuits, is not
necessary for weak signals; anyway, many amateurs
do not transmit 405 -line interlace.

Assuming that the TV receiver has a good
performance, as above, its signal-to-noise perform-
ance and that of the whole system can be improved
by limiting the i.f. video bandwidth to about
1Mc/s. This should only be done using a
wobbulator and after all other methods of improv-
ing the signals have been exhausted. The definition,
of course, will be limited but the improvement on
very weak signals is quite surprising.

A higher -gain aerial will give better signal-to-
noise ratio althoueh, depending on the particular
type of aerial used, a narrower beamwidth usually
results. As mentioned previously, the higher the
beam is mounted the better; this is especially true
until it clears immediate surrounding obstructions.
Once clear there is still further improvement by
going even higher-but at a smaller rate.

A Preamplifier Stage
The converter only uses a diode mixer and by

using a preamplifier with a suitable valve or valves
the signal-to-noise ratio of the converter can be
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raised by several dB. A suitable valve is the
G.E.C. A2521 grounded grid triode, which at 70cm
will improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the
converter by some 5dB. There are other more
expensive valves available but the improvement
will only be marginally better than with the A2521.

However, before investing in a preamplifier it is
worth trying a selection of diodes in V2 position,
especially if they have been obtained from a
Government surplus store. A rough check on the
diode is to measure its forward and reverse
resistance (do not pass more than a few milliamps
through the diode). In general the greater the
ratio the better the diode.

Readers may be wondering over what sort of
distance signals can be expected. Apart from
unusual conditions, the distance covered depends a
great deal on the location of the transmitter and
receiver and the terrain between. With very
favourable sites 100 miles is a realistic distance. On
the other hand, from very poor locations less than
ten miles can be expected. However, when propa-
gation conditions are very good, hundreds of miles
may be expected even from poor locations.

-G3LGJ /T

AMATEUR TELEVISION BANDS

425- 445Mc/s
1,225- 1,290Mc/s
2,300- 2,450Mc/s
5,650- 5,850Mc/s

10,000-10,500Mc/s
21,000-22,000Mc/s

70.0cm
23.0cm
13.0cm
5.2cm
3.0cm
1.4cm

The maximum d.c. input power to the final stage
is limited to 150W. Classes of emission permitted:
Al, A2, A3, A5, Fl, F2, F3 and F5.

BRITISH AMATEUR TELEVISION CLUB

THIS club was founded in 1949 to inform,
instruct and co-ordinate the activities of amateur

radio enthusiasts experimenting with television
transmission. The BATC is affiliated to the Radio
Society of Great Britain. About one-third of the
membership reside abroad. Other countries where
there is considerable amateur activity are Australia,
Canada, France, the Netherlands and the USA.

In the U.K. there are local groups and activities
range from constructional work to lectures. Public
demonstrations of equipment at local exhibitions are
frequently given by members of such groups.

Further information about the BATC cars be
obtained from the Hon. Secretary, c/o 4 Inwood
Close, Shirley, Croydon, Surrey.
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ELUSIVE
PICTURE FAULTS

BY T. S. SMITH

MANY of our readers are now well able to
relate particular picture symptoms to definite
fault conditions within the set. As an

example, the symptom of a bright, horizontal line
on the screen instead of a picture or raster signifies
to many that something fairly drastic has gone
wrong with the frame timebase section of the set.
Similarly, a lack of picture width is often correctly
interpreted as low h.t. voltage due to a bad rectifier
or as a low emission line output valve or booster
diode.

There are numerous equally as well known
" stock " symptoms which are mentioned time and
time again in the literature. The difficulty is, how-
ever, when the symptom is one of infrequent
display or is rarely written about. With this in
mind, the author has taken a series of photographs
showing the more elusive kind of symptoms as
actually displayed on the screens of faulty receivers
so that they and their remedies may be brought to
the attention of our readers.

BEAM MODULATION

In Fig. 1 is shown the symptom of modulation of
the electron beam in the picture tube with ripple.
The alternate light and dark vertical bars at the
left of the screen are best displayed on a blank
raster. That is, with the aerial disconnected from
the set, the contrast control turned right down and
the brightness turned up sufficiently to give screen
illumination (raster). The diagonal lines are not
uncommon when there is no signal. These are the
flyback lines, of course.

Fig. I-The symptom of "electron beam" modulation
from the ripples in the line output current.

On the line flyback, ripples may occur in the line
amplifier causing rising and falling currents. These
are sometimes radiated and picked up on the grid
circuit of the picture tube, where they cause the
brightness of the scanning spot to change as it scans
the screen, and thus give rise to the symptom as
shown.

Proof is readily available, all that being necessary
is to connect the grid of the tube to chassis through
a large value capacitor. If this causes the screen to
clear or, at least, the severity of the symptom to
decrease, the trouble is undoubtedly modulation of
the electron beam.

The remedy lies first in establishing the where-
abouts of the unwanted coupling. A misplaced grid
lead hanging near the line output stage is one possi-
bility. Another is incorrect earthing of the metal
case of the brightness control potentiometer. If the
receiver features frame flyback suppression (in
which case the flyback lines as in Fig. 1 would not
be displayed when the circuit is working correctly),
attention should be given to the capacitors and
resistors connected directly to the grid circuit of
the tube to the brightness control.

Fig. 2-Kinking at the top of the picture is caused by
crosstalk due to coupling (or unbalance) between the

line and frame scanning coils (see text).

VELOCITY MODULATION

Now should it happen that the symptom remains
when the tube grid is connected to chassis through
a capacitor (use a value of, at least, (1.1/AF), modu-
lation of the electron beam is not the cause of the
symptom. Here, then, the effect would be caused
by the speed of the scanning spot changing in
sympathy with the line timebase disturbances as
the spot scans from the left to the right across the
screen.
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This effect is often called "ringing" in the line
timebase, and used to be very troublesome in early
receivers. Indeed, in some of these models the effect
is always present to some degree, even when the
set is without fault. However, it can be aggravated
by a faulty resistor and/or capacitor in a circuit
shunting the width or linearity inductor of the line
output stage.

Other possibilities are low emission line output
valve or booster diode, low h.t. voltage necessitating
full setting of the width control to give anywhere
near a full line scan and trouble in the line scanning
coils or in the line output transformer proper
(check for a fractured core).

CROSSTALK

A similar kind of symptom is seen in Fig. 2; but
here the line ripples are induced into the frame
scanning coils, causing the kinking effect at the top
of the picture. This is called "crosstalk inter-
ference ".
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the frame timebase seem to indicate perfect order,
and it is only when the frame blocking oscillator
transformer is checked is the culprit brought to
light. Tests of winding resistance and insulation of
the defective part does not always give a clue as to
the fault, and all that can be said is that the
insulation possibly breaks down on the frame fly-
back when high voltage pulses occur across the
windings.

It is worth mentioning that similar transformer
trouble can affect the frame lock without disturb-
ing the timebase action on certain sets. The photo-
graph in Fig. 3 is taken from an English Electric
model with a defunct frame blocking oscillator
transformer.

Fig. 3-Intermittent vibration of the picture.

A defective set of scanning coils can cause the
trouble, but more likely is failure or value increase
of one (or both) of the low value resistors connected
across the frame coils. There are two resistors here,
one connected across one half section of the coils
and a like value component connected across the
other half, with the two connected together at the
centre. The value is usually in the region of
hundreds of ohms.

On some models a so-called " anti -crosstalk
trimmer " is situated on or near the scanning coils
on the tube neck. The procedure is to adjust this
very carefully until the effect on the picture is mini-
mised. Where it is present, it is rarely possible to

Fig. 4-"Ringing" in the vision channel, a symptom
which can be caused by mismatch or trouble in the

aerial system, as described in the text.

delete it completely! Note that a high pulse voltage
may be present on the trimmer, so use a well
insulated trimming tool, such as a suitably tailored
plastic knitting needle.

In Fig. 3 we come to something with a different
flavour. Here the picture is vibrating up and down
at an intermittent and inconsistent rate. This is not
really frame judder, which was explained in a
previous article, and it may not appear until the
set has been running for fifteen minutes or so.

The curious thing is that frame -wise the picture
effectively locks, so adjustment to the frame hold
control will not cure the fault but will cause it to be
superimposed upon a rolling (unlocked) picture.
In some instances, the height control may effect a
temporarily cure, but then it may well be necessary
either to suppress or expand the picture, thereby
making it unviewable. Adjustment to the frame
linearity control may affect the picture likewise.

Sets with triode -pentode frame timebase valves
of the ECL80 and similar category may appear to
be cured when the valve is replaced, but this is not
always the case, for there is every possibility that
the symptom may appear again after a frustrating
pause. Resistor and capacitor checks in and around

The symptom seen in Fig. 4 is revealed best on
pictures with sharp changes from black and white
and vice versa in the horizontal direction. It can
be caused to happen on some models and under
certain conditions by carefully setting the fine
tuning control close to the " sound -on -vision"
point.

The symptom of Fig. 4 was taken from a receiver
which suffered the effect only on the ITV
programmes, but at all settings of the fine tuning
control. It was noticed, however, that the set
appeared to be almost on the verge of instability
and, indeed, instabiliy could be promoted at high
contrast settings with the downlead at the back of
the set placed in a certain way.

The trouble was eventually traced to the ingress
of moisture into the diplexer coupling the BBC
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and ITV aerials to the common downlead. Replace-
ment of the diplexer effected a complete cure.

Similar trouble has been observed due to old
coaxial downlead which was probably installed on
the set before one! Damp or water in the downlead
not only incites instability but it seriously reduces
the signal applied to the set and is a big cause of
picture grain, especially on the ITV channels.

AERIAL TROUBLE

One can be fairly certain that something is badly
amiss with the aerial system if the symptom or
picture is influenced by moving the downlead at
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resistive and/or capacitive feed from the junction
of the potential -divider to the tube grid.

The part of the frame circuit selected may be in
the oscillator or amplifier. Some models have a
tapping on the output transformer to take off a
suitable blanking pulse. All that is necessary is to
select a part of the frame circuit where the voltage
pulses negative on the frame flyback, which then
pushes the grid of the tube extra heavily negative
(along with the signal as mentioned above) and
makes totally sure that the flyback is suppressed.

If the symptom is present on models with a
suppression circuit, the components in the tube
grid circuit should be checked preferably by
substitution, and the faulty one will soon be dis-
covered. The symptom in excess on sets without a
suppression circuit usually signifies that the tube
is low emission and that an extra high setting of
brightness is necessary to obtain a picture of view-
able brightness.

However, another cause is the frame locking on
hum instead of on the frame sync pulses. This can

Fig. 5-Flyback lines on a plain but modulated raster.

happen due to heater/cathode leakage in one of the
vision valves or sync or frame valves. In some
receivers only a slight hum is sufficient to shift the
frame lock from the sync pulses to the 50c/s ripple
voltage. The picture may then divide into two, with
a wide, black, horizontal line at the top or bottom
of the screen.

the back of the set. Change of impedance at the
aerial, reflecting back into the downlead and
causing instability or " ringing ", as the symptom of
Fig. 4 is sometimes called, can also be the result of
a next door neighbour putting up a new aerial on

Fig. 6-A lingering spot of sufficient intensity can
cause local discoloration of the screen phosphors.
The text tells the main causes of this symptom.

a shared chimney stack. This impedance change
arises from " proximity effects " and is the cause
of more trouble than is realised these days when it
is necessary to have so many aerials close together.
It will not be tolerable so much on the new u.h.f.
bands which are used for BBC -2.

On all receivers without flyback line blanking,
flyback lines will be displayed when the raster is
produced without a signal present. As the signal
falls from video into the sync region. the grid of
the tube (relative to cathode) is pushed hard
negative, thereby cutting off the beam current and
the flyback lines. This is the normal action. If the
brightness control is set too high, then, in spite of
the picture signal going negative. screen illumina-
tion will still be present during the flyback period
and the flyback lines will be seen, as shown in
Fig. 5.

If a set which features flyback blanking shows the
symptom, then there is something very wrong with
the blanking circuit. This was, in fact, the trouble
with the set from which Fig. 5 was photographed.

The circuit consists essentially of a " hold -off "
resistor between the tube grid and the slider of the
brightness control, a resistor -capacitor potential -
divider, across a part of the frame circuit and a

LINGERING SPOT
Readers are sometimes concerned about the

bright spot of diminishing brightness which may
develop in the centre of the screen when the set is
switched off (Fig. 6). There is the possibility that
the spot may be of sufficient intensity and duration
to cause localised phosphor discoloration.

The symptom results because of the high charge
retained by thaie.h.t. filter capacitance, and because
of the reducing emission of electrons from the
cathode, even after switch -off. The electrons are
thus accelerated in the normal way, and since by
this time the timebases have ceased working a spot
is produced.

Two main circuit arrangements are adopted to
minimise the effect. An early idea was to arrange
for the tube to be cut off for a while immediately
following switch -off.

-continued on page 166
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PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF

GOILCUR 7EILEWEISIER
PART 7 CONTINUED FROM PAGE 109 OF THE DECEMBER ISSUE

LAST month we saw how the chroma informa-
tion of the televised scene is added to the
mono information at the transmitter and how

the combined information is then applied to the
v.h.f. or u.h.f. carrier wave.

At the time of writing colour test transmissions
are actually taking place on 625 lines. While it is
impossible at this time to say exactly when a colour
service will be established, the situation now is
much clearer than it was a few months ago. Tests
have been made to find out the type of system
which is most suitable for use in these islands,
having in mind programme interchange -between
European and American stations.

Whatever system is finally decided upon, the
basic principles will be as expounded in this series
of articles. There are, at present, three systems
under review: the American NTSC, the French
SECAM and a German version known originally
as the Bruch 3 system, but now colloquially termed
the PAL system, short for " phase alteration line
system ". We - shall be looking more closely at the
differences between these three systems next month.

Compatibility
At this juncture it is necessary for us to see what

happens to the combined chroma and mono signals
when they arrive at the set end of the chain. The
best way of looking at this first of all is to consider
a colour television receiver working from an
ordinary black -and -white television signal, of the
kind that ordinary monochrome sets work from.

A domestic colour television system must be
compatible. That means a colour receiver must be

Tuner

Fig. 27-Block diagram' of
NTSC colour receiver, showing

the principal stages. These

ore fully described in the text.

Vision
Jr 's

BY G. J. KING
capable of producing a picture in black -and -white
from a mono transmission and, conversely, a mono
set must be able to give a picture in black -and -
white from a colour transmission.

All the systems proposed for domestic colour arc
compatible and they incorporate receiver circuits
which are similar to those used in mono sets.
Actually, about 75 per cent of a colour receiver
consists of circuits which are virtually the same as
those in a mono set. There is the tuner, the i.f.
stages and the detector. The extra 25 per cent
relates to circuits which are designed specifically for
the colour signal.

Compatibility starts at the transmitter. Fig. 23 in
Part 6 shows how a televised scene is analysed in
terms of the three primary colours to create the Y'
or luminance signal which is almost equal to the
signal produced by a mono camera for a mono
television system, as we have seen in past articles.

Colour Signal to Mono Set
The Y' signal, it will be seen, is applied to the

transmitter modulator along with the chroma infor-
mation, and the sidebands of the latter are
exploited at this time, the sub -carrier being sup-
pressed (more about the sub -carrier and the carry-
ing of the chroma information later).

Sidebands on their own "look " to a mono set as
spurious signals which, as purposely arranged, do
not interfere with the basic mono information.
Thus, in a mono set the colour sidebands arc by-
passed to chassis in the detector circuit and only
the Y' signal is permitted to pass. This is processed
in exactly the same way as a true mono signal,
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thereby resulting in a black -and -white picture, even
though the original signal carries information which
is also capable of working a colour set.

Now let us investigate the happenings when a
mono signal is fed into a colour set. Fig. 27 shows
a block diagram of the principle elements of a
colour receiver. The tuner, vision i.f. stages and the
detector are common to both mono and chroma sets,
and the sound signal is extracted either from the
output of the tuner or from a common i.f. amplifier
stage, depending upon the type of set. The receiver
may be designed for 405 -line, 625 -line, or dual
standard working, using a.m. or f.m. intercarrier
sound in accordance with normal practice. The
exact type of design at this juncture does not
particularly interest us.

The demodulated vision signal from the detector
is applied to a sync separator stage in the usual
manner and to a Y' amplifier (equivalent to the
mono video amplifier). The latter is fed through a
delay network to ensure the correct " timing ' of
the mono and chroma signals at the picture tube,
bearing in mind that the chroma signals have to
pass through a greater number .of circuits than the
mono signal and are thus delayed more than the
mono signal. The Y' delay compesates for this.

Mono Signal to Colour Set
Now, a mono transmission is carried by such  a

receiver quite normally. Sync pulses are produced
for the line and field timebases and the video from
the detector is fed to the Y' amplifier just as it
would be fed to the video amplifier in a mono set.
The Y. or mono video output, instead of being
applied direct to the cathode of the picture, as in
the case of a mono set, is applied to a " matrix "
stage.

This, in effect, adds the I' and Q' signals when
colour is being received to produce the correct
range of red, green and blue signals, in conjunction
with the Y' signal, and when mono is being received
it lets through the correct values of signals cor-
responding to the red, green and blue inputs of
the colour tube so as to produce a display in mono-
chrome without colour distortion.

Past articles have shown how a picture in mono-
chrome can be derived from the three primary
colours and displayed on the screen of a tricolour
picture tube. Those readers who are still not sure
of the principles of colour mixing, refer to Parts 1
and 2 of this series.

Colour Signal to Colour Set
Now to see what happens when a colour signal

is applied to a colour set. The Y' signal is fed
through the receiver in the manner already des-
cribed; but the sidebands of the chroma signals (I'
and Q' signals) are not this time bypassed to chassis
at the vision detector, but instead extracted and
applied to a chroma amplifier (still referring to Fig.
27). This is really like a video amplifier, but is
designed to handle the colour signals.

The I' and Q' sidebands are absolutely no use at
all as they stand, since they have no carrier (this
was suppressed at the transmitter). They cannot
thus be detected in the usual manner. Before they
can be processed the carrier has to be reinserted,
and this is accomplished by a reference oscillator.

This has a nominal frequency the same as that of
the suppressed subcarrier at the transmitter. The

signal is applied to a rather special synchronous
detector in the receiver along with the signals from
the chroma amplifier. In the detector, the I' and Q'
sidebands are added to the synthetically -produced
sub -carrier and, provided the phase of the reference
oscillator signal is within a few degrees of the
phase of the original sub -carrier signal, detected I'
and Q' signals appear at the output of the stage.

In practice, there are two synchronous detectors,
one for the I' signals and the other for the Q' sig-
nals (only a single block is shown in Fig. 27). In
order to ensure that the phase of the reference
signal matches that of the original sub -carrier and,
equally as important, that the phase of the colour
sidebands relative to the reference frequency is
maintained, the reference oscillator signal is
" locked " to the colour burst signals which are
carried on the back porch to the line sync signals
(see Fig. 24, Part 6).

In effect, the colour burst signals control the
reference oscillator in rather the same way as the
sync pulses control the line and field timebases.
However, the colour control is extremely critical
from the colour rendering aspect. Deviation of
phase will impair the colours and modify their hues.

Hue Control
While the line and field timebases feature hold

controls, the reference oscillator has a hue
control. This is a preset which is adjusted on
installation of the set for the best colouring. Some-
times a user's hue control is fitted, and then the
viewer himself is faced with the problem of its
adjustment. This is best made by adjusting for the
most natural " flesh " tones, but the difficulty is in
knowing whether a particular face should be pink,
brown or white!

The correct relative phase is maintained once the
hue control has established the setting initially by
the colour burst signals, as intimated. These signals
are picked out from the sync pulses at the output
of the sync separator and are then fed through a
colour gating circuit. This deletes all traces of sync
signal and leaves only the colour bursts.

The colour burst signals are fed to a phase dis-
criminator circuit, which is akin to the same circuit
used in flywheel sync circuits and in some f.m.
receivers (also for automatic frequency correction),
to which is also fed a sample of the reference
oscillator signal.

Now, when the reference oscillator signal and the
colour burst signals are in phase (or within the
correct phase relationship) the output from the
phase discriminator is zero (or a nominal pre-
arranged value). Should the phase of the reference
signal tend to alter from that of the colour burst
signals, a positive or negative voltage, depending
upon whiCh way the relative phase alters (i.e., plus
or minus), is produced at the output of the phase
discriminator.

Reactance Control
The frequency of the reference oscillator is set

initially by the normal LC constants of the tuned
circuit in the , conventional manner. However,
across the tuned circuits is connected a " reactance
valve ". This is a triode or pentode valve arranged
basically as shown in Fig. 28. From the aspect of
the oscillator signal voltage applied as shown, the
circuit " looks " like a reactance in the capacitive
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LAWSON DIRECT REPLACEMENT
TELEVISION TUBES

LAWSON TUBE WITH NEW SILVER
ACTIVATED SCREEN AND

100 --'MICRO FINE* ALUMINISED

7S

LIGHT
OUTPUT

50

25
SIMILAR TUBE REBUILT

OR RECUNNED BUT NOT
RESCREENED

BRILLIANCE CONTROL

EXPRESS PASSENGER TRAIN SERVICE
Our service is countrywide and whether you live in
the Outer Hebrides, or at No. 10, we can guarantee
the fastest and finest CRT service in Great Britain.

Full fitting instructions with every tube.

LAWSON TUBES LTD. Tel. 2100
2 PEACHFIELD CLOSE, MALVERN WELLS,
WORCESTERSHIRE

12 MONTHS' FULL REPLACEMENT

GUARANTEE

DESIGNED FOR

PERFORMANCE
The Modern Lawson television tubes are specially designed to give
all types of television set very much improved performance.
Their new silver activated screens are much brighter with better
contrast, exclusive "microfine" controlled thickness aluminising

 gives 50% more light output (superb daylight viewing). New
small anode aperture electron guns by Mullard, Mazda, G.E.C.,
Brimar, E.E., Censor, etc., ensure needle sharp definition and
focus, and silicon vacuum pumping plus depth formed cathbdes
give very long life. Each tube is 100% BRAND NEW (glass
excepted), and Lawson are the only tubes guaranteed to be exact
replacement for the original tube, ensuring complete accuracy
and efficiency.

FROM THE LARGEST STOCKS OF ALL TYPES
OF C.R.T.s IN BRITAIN WE CAN SUPPLY THE

EXACT TUBE YOU REQUIRE BY RETURN.
12"
14"

15" - 17"
19" - 21"

£4.10.0
£5. 5.0
£5.15.0
£7.10.0

Delivered Free in London Postal Districts

CARR. and INS. 7/6

C.O.D. or C.W.O.

Gladly refunded
if you wish to return

your old tube
(excepting 12')

BENTLEY ACOUSTIC CORPORATION LTD.
EXPRESS SERVICE!!!

38 CHALCOT RD., LONDON, N.W. I
THE NEW VALVE SPECIALISTS

CAD. ORDERS RECEIVED BY 3.30 P.N. EITHER

SAME AFTERNOON
Primrose

Chalk Farm advertised are 9090
DT LETTER, PHONE OR WIRE, DESPATCHED Nearest tube All goods

in stock
0A2 4/6 6 B Rs 9/8 787 5/- 30FL12 11/-OB2 13/. 6BW6 6/9 7Y4 5/- 30L13 8/9OZ4GT 4/3 6BW7 5/. 983,98 9/0 3094 12/3IC6 6/3 609 10/9 1001 9/3 30912 7/6106 9/9 6CD8G 18/- 1002 18/6 30919 12/311.4 2/8 6008 5/- 1091 10/- 3091.1 9/-11,5 4/. 6CW4 24/- 101.011 9/- 30PL13 9/6186 8/8 6D3 9/6 10913 8/8 30PL14 12/61T4 2/8 691 901 10914 11/8 351.60T 6/921321 5/0 6913 4/9 121156 8/8 35W4 4/9314 8/9 9923 9/- 12AD6 9/8 3523 16/4315 6/9 6925 14/9 12.6E6 8/- 35Z40T 4/9
3M2GT 7/- 6570 4/6 P2AH7 5/- 357.50T 5/9354 4/9 6070 1/3 12A138 5006 6/83V4 5/6 8K8G 8/9 12AT6 4/8 50L6GT 6/35R4GY 9/- 81025 12/- 12AU6 5/9 53KU 14/651140 4/8 6L1 10/- 12AV6 8/8 72 6/66V40. 7/6 BLOC . 12BA6 5/9 8612 8/61513GT 4/8 6L7GT 4/8 128E6 4/9 90AG 87/6/533 6L18 10/- 12BH7 8/9 90AV 67/87/. 61,1320 56 12105 10/- 90151 18/-

6A76340 8/9 81'28 11/6 19AQ5 7/8 9003 421-618 6/- 6Q7131 4/6 1981 8/- 9008 42/-6AC7 8/. 6R70 5/9 2001 10/- 100132 18/6611:7 6/. 6U4GT 8/8 2092 11/6 181113T 84/11
6A(15 5/9 6160 8/9 20L1 12/6 066A 12/86AT6 3/9 6X4 3/9 2091 12/6 5763 7/136AU6 5/3 6%5 4/6 SOPS 12/- 7475 2/981133 5/6 6/30L2 8/. 20P4 18/9 AC6PEN 4/9°BAR 4/6 7136 12/6 2095 18/8 A231 8/8614E6 4/9 787 7/6 20Z40 6/6 A241 6/66806G 13/6 7155 10/- 25150 7/9 836 4/968116 5/5 7C6. 7/. 2781) 28/8 01.33 11/6613.J6 6/6 7117 519 30(715 9/- 0831 5/9
611Q7A 7/6 787 1210 301,5 6/9 DAF96 5/96BR7 8/6 787 29/1 30PLI 9/8 DI)41 12/8

Terms of brunness:-Cash with order or C.O.D. only.
Postage 6d. per Item. Orders over £3 post free.C.O.D. 3/6 extra. Any parcel insured against
damage in transit for only 6d. extra. All orders
despatched on day of receipt. Callers welcome
Mon. -Fri. 0.30.5.30, Oats. 8.30.1 p.m.

DP97 10/ -
Dana 85/-
D1110716/11
D1C90 6/9
DKO6 6/8
01.68 15/-
D L72 16/-
DL96 6/9
D3170 5/-
D5171 9/9
0186 7/-
E8OF 24/.
E83F 24/-
E88C0 10/-
E180F 19/8
EA/50 1/6
EABC80 5/6
EA942 7/6
EB34 1/.
EB41 4/9
8891 2/3
ERC33 8/6
213041 8/6
213031 81-
E11980 5/8
EBF83 7/8
EBF89 8/8
EBL21 8/8
EC70 4/9
E(.331 27/6
EC92 616
ECC34 21/7
ECC33 5/9
Ecc40 7/6

C.81 3/8
9151'82 4/8
8(1'83 4/8
ECC84 5/9

MILLARD BY100 MIDGET SILICON RECTIFIERS
Output 280e. at i amp.

No larger than a shirt button!
7/6 each.

PI 88 15/- 83 6/0 .in
11996 bl9 E1)1)88 10/. EL38 12/-

ECC91 8/- EL41 7/8
ELV189 10/8 EIA2 716
Ben° 8/8 81.81 8/8
ECF82 8/8 EL83 6/9
EC986 11/8 EL84 4/9
EC821 10/- EL83 7/.
&CHM 6/3 EL86 7/6
ECH42 7/9 EL91 2/6
E011131 6/9 81.95 5/8
ECH83 8/8 EL360 27/-
ECH84 9/6 EL820 18/4
ECM° 6/. E1.822 1803
EC1.82 7/. ELLE* 20/5
ECL83 9/9 8884 17/9
ECL86 8/9 EM34 8/9
E936 8/8 EM71 18/0
E937A 5/8 85180 6/8
EF39 3/9 EM81 71-
E940 8/8 E5184 6/9
EF41 6/9 EM85 81.
EF42 6/8 EMT( 15/2
8973 5/. 8Y51 5/0
8980 4/- 91331 7/8
8983 9/9 8183 9/8
E185 4/9 EY84 10/6
EF86 61- .8986 5/9E989 4/3 E388 9/8
9.991 8/- 8Z40 5/38992 203 8241 8/-
8995 5/. EZ80 4/
8997 11/8 8281 4/.
8998 10/- 0230 7/-
29183 7/9 0332 7/8
89184 7/9 07.33 1716
29004 goo (1334 10/-
8E32 8/. 07.37 14/6
21.33 8/9 HA BC80 9/9
EL34 8/8 II70309 25/.

DVIC., 4/9 PEN45110 Uto 9/-
11V 1t2A 8/9 12/- 1:12/14 7/8
KT33C 4/- PEN46 4/8 U16 8/9
111136 29/1 PEN383 U19 48/6
KT41 7/6 11/6 U23 6/-
KT44 5/. PL33 9/- U24 15/-KT61 8/8 PL36 8/8 U25 8/9
KT63 4/- PL38 18/8 U26 7/9
KTO6 13/6 PL81 619 U31 7/.
KT88 28/- PL83 6/3 U83 13/6
KTW61 4/9 PIM 6/8 U35 16/8
KTW62 6/6 P1.84 6/- U37 28/8
KTW63 5/8 P084 9/8 1145 15/8
86101.0612/6 PX4 9/- 1576 4/9MKT4 17/8 PY31 8/8 U191 10/-
MU12/14 51- PY32 8/9 1)251 9/6
N37 23/8 PY33 9/9 U282 18/-
1478 26/- PY80 6/- U301 12/-
N108 26/2 PY81 5/3 U404 6/-P2 10/. PY82 4/9 1)801 17/8
PA.B080 6/9 P1(83 5/9 U4020 6/6
PC86 1016 PY88 8/. UABC80 5/6
9088 14/7 py800 7/. CAF42 7/8Pm 11/8 PY801 7/6 17841 10/6
PC97 8/. P330 15/. UBC41 8/8
PC084 5/6 R16 84/11 UBC81 6/8
PO4:35 6/9 R17 17/8 UB9310 6/8
PeC88 10/8 R18 10/6 UBF89 6/9
PCC89 7/8 R19 7/- UBL21 9/9
900189 10/6 BP41 2/- UCC84 9/-PC980 5/6 8961 2/- 110085 6/8
PC982 6/8 8125 87/2 UCF80 8/9
PC984 8/8 T41 9/- 8111131 8/8
PC986 7/9 TH41 18/- UcH42 7/-
PC1.82 0/6 TH233 140 UCH81 6/6
911.83 8/. TY869 11/8 131.82 7/9
911.84
PCL83 8/3
PCL86 8/9
PC1.88 12/8

We require for prompt cash settlement all types of
valves, loose or boxed, but MUST be new. Offers

made by return.

1111.83 8/0
U941 6/9
11942 5/-
15980 8/6
U1'85 7/-
1.71,86 8/8
U980 6/ -
CIA' 8/9
UL44 88/8
U1,46 8/9
U1.84 8/-
UM4 16/2
1JM34 16/10
i15180 8/6
UU6 9/-
U1J8 11/6
171/1N 10/9
UY21 8/9
17E41 4/6
UY85 413
VP4 14/8
8/1.105 5/8
VR150 5/-
W107 10/6
W739 17/6
X41 15/-
066 7/6
X78 86/-
X79 20/6
Y63 6/.
Z66 8/ -

Transistors
and diodes
A Fl 17 509
0A70 8/-

9A73 8/-
0A79 3/-
0A81 3/-
0C19 25/-
0(22 23 / -
0C26 25/.
0(228 12/6
01529 17/6
0038 18/-
0C36 21/6
0C41 8/-
0C44 8/3
DNS 9/-
0065 22/6
0066 25/-
0070 8/6
0071 3/6
0072 8/-
0073 16/.
0074 8/-
0075 8/-
0076 8/6
01577 12/-
0078 8/-
0081 4/-
OCSID 4/-
0082 16/-
0083 3/6
0084 8/-
0C170 8/8
00171 10/8
015971 17/6
HAT100 7/9
MATIO1 8/8
M AT 120 7/9
IAT121 8/(

All goods are new hrst quality Limn Is only, and
subject to makers' full guarantee. We do not handle
manufacturers' seconds or rejects, wh oh are often
described as "new and tented" but which have a
limited and unreliable Me. Complete catalogue of
over 1000 valves actually in stock, with resistors,
condensers, transformers, microphones, speakers,
metal rectifiers with term. of, busluem, 6d. post he..
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sense. That is, the oscillator voltage lags 90° on the
current.

If Fig. 28 is considered first without C and R, the
oscillatory current i flowing in the valve will be in
phase with the oscillatory voltage e. In other words
the circuit is purely resistive.

The presence, of C and R alters this condition,
however, since by tapping of a portion of e and
applying this to the grid, C gives a phase advance
of almost 90°.

Owing to the amplification effect of the valve, the
anode current produced by this out -of -phase voltage
is greater than i and
the valve passes an a.c.
component 90° ahead
of the applied voltage
e. This is equivalent
to a capacitive shunt
across the oscillator
tuned circuit.

The valtie of this
virtual capacitance de-
pends upon the grid
bias applied to the
valve, and as the bias
is altered so the capaci-
tance value changes.
This means, therefore,
that the frequency of
the reference oscillator can be varied simply by alter-
ing the grid bias on the reactance valve. This is
where the hue control may be connected. As this
control is adjusted so the grid bias is varied and
hence the phase of the reference signal over a few
degrees.

The oscillator is phase -locked and maintained in
correct phase over long periods by the use of the
voltage at the output of the phase discriminator as
a control bias. Should the phase of the oscillator
tend to drift away from that originally established
by the hue control, correction is accomplished by

n x line frequency-.;

i

n
Oscillator e

signal

14-.)
Fig. 29-13asic circuit of
reactance valve, arranged to
reflect capacitive reactance.

Spaces at
field

frequency

I

iT

(a)
Mono energy "packets"

Chrome energy "packets"

the capacitance of the reactance valve altering in a
manner to compensate due to the'output of the dis-
criminator rising in a positive or negative direction.
Obtaining the Colour Signals

When the synchronous detectors receive a
reference signal of correct phase, relative to the I'
and Q' sidebands, demodulated I' and Q' signals
(corresponding to the red- and blue -difference
colour signals respectively) are produced at the
output of the detectors. Thus, we have the Y'
signal and the colour -difference signals applied to
the matrix.

In this sense the matrix subtracts the Y' signal
from the red- and blue -difference signals, leaving
just the red and blue signals. The green signal is
derived, in effect, by the red and blue signals being
subtracted from the Y' signal.

The end result is that red, green and blue signals
are produced which operate the tricolour display
device in exactly the same way as if the three colour
signals were carried over separate and isolated
circuits, as in closed circuit television.

In this article we have seen how a mono set
responds to a colour transmission, how a colour set
respon:s to a mono transmission and how a colour
set gives a correct colour display due to the modula-
tion of I' and Q' signals, in addition to the mono
luminance signal, upon the common vision carrier
signal.

We must now see how it is possible to transmit
the colour information without causing interference
to the mono signal. The energy of a mono television
signal is concentrated in small " packets " of energy
instead of being spread evenly over the video band-
width. Each packet of signal energy is separated
from its neighbour by the line scanning frequency
(10,125c/s 405 lines and 15,625c/s 625 lines), and
at each packet there are energy components at
multiples of the field frequency.

The energy is greatest at line frequency and the
energy output falls fairly quickly at field frequency

n x line

(b)

Frequency Interlacing

Chroma
energy

(d)

Fig. 29-Mono signals produce "packets" of signal energy over the video spectrum at line frequency intervals with

- components at field frequency as shown at (a) and (b). Similar "packets" of energy ore produced by the chroma

signals and by correct selection of the sub -carrier frequency these can be made to fall between the pockets of mono

energy as shown at (c). Frequency interlacing of the energy components then occurs as shown at (d).
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Vision
carrier

4

6 Mc/s
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Sound
Subcarrier carrier

4 4

4.429,687 M c/s

Fig. 30-Showing the position of the sub -carrier in
the video passband.

spacings away from 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 n times the line
frequency. The idea is shown in Fig. 29 (a), while
at (b) it is shown that very little energy due to the
mono signal exists between the line frequency
intervals.

The chroma signals also produce packets of
energy of a simlar kind, also spaced at line -
frequency intervals. The position of the chroma
energy packets relative to those of the mono signals
is governed by the frequency of the sub -carrier
upOn which the I' and Q' signals are first modulated
at the transmitter.

Sub -Carrier Frequency
The sub -carrier frequency is towards the top end

of the video spectrum (about 4.5Mc/s in the case of
625 lines). However, if the exact frequency is made
an odd multiple of half the line frequency, the

January, 1964

packets of chroma energy will fall exactly between
the packets of mono energy, as shown in Fig. 29(c).
Moreover, the energy components will interlace,
as shown in Fig. 29(d). On the
625 -line system this effect is achieved when the
sub -carrier frequency is exactly 4-429,687Mc/s, as
obtained by multiplying one-half of the line
frequency by 567.

Other factors which include the sub -carrier
frequency are dot pattern, which occurs if the
frequency is too low and interference between the
sound carrier and the sub -carrier. The latter is
minimised by arranging for the sub -carrier to inter-
lace with the sound carrier. We thus have a some-
what complex set of conditions to satisfy.

Fig. 30 shows how the sound, vision and sub -
carrier signals are spaced relative to each other. The
sub -carrier is usually made the " master frequency "
from which the line and frame frequencies are
derived, the master being held to an accuracy in
the order of 0.0003 per cent.

On mono systems the master frequency is that of
the power supply. That is, the field is locked to the
power supply and from there the line frequency is
obtained. On colour systems this is not possible,
and as a consequence it isnot possible to lock the
field frequency to the power frequency. This results
in so-called asynchronous working which, on some
of the older type of receiver, produces slowly rolling
hum bars due to residual hum in the vision stages.
When the hum is locked to frame, of course, the
hum bar is still present, but since it is stationary is
is not usually discernible.

PART S APPEARS NEXT MONTH

Elusive Picture Faults
-continued from page 160

The latest, and best, idea is for the tube itself
to discharge the e.h.t. capacitance on switch -off due
to it passing a very high
beam current. This is
arranged either by
coupling the tube grid
back to the mains
supply circuit (to the

Fig. 7-In this circuit a
VDR is used to hold the tube
grid positive with respect
to cathode on switch -off
and thus discharge the
e.h.t. filter capacitance due
to excessive beam current.

on/off switch), via a
current limiting resistor,
or by some other
method causing the grid
to go highly negative
with respect to the
cathode immediately on switch -off. With
technique the line and frame scans are in the pro-
cess of collapsing when the beam is discharging
the e.h.t. filter capacitor, so the illumination is
spread over a greater area of screen and localised
burning is avoided.

Most modern receivers use this idea, and a prere-
quisite is that the first anode potential on the tube

Picture
tube

this

remains at a high value during the whole of the
discharge period. This is necessary, of course, to
maintain a high value beam current for the dis-
charging action. A collapse of first anode voltage
would reduce the beam density, the opposite to the
requirements.

Thus, on sets which have suddenly exhibited the
" lingering spot " symptom, attention should be
given to the filter capacitor on the tube first anode,
for it is this which charges and holds the anode at
the required potential during the critical period. If
this goes open -circuit or low in value, the discharge
will not be complete at the final anode and the
spot may well linger.

On earlier models, where the tube is pushed for
a while into beam cut-off, trouble in the video
amplifier stage or brightness control circuits can
prevent the spot from being suppressed.

NEW CIRCUIT

A circuit by Mullard Limited to cause a rapid
discharge through the beam current is shown in
Fig. 7. Here a voltage -dependent resistor (VDR) is
connected between the bottom of the brightness
control and chassis. The action is as follows:
capacitor Cl charges through R1, and the bright-
ness control from the h.t. line. On switch -off the
voltage across the VDR decreases and its resistive
value increases, thereby preventing Cl charge from
being quickly exhausted and holding the tube grid
positive with respect to the cathode for the time
required for the beam -discharge action.
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A MONTHLY FEATURE
FOR DX ENTHUSIASTS

by Charles Rafarel

THE choice of a receiver for DX TV is, of
course, of the greatest importance. It might
seem that the obvious plan would be to buy

one of the new 625 -line receivers now on sale, but
don't do it!

Firstly, only certain models can be switched to
625 lines with the Band I/III tuner in operation,
the rest are only operational on 625 lines in the
u.h.f. position.

The second snag is the one already discussed;
that the new u.h.f. system here is designed for a
sound -to -vision separation of 6Mc/s, whereas our
Continental friends mainly use 5.5Mc/s separation,
so we will not be able to get sound and picture
together even if we can use the 625 model for DX
work.

In the relatively small area of the British Isles
we are cluttered up with over 20 TV stations in
Bands I and III, with powers of 100kW or over,
apart from the numerous low power relays.

Our worst enemy for DX reception,, in fact, is
not going to be atmospheric conditions but local
station interference.

The Continental channels fortunately lie between
the British ones, and therefore provided our
receivers are selective enough we should at least
be able to separate them from our own.

The new 625 -line sets have a vision bandwidth
of approximately 5Mc/s, whereas the old. 405 -line
set is only 3Mc/s, so an old 405 set is obviously
preferable despite a slight loss of picture quality. I
have tried a 625 -line export model and have dis-
carded it as useless for channels adjacent to the
local channels.

There are five requirements for success.
(1) Continuous (incremental) tuning over Bands

I and III to tune Continental channels lying
between British ones. The spread of a fine tuner in
a turret is about 1Mc is only and continuous reset-
ting of turret slugs is inconvenient and accurate
calibration is out of the question.

(2) We want a set which can be run reasonably
efficiently on 625 and 819 lines without too much
loss of scan and e.h.t. Our 405 -line set is likely to
have a harmonic tuned line output transformer and
this can be troublesome with some makes.

(3) It should have flywheel sync for weak signals.
(4) It should be reasonably easy to arrange

switching for negative going pictures.
(5) It should have good overall vision gain with

at least three vision i.f. stages.
In, connection with (5) I suggest the " best buy "

is a second hand Bush 14in. of the TV53, 62 or 63
range or the TV66 17in. model. In fact these types

comply very well with our requirements and can
often be purchased very reasonably.

Apart from arranging an inverting switch for
the video diode and arranging for some adjustment
of video amplifier valve bias for negative pictures,
they will work quite well without further alteration,
and I will be pleased to give details for switching
for those who require them.

What are we going to do about sound? A
separate sound receiver is the answer here, as this
will overcome problems about the different sound -
to -vision separations.

For a.m. sound from France, Belgium and
Luxembourg any old set will do, provided the
sound section is operative and it has incremental
tuning. For f.m. sound we must employ other
methods.

My solution is to use a continuous Band I/III
tuner feeding into the i.f. stages of a broadcast f.m.
set. Watch the i.f. frequencies however.

DX NEWS
Now for a few notes for established DX viewers.

I hope you all profited by the wonderful tropos-
pheric opening of October 10 -12th. Here in Poole,
13 new ones were caught, including Tele Luxem-
bourg, also received by at least two other viewers.
Yes, it can be done on u.h.f. too, with London
(Ch33) Paris (Ch22) and three West Germans
picked up here in Poole.

Further East, scores of over ten West Germans
have been recorded and the experts say that
RAI/UHF Italy may well be possible, so if you
are not yet active on u.h.f. get busy. It is worth it!

H. A. Ballard of Hastings writes to say that so
far as he is concerned, our concluding remark (3)
in the October issue, concerning DX u.h.f., has
proved to be true. He writes:

"On August 15th I was able to lock three faint
Continental stations-all different programmes-
but was unable to identify them, although one was
obviously Dutch. These were between channels 23
and 33. On October 12th I was more fortunate and
secured the enclosed photos which may help in
station location."

These photos showed that Mr. Ballard's station
was Lopik, N.T.S., Holland on channel 27. Details
are: 625 lines, negative modulation with f.m.
sound, 250kW e.r.p. vision, 50kW e.r.p. sound, hori-
zontal polarisation, omni-directional propagation,
site at sea level but mast 1,170 feet high.

Mr. Ballard says that his receiver started life as
a 14in. Bush Model TV53 but now bears little
resemblance to the original as it has been progres-
sively rebuilt over the past two years as circuit
improvements have been introduced.

Unfortunately he did not give sufficient informa-
tion to identify his stations between channels 23 and
33, but strong possibilities are Aachen, West Ger-
many, on channel 24; Koblenz, West Germany, on.
channel 31; Wuppertal on channel 22.
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HIGH definition television was put out on a

regular transmission basis way back in 1936.
Then came the war and a pause in its

development. We are now in the second decade of
the post-war television era. Television started in
the very high frequency (v.h.f.) bands first in
Band 1 on channel 1, then on channels 2, 3, 4 and
5, and in 1954 in Band III on channels 8, 9, 10,
11, 12 and 13. So it is today.

Tomorrow television will have graduated into the
ultra high frequency (u.h.f.) bands (Bands IV and
V) to give us BBC2, to be followed later by ITA2.
Soon the test transmissions from the BBC's London
u.h.f. station will be replaced by " programme test
transmissions", to be followed later (April) by
regular transmissions. The test programmes will
be in addition to the BBC2 test card and will be
advertised in the Radio Times.

Channel grouping is to be adopted for u.h.f.
television in Great Britain. Each transmitter area
is to be allotted a group of 11 consecutive channels
and the London area has already been allotted the
group comprising Channels 23 to 33. The
immediate need, then, is for a revision of thoughts
on aerial problems.

Unsafe
Some Band III aerials have been on chimney

stacks and fully exposed to all weathers for nearly
10 years and some Band I arrays have been up
longer than this. A country tour will reveal many
old aerials in various conditions of disrepair and
quite a few will be seen to be distinctly unsafe with
elements missing and the masts leaning at curious
angles, especially in exposed places near the coast.

The time will shortly come when more chimney
adornments will be needed to get BBC2 and this
aerial will be somewhat more critical both in choice
and erection than the earlier v.h.f. aerials if good,
consistent pictures are to be expected.

6

Local Booster
Some of the old, worn-out v.h.f. aerials are far

more complicated than they need be for present-
day reception, for it is probable that when they
were erected, reliance had to be placed on a distant
station, while of recent years (or months) a local,
or a " booster " station may have changed the
district from " fringe " to " service " area.

This could mean that the old, complicated aerial
is working inefficiently not only off direction but
also on the wrong channel for the local station.
When a booster comes to town many aerials are left
to work in that way, the signal field being so strong

that the picture even on the wrong aerial is far
better than what it was from the distant station
before the booster arrived.
Set Factor

There is also the factor of the set itself. The
aerial may have been erected high and in compli-
cated configuration to do full justice to a relatively
insensitive receiver of past ages and is left in use
still for the new set which needs considerably less
signal than the old one to give a good picture.

Modern- sets are much more sensitive on the
v.h.f. channels than their older counterparts, mean-
ing that less elaborate aerials than of earlier days
often do a far better job than is generally realised.
Signal INoise Ratio

The lowest limit of signal pick-up is reached
when grain (due to valve and circuit " noise")
makes the picture difficult to view. The only way
to reduce the grain is to improve the signal/noise
ratio of the installation either by making the set
less " noisy " or the aerial deliver more signal.
Modern sets are less " noisy " than old ones, mean-
ing that a picture of given grain can be maintained
on a new set when the signal is some two times
below that necessary for the same amount of grain
on the old set.

Although an aerial may supply sufficient signal
to give a reasonable signal/noise ratio, a more
elaborate aerial may, nevertheless, be required to
get rid of interference or ghosts due to the pick-up
of reflected signals. The picture in Fig. 1 suffers

Fig. I-A picture of poor signal'noise ratio (approxi-
mately 18dB) with a negative ghost towards the

left-hand side of the main image.



By J. Longrise
both from excessive grain due to a poor signal/
noise ratio and from slight ghosting (seen vaguely
to the right-hand side of the main image).

If the interfering signal (or reflected signal)
arrives some 50 deg. or more off the bearing of the
main signal an aerial with reasonable " directivity "
can be orientated so that the maximum ratio of
response of the wanted to unwanted signal can be
achieved. A directional aerial requires a reflector
and a number of directors in addition to the dipole;
the greater the directivity the greatei the number
of elements required.

If a directional aerial is needed in a fairly high
signal field area to reduce interference or ghosts, an
attenuator may be necessary in the coaxial downlead
to cut down the strength of the main signal, for
directivity leads to extra aerial gain and too great
a signal applied to the set may catise overloading,
giving the symptoms of sound -on -vision and vision -
on -sound.

Owing to the higher frequencies, signals in
Bands IV and V are not quite so obliging as their
v.h.f. counterparts, since they have trouble in pene-
trating massive objects and in bending. This means
that the u.h.f. signals will require relatively com-
plicated aerials, while the v.h.f. signals from a
co -sited station may make do quite well with a
simple array on the roof or even indoors.

To reduce interaction between a rash of aerials
on a common chimney stack, the u.h.f. aerial
should, if possible, be mounted in isolation, for this
will be the most critical array of the group.
Simplified v.h.f. Aerials

At the time when the u.h.f. aerial is erected,
however, attention should definitely be directed to
the possibility of simplifying the v.h.f. aerials and
the best way of doing that is by bringing them
indoors! Having in mind the thoughts of the
earlier part of this article it will probably be dis-
covered that in many areas (especially with new
sets) attic aerials will work quite well, leaving clear
chimney space for the u.h.f. aerial.

Another angle on this-when a shared chimney
stack is involved-is to share the v.h.f. aerials with
the next-door neighbour. This, at least, will mean
that only one set of v.h.f. aerials will adorn the roof.
A small dual -band amplifier and a star network
(Fig. 2) represent an inexpensive solution to the
problem.

Unfortunately it will not be quite such a simple
matter to share the u.h.f. aerial, since the losses

are much higher and so far an inexpensive u.h.f.
amplifier is not available. The amplifier used
should be of the low -noise variety, for the sharing
process should enhance, rather than detract from,
the signal/noise performance of the system.

One of the new low -noise transistor amplifiers
could, in fact, be used close to the set if necessary
so as to raise the level of the signals from an indoor
v.h.f. aerial system. It may also be a good idea
to try one of the recently developed set -top aerials,
for it may well be found that up to about 20 miles
from a primary station nothing more elaborate is
required for good pictures.

VHF aerials

Dual-
channel
amplifier

Star
network

From amplifier

27 27a

Outlet Outlet
1 2

Fig 2-To eliminate one set of v.h.f. aerials, the receivers
of the adjacent neighbours are fed from a common aerial
sys em via a dual -band amplifier and star network.
The resistors of the "star" should be non -inductive,

carbon type.

.Set -top Aerials
Some set -top aerials are also designed for recep-

tion of the u.h.f. signals, but results on this band
cannot be predicted with any certainty as much
will depend upon the local signal field, height of
house above sea level, screening over the signal
path and local proximity effects such as metal pipes,
electrical wiring and any other large (particularly
metal) objects.
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Moreover, the signal field on Bands IV and V
will usually be less than that on the v.h.f. bands
and the u.h.f. sensitivity of dual -standard sets is
some two times less than the v.h.f. sensitivity. The
signal/noise ratio, may thus suffer slightly towards
the u.h.f. fringe. At this stage it should also be noted
that the u.h.f. signals are horizontally polarised but
that over the transmission path, the wavefront may
twist and end up almost as vertical polarisation at
the receiving site.

Fortunately, u.h.f. aerials are considerably scaled -
down versions of their lower frequency partners,
making it possible to employ more elements per
array than with v.h.f. aerials. The u.h.f. dipole is
only about 10in. long, with the reflector elements
(or mesh) about 5% longer (or square) and the
directors about 5% progressively shorter, depending
upon exact design and channel. It is not intended
here to delve into design considerations as these
have been given in the past and will be published
in various forms in future issues of this journal.

There is a limit economically to the increase in
gain which can be obtained simply by adding
directors to a u.h.f. aerial, but owing to the small
physical sizes involved there is no great difficulty
in stacking arrays and making them co -linear.

One of the heading pictures shows two u.h.f.
aerials mounted side by side to form a co -linear
configuration. While this arrangement does not
double the gain of a single array, also shown in
the heading, it does improve the directivity con-
siderably and provide two or three extra decibels
of u.h.f. signal, which can most certainly be very
important where one is fighting to get the last dB
on the edge of the fringe or in a difficult reception
area.

Folded dipoles are used for matching and in the
Belling and Lee arrays in the photographs, the
dipoles are formed by the cutting of slots in a piece
of suitable metal (not to be confused with a slot

Fig. 3-Response polar
diagram of Yogi u.h.f.
aerial with the coaxial
feeder connected direct
to the dipole. The broken
line curve reveals how
the polar diagram is
changed by the use of a
"balun". The use of a
"balun" also simplifies
the positioning of the
feeder by the aerial

erector.

aerial). Various artifices are adopted to balance
the aerial against unbalanced coaxial feeder. This
is rather important to avoid undesirable " feeder
effects " which occur, as shown in Fig. 3, when
coaxial cable is connected direct to a dipole which
is arranged for horizontal polarisation. The
" unbalance to balance " device is called " balun "
for short.

The losses in the coaxial feeder downlead are also
about four times greater at, say, 800Mc/s (Band V)
than what they are at 50Mc/s (Band I). It is. of
vital importance, therefore, that good -quality, low -
loss coaxial cable be used to connect the u.h.f.
aerial to the set and this, as with v.h.f., applies
particularly towards the fringe of the station.
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Choice of u.h.f. Aerial
While it is impossible to be specific regarding

the type of u.h.f. aerial required at various distances
from the station, a general guide Is possible based
on normal reception conditions. Abnormal condi-
tions arising, for instance, from local screening,
rising ground along the signal path, proximity
effects and so on may well severely distort the
guide.

It is assumed that all aerials considered below
possess an efficient reflector system, a folded dipole
and a balun arrangement. Thus seven directors
should give good results within a radius of about
15 miles from the station, 11 directors about 20
miles, 16 directors (on a single " Yagi
array) about 25 miles. Stacked and co -linear
arrays will be necessary in certain cases around the
20-25 mile mark and such arrays with high direc-
tivity will be essential to eliminate ghosting due to
multipath interference. Fortunately, attenuation of
the ghost signal is greater than experienced at
v.h.f.

Other points to remember are that car ignition
and electrical interference is less troublesome at
u.h.f. than at v.h.f. and that u.h.f. aerials have a
natural embracement of about 11 channels (this
being necessary, anyway to cover the 11 channels
of a station group).

, Also the signal field falls rapidly at u.h.f. away
from the " radio horizon ", thereby considerably
curtailing the "fringe" area. On Band I, for
instance, the fringe may spread out some 20 miles
from the radio horizon, while on Band V the signal
field may collapse almost to zero at about two miles
away from the radio horizon. It is for this reason,
of course, that several times more u.h.f. stations are
required to cover the whole of the country than
v.h.f. stations.

Now is the time, then, to start investigating ways
of reducing the complexity of v.h.f. aerials-pre-
ferably by taking them off the chimney-so as to
make room for the more demanding u.h.f. aerial.
It is obviously impossible to keep on adding to the
roof -top ironmongery!

HELP FOR HOME BUYERS
When you are buying or selling property

it is vitally important to know where you
stand as far as the law is concerned.
Ignorance or carelessness might cost you
hundreds of pounds. There's sure to be a
big welcome, then, for the new FREE
LEGAL ADVICE SERVICE just
announced by Newnes Property Advertiser
and Holiday Guide. Every week, from now
on, this paper will carry questions and
answers on such topics as mortgages,
insurance, surveying and general legal
points. In addition any reader may have
his own particular questions answered by a
panel of experts simply by filling in a Query
Coupon on the Legal Advice Page. Newnes
Property Advertiser and Holiday Guide,
which contains details of thousands of
houses, flats, shops, business and holiday
addresses, is on sale every Friday, price 4d.
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Using the

BY1 00 silicon diode

in

Television

Receivers
By K. Berry

THE BY100 silicon diode is primarily intended
for use as a mains rectifier in television
receivers and may be used to replace both

metal rectifiers and valve rectifiers with a consider-
able saving in cost and greatly increased life.

When the BY100 is used in an a.c.-d.c. receiver
to replace a thermionic rectifier (which has poor
emission but whose heater is intact) it is convenient
to leave the original valve in the receiver, using it
as a "dropping resistor" for the heater chain. If,
however, the rectifier heater has burnt out, then a
suitable resistor must be added to complete the
heater "chain" and preserve the correct current in
the chain. This resistor should be mounted in a
position where it will not overheat other com-
ponents and will receive a reasonable air circulation.
A list of resistors required to replace specific
rectifiers is given in Table 1.

In addition to looking after the heater chain it is
necessary to make some provision for reducing the
voltage applied to the rectifier, since the voltage
drop across the BY100 is only about 1V and direct
replacement of a metal or valve rectifier results in
the h.t. voltage increasing by up to 30 or 40V
which, if not reduced, will rapidly lead to trouble
elsewhere in the receiver. Unfortunately it is not
possible to give any precise information regarding
the value of the resistor required for this purpose,
since its value will vary from receiver to receiver,
depending, as it does, upon:

(a) the size of the reservoir capacitor;
(b) the current consumption of the receiver;
(c) the type of rectifier being replaced.
However, in practice, values of between 33 and

8211 have been used at power ratings of 10 to 15W
and this will give some guide as to what is likely to
be required.

This resistor is connected in series with the diode
(either side will do) and limits the rate at which the
reservoir capacitor can be charged and hence the
mean output voltage. The experimental approach
is usually required to determine the exact value
needed. Connect initially a 4711 resistor in series
with the diode, switch the receiver on and measure

the smoothed h.t. voltage. This should usually be
about 210/220V for most receivers. If the voltage
obtained with the 475/ resistor is lower than this
then try a lower value, if it is higher then try a
higher value of resistor.

The instructions earlier in this note concerning
the positioning of the resistor possibly required to
replace the rectifier heater apply, also to this surge
limiting resistor.

It should be noted that this additional resistor
is not always required; for instance, in some
receivers the voltage applied to the rectifier is taken
from an auto -transformer. In such a case it may
be possible to take the rectifier feed from a lower
voltage tap. In other cases, if the supply voltage
from which it is desired to run the receiver is less
than the highest input voltage tappings provided
by the receiver manufacturer, it may be possible to
use the additional (unused) resistor(s) provided for
use when the receiver is worked off the highest
voltage mains in order to drop the voltage applied
to the rectifier.

For example, if the set is to be run from a 210V
supply then the resistors provided for using the
set from a 250V supply may be available for use
in dropping the voltage applied to the silicon diode.

TABLE I
Rectifier, Type BY100

Maximum Peak Inverse Voltage 800V
Maximum Forward Current at 50°C 550mA
Typical Reverse Current at 25°C less than 10p.A

Valve Type
Replacement Heater Resistor

Ohms Watts

PZ30 180 15
PY32 100 10

2x PY82 120 10

PY82 68 5
U801 390 15

These notes so far have been mainly applicable
to television receivers but, of course, the BY100
can equally well be used in some radios, amplifiers,
etc. A single BY100 will replace half -wave recti-
fiers such as the 25Z4, 35Z4, 117Z4, etc., whilst a
pair will replace full -wave rectifiers such as the
5Z4, 6X4, etc.-provided that the r.m.s. voltage
applied to each diode does not exceed 250V. This
means that when the rectifier is fed by a trans-
former, if the voltage applied is greater than 250-
0-250 one cannot use a pair of BY100s. (Note:
Two pairs of BY100s will handle 500-0-500V.)

When the silicon diode is used in radio receivers,
amplifiers, etc., considerations similar to those out-
lined earlier in this article regarding the heater
chain in a.c.-d.c. receivers and surge limiting
resistors apply, excepting that the increase in h.t.
voltage is often not so marked owing to the smaller
value of reservoir capacitors used in radio receivers,
etc.

One final word of warning: silicon rectifiers are
unlike old soldiers in that they do not slowly fade
away; make a mistake and they will " die " at
once! So please check the circuit carefully and in
particular ensure that the rectifier is connected into
circuit with the correct polarity.
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VICING
EVISION
IVERS

No. 97 THE RAYMOND F93 AND BEETHOVEN B94

THE potentiometer VR3, is the frame hold
control. If this control is at the end of its
travel check V13 (ECC82) and R69 (470k11),

which is in series with VR3 to pin 7 of the VI3
base. A defective ECC82 in this position can also
cause frame jitter, i.e. rapid vertical bounce not
corrected by the controls.

Lock of Height
Loss of height which is even top and bottom

should direct attention to the ECC82 and to R70
(1.8M1/), which sometimes goes high.

Bottom Compression
If the bottom of the picture is compressed and

the top appears extended (in relation to the
bottom) check the ELC80 (V14) and if a new valve
does not improve matters check the 250/iF 25V

100k0

585 R91
152k0 3.9k0

5102
680k0

V15
PCF BO

By L. Lawry -Johns

bAs electrolytic capacitor C80. This capacitor will
probabl be found to be open circuited. If the valve
and capacitor are in order check the linearity
capacitor C76, C77 and C78.

Hum Bars
Quite often a considerable amount of a.c. ripple

is injected into the video circuit causing wide
bands of light and dark areas across the screen
making overall illumination of the screen impossible.
Ths should direct attention to V9 (EB91) and V10
(PCF80), either of which may have heater -to -
cathode leakage.

No picture, Charred Resistors
V10, the video amplifier, is biassed by R51

(5600). This resistor is held at a fairly constant
current level by R49 (33k(1). Quite often R49

3560

6104
5660

Use hold AT

Papr Cv1

2

5106 A.m.,.
1141

15ov
Width

Fig. 2(a)-The power pack, frame timebase and par of the sync separator stages of the Circuit.
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Fig. 3-An underchassis view of the receiver.

changes value thus causing excess current both
through itself and R51 resulting in damage to both.

This can cause R51 to become open circuit or,
more seriously, to become a virtual short circuit
with the result that the h.t. line is shorted to chassis,
blowing one of the main fuses and/or damaging
the PY82 rectifier which is normally run at its
limit and is intolerant of overload.

V12
P762

R62
470
6W

Flying lead 1

Flying lead 2

AC OC.?:,t

Ix a tie, 8

6017691 1_12°170

11

V14

V15

,;,,77,A C62 to C68 __1000pF?

Fig. 2(b)-The remainder of the sync separator stage and the line timebase circuits.
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Poor Contrast

If the contrast control functions but the picture
is weak and lacking in " attack " although the over-
all brightness is good, check VIO which may be
failing in emission, then check V6, 7 and 8, the
resistors associated with VIO and the decoupling
components of V7 and V8.
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If the contrast is poor with excessive gain (noise)
check VI (PCC84), the efficiency of the aerial
V2 (PCF80) and both 4.7kil triode anode load resis-
tors in the tuner unit.

No Signals, Sound or Vision
Check components and valves (V1 and V2) as

above but note that if the 4.7kfl resistors change
value the Band III signals will be lost first, leaving
BBC at first almost unaffected and then as the value
rises, the vision signal may weaken and fade out
with loss of sound, but faint sound may remain.

Channel
selector Fine

tuning
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Persistent Fuse Failure
An intermittent spark over in V12 (PY82) is

usually responsible for this trouble and with new
fuses fitted, a sharp tap on the PY82 envelope will
probably demonstrate this without doubt. A faulty
PY81 can cause similar symptoms. The fuses are
rated at 750mA and should be of the delay type
F3 is rated at 250mA.

We trust these short notes have been helpful for
owners of these Raymond and Beethoven models.
We will try to present information on later models
such as the F105/1 at a later date.

Line hold Brightness Frame hold :Volume

Contrast

TC4 TC5

TC6

0 OTC3

®PCF80Mixer -
oscillator

e)TC2

ViPCC84
Cascode
RF amp.

eTC1

VR7 VR4

T10

VR3 VR6

VR1

51

Sound detector
AGC and noise suppressor

13
L12

EF80
1St vision IF

15

0

T4

0

EF80
2nd vision IF

PY82
Mains rectifier

C21

1162

16

T7

0
C45,C46

ECL80
Frame

sync sep

TB

0
C44

ECC82
Frame

oscillator

F20

VR40Height

Fuses -0-0F1
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Fig. 4-The above -chassis layout of major components.
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A CLOSED CIRCUIT

TV
Camera

By E. McLoughlin

PART FOUR: THE CAMERA
CONTROL UNIT

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 119 OF THE DECEMBER
ISSUE

rro give adequate ventilation for the control unit,
the top of the chassis is covered by a perforated
steel grid hood attached to the narrow

sides of the chassis by means of two flanges
and four self -tapping screws. This arrangement is
exceedingly simple, provides all -sided ventilation as
freely as if the chassis were entirely open, permits
very rapid opening of the unit for work above or
below the chassis and has a very pleasing and pro-
fessional appearance.

It must be pointed out that this unit definitely
requires an efficient forced -ventilation fan if
housed in any form of semi -closed metal cabinet,
as self cooling will then certainly be insufficient.
A fan is not required in the arrangement as pub-
lished, in which all major heat -producing com-
ponents have been grouped above thechassis and
can cool freely by convection through the steel
grid hood.

Do not operate the unit standing in a narrow
alcove, in a cupboard of small dimensions, or
other confined space. Do not place papers, books,

3," Solder to main chassis Flap '12:
4"

Fix ng flange
bend up
and bolt

to chassis

C D
15 4

-lk

S'
-,

:13 3 -F.

Lr r Y, HT.+B
TrunkIS H:1".+ lines W(2)

-18V
Bias
line
(4)

other apparatus or other combustible articles on
top of the covering hood. This could lead to
damage, overheating or fire.

Power Supplies
Fig. 15 shows the complete theoretical circuit

of all power supplies for feeding the control uffit
and the camera head.

Two conventional fullwave valve rectifier and
smoothing circuits, having only the mains trans-
former in common, are employed. Ample smooth-
ing capacities and chokes are used. As a result,
two separate main h.t. feeds, each capable of
delivering about 75mA maximum, are available.

The whole video amplifier and preamplifiers in
the camera head are fed from the one h.t. line
and the entire scan and focus circuits and the r.f.
section from the other. This gives minimum
unwanted interference at the sensitive input stages
to the video amplifier, the screening and layout
adopted giving further assistance in this respect.

An important feature is, furthermore, the accom-
modation of all branch-decoupling components,
for both h.t. systems, on an aluminium bracket
above chassis. Respective " trunk " cables connect
to the consumer circuits below chassis (Fig. 14).

This arrangement has several advantages. Firstly,
it removes nearly all major -heat -producing com-
ponents out of the sub -chassis wiring, permitting
very compact layout of the latter. Secondly, it
removes nearly all large components out of the
sub -chassis circuits, particularly out of the video
and r.f. sections, so that these can be wired in the
compact form necessary for optimum stability and
correct performance. Thirdly, it groups all h.t.
check -points very conveniently together on the
aluminium bracket, in an easily -accessible position
above chassis.

Accordingly, the voltage and current measure-
ments obtained for the prototype, once this was
working as desired, are shown in Fig. 15. Con-
structors may find slight variations from unit to
unit, but any gross departures indicate the need

Material.....114thk. aluminium Flap.A. bend down
3"

Bolted
beneath
flap'A

C/OV
250V Bias - W
AC line
(3) xis) Trunk 'A'HT.-1- lines

Fig. I4-The h.t. and bias distribution bracket.

1

(1)
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for further investigation of the branch circuit con-
cerned, to remove any fault conditions.

The trunk cables used in the prototype between
the h.t. distribution bracket and the sub -chassis
wiring were lengths of plastic -insulated multiway
qOpce telephone cable, with conductors covered
with plastic insulation of various colours.

Bias Supplies
D3 is a metal rectifier in a halfwave circuit, for

bias supply voltages. The vidicon grid bias line
(-100 volts) receives extremely heavy smoothing
through 8µF and 2.2Mf2, and the -18V bias line
for other circuits is stabilised and well smoothed
by the Zener diode D4 shunted with a high
capacity. Such smoothing is essential, as any hum
or fluctuations on the bias lines would be ampli-
fied directly in the amplifier chain.

Mains
transforrrir

TI

Mains

s1'1,11/Tad nt

§egi
SI

V13
EZ80 280
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RF.CT RS

O SA

§e -C 3Av
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EXCEPT
RECTIFIERS

2ARGC2

STATIC
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8 F
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Head
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01FIT0.1pF
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The EZ80 type rectifier valve is designed for
full h.t. voltage insulation (up to 500 volts working)
between heater and cathode, and correct operation
is with one side of the heaters earthed to chassis.
This heater circuit must not be earthed both at
the camera head chassis and at the control unit
chassis, as such measures would create a hum -
loop injecting hum into the video amplifier. On
the other hand, earthing at the camera head
chassis alone has the disadvantage that, should the
camera power -feed plug be removed, the rectifier
heaters "float " free, which is not permissible.

Thus earthing of this heater line at the control
unit only has been adopted, both wires being taken
insulated to the camera head and there grounded
only for high frequencies via a pair of capacitors.

It is important to load the heater windings
approximately fully, i.e. not to use heater windings

T
1.-FOCus

100k11I lin.

*1216
z..100kfl

t2w

V14 L2
E780

83
2580

2W

H
00-0002
15H 8015

Total 625mA

03 ICA
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Yellow
I75V 3mA

24)1F

RI
251,11

2W
T05

a'F

4'111POr 5.5mA

Trunk A
H.T+ Lines

Fig. I5-The circuit of the power supplies.

Heater Supplies
Note the distribution of heaters between the

two heater windings present on the transformer.
The ratings shown in Fig. 15 were those
actually present in the prototype and also
represent those most likely to be found on the
average mains transformer. A total of some
6A heater current at 6.3V is required for the
entire equipment, including the camera head. All
valves in the control unit (except the rectifiers)
and the pilot lamp together correctly load a

standard 4A winding. The rectifiers and the
camera head heaters are run off a second 2,5A
winding.
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capable of delivering much more current than
actually drawn, otherwise the voltage will be too
high in many cases, which can seriously shorten
the life of the vidicon tube. In the case of this
tube the heater voltage lies between 6.0 and 6.6V.

Focus Supplies
The value of R14 may need to be varied once

the unit is completed, to obtain correct focus
action. The value shown for R14 and the focus
coil current in Fig. 15 are the values obtained with
the finally adjusted prototype. The ultimate
criterion is to get the point of exact focus on the
electro-static fine focus control VR2 into the
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approximate middle of the track of VR2, and the
value of R14 should be adjusted with this aim.

The value of R14 requires reduction if the focus
point is too near the bottom end of VR2, or if no
focus point is present at all, merely " least con-
fusion " resulting with VR2 slider at the bottom
end-and vice -versa.

The Video Amplifier

The output signal from the camera head unit (see
Fig. 9, November issue) is further amplified in the
four -valve video amplifier chain shown in the top
section of Fig. 16.

The output after the first three of these stages
is a composite positive video signal of about 11V
amplitude, suitable for feeding a video monitor
unit. Details of a suitable monitor unit will be
published later. The sync pulses generated in the
scan circuits (Fig. 17) are inserted into the video
signal at V6.

The fourth stage, V7, is operative only for
modulating the r.f. section. It gives the , slight
additional gain required to match the circuit used,
and, as shown in Fig. 16, inverts the composite
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video signal for achieving the necessary negative
modulation of the 625 -line CCIR standard.

If 405 -line BBC standard is to be adopted, V7
must be driven at the cathode. The actual changes
to be effected are then: remove C53 from pin 2
and connect to top of R90. Discard C55. Reduce
R88 to a suitable value between 270.11 and lkl/
giving satisfactory modulation depth. Make L7
similar to L5 instead of to L4. Connect two 0-05µF
500V paper capacitors between pins 2 and 8 and
chassis respectively on V7. In addition, C52 may
need to be increased to 0.05µF and R85 to 270k11;
these two measures also being worth trying for
625 -line operation if difficulty is experienced in
obtaining satisfactory frame lock on the particular
receiver employed. No other changes are necessary
to the circuitry of V4-V7 when converting
between 405/625 lines.

Amplitude Compensation

We pointed out in the introductory article on
amateur CCTV, that a target load not exceeding
about 4.7k11 is required on the vidicon, if suffi-
ciently linear response is to be maintained over
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the entire range of video frequences in the face
or target stray capacities. At normal signal currents
of about 0.25µA, such a load would give a signal
of some lmV amplitude, requiring an amplifier of
reasonable gain. The amplifier itself would need to
have as linear a frequency response as possible.

Now, whilst such an arrangement would cer-
tainly give optimum performance as far as phase
response (see below) is concerned, it brings a
number of practical disadvantages and complica-
tions. It is a better compromise to use a much
larger target load on the vidicon (in our present
actual circuit, twelve times as large). This gives
severe loss of high frequencies in relation to low
frequencies from the ..amera head, and the video
amplifier chain must be arranged to have a com-
pensatory frequency characteristic. ,

The design shown in r'ig. 16 meets these require-
ments. The maior disadvantage of the low target
load condition is that the ...lean signal level is low
compared with residual mains hum and other
spurious injections at the camera. Now losses at the
camera and compensations in the video amplifier
do not affect the low and mains frequency response,
so that use of a twelvefold larger target load means
that only a twelfth of the low frequency gain is
required in t',e complete system, improving the
signal-to-noise ratio with regard to low frequency
interference by a factor of twelve. Furthermore, it
is possible to achieve some measure of improved
general signal-to-noise ratio too by using the larger
target load.

Phase Response

It is not sufficient in video amplifiers to cater for
uniform amplification of the amplitude of signals
at all frequencies (linear frequency response); the
phase -shift must also be as constant as possible.

The first condition, that of level frequency
response as far as amplitudes are concerned, is
relatively easy to satisfy. Where compensations are
required, suitable frequency dependent R/C net-
works are easy to arrange, yet by their very nature
these produce severe phase shifts. Satisfactory
phase response of a frequency compensated video
amplifier is thus not possible with the use of
capacitors and resistors alone; inductances must be
used as well for a final net cancellation of undesired
effects.

The design of an ultimately suitable amplifier is,
as a result, a mathematically very involved opera-
tion and we cannot go into details here. It may
merely be stated, that the actual version here used
is based on a development by Messrs. EMI Ltd.,
and some general principles are easily understood.

Two forms of "peaking" (rising gain for high
frequencies) are employed in a staggered fashion.
V4 and V7 use the first kind at their respective
cathodes. Here, very large cathode resistors are used
(with corresponding return of gridleaks to a posi-
tive point on respective h.t. bleeders to re-establish
Class -A operating points, a method of bias also very
favourable for stabilising the operating points of
high -slope valves), with very small bypass capaci-
tors. Negative feedback is thus very great at low
frequencies. At some cross -over frequency, deter-
mined by the value of the small bypass capacitor.
the latter " begins to be effective ", so that negative
feedback falls and gain rises above this fiequency.
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For V4 alone, TC1 permits adjustment of the
cathode crossover frequency between approximate
limits 120 - 150kc/s; if the required value during
subsequent adjustments lies outside this range, the
value of C48 can be altered.

The crossover frequency in the cathode circuit
of V7 is just above the top limit of the video pass -
band, so that only very slight rise of gain to
compensate losses in C66 in the modulation feed of
the tuner results.

Peaking Coils

The second form of compensation uses peaking
coils, and is here employed in the anode circuit of
every stage contributing to the total amplification,
i.e. it is absent only in the two triode sections
functioning merely as cathode followers (V5, pins
1, 2, 3 and V6, pins 1, 8, 9).

The anode to chassis stray capacity in each case
is effectively in parallel with the peaking coil and
anode load resistor themselves in series and
behaving as a coil of high resistance, i.e. low Q.
The combination represents an extremely heavily
damped tuned circuit, giving increased gain over a
broad band of frequencies in the neighbourhood of
the resultant resonant frequency.

TABLE 2
PEAKING COIL DETAILS

Resonance

Ref.
Nominal

Inductance
No.
of ! Self

with
100pF in

+10% Turns Resonance parallel

L4, 7 40µH 35 13.5 Mc/s, 2.38 Mc s

L5 80µH 55 8.5 Meis 1.71 Mc's

L6 25µH 62 6.3 MO 1.38 Mc s

All cores are ferrite threaded slugs, lin. long,
+in. dia. Windings are single layer, closewound,
except L6. where the winding consists of three
sections of 21T, 10 -I- IOT (double layer) and 2IT.
30s.w.g. enamelled copper wire is used for all

these coils.

In the video amplifier for the present tmit, we do
not desire level response, but rising response.
Accordingly, the resonant frequency of the peaking
circuits is lower than for level response, i.e. the
inductance values are greater. The resulting
Q -values are greater.

Each peaking circuit has a second resonance of
High Q at a much higher frequency, given by the
self -resonance of each coil alone with its stray
capacity. All self -resonances must lie above the
video-passband of the complete amplifier, and, to
prevent instability, they must be well staggered in
frequency. It is of advantage to place the lowest
self -resonance just outside the passband and the
highest at about double that frequency.

Table 2 shows winding details for the four
peaking coils found satisfactory in the prototype
and in the layout of wiring shown later in this
article. It is seen that not only are the inductance
values important but also the self -capacities.
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It is probably simpler to use the last two columns
of check -values in Table 2, in conjunction with a
grid -dip meter, as amateur grid -dip meters are
generally more reliable than amateur r.f. bridges
required when using the check -values in the other
two columns. Grid -dip meter measurements should
be made on the bench, before wiring the coils into
their positions in the units.

Other Features of the Video Amplifier Chain

A total of four stages contributing amplification
are required between vidicon and the video output
socket, P7. As the signal polarity must undergo net
inversion by the entire system, one amplifier stage
(V5) is arranged to produce no signal inversion.
The first triode of V5 is a cathode follower and the
second a grounded grid amplifier; the complete
stage has here been termed a compensated inverter.

V4 is a normal amplifier stage. The pentode
section of V6 also serves as a normal amplifier
stage, with a measure of variable -mu gain control
by means of VR8. This gain control is placed at
such a late stage in the chain in the interests of
signal-to-noise ratio. V6 pentode also performs the
further function of sync -addition to the video
waveform.

The sync mixer stage, V12 in Fig. 17, cuts off
about 10mA of current through R80 (cathode
current, pin 3, of V12) during all sync pulses,
thereby injecting a sync signal of 0.2V at V6
pentode cathode. The triode section of V6 is a
cathode follower, and provides a low impedance
output to permit transmission of the signal through
considerable length of coaxial cable connected to
P7. NOTE : Fig. 17 will appear in next month's
article.

D5 restores the bottoms of the sync pulses to
about -2V at grid pin 9 of V6, so that these
become the reference level, as required, in the
composite output signal. Speaking in the more usual
terminology, this simply means that D5 clamps the
black -level of the output signal, since R80 guaran-
tees sync pulses of definite amplitude.

The Tuner

The great advantage of a CCTV circuit with
output compared to one with only a video output
is that much greater lengths of coaxial cable are
permissible between " transmitter " and receivers.

A one -valve tuner is relatively simple to con-
struct, and thus a definite asset unfortunately not
found on all CCTV equipments.

Considerable numbers of unmodified domestic
television receivers can be fed simultaneously (via
suitable matching networks of resistors) since the
output at P8 is 100mV in 60-8012.

The tuner signal output is quite ample and
lengths of coaxial cable up to a mile would probably
be usable. On the prototype, P8 is in the form of
two coaxial sockets in parallel. When both sockets
are in use, for feeding two receivers, an 8011
resistor must be wired in series with the inner con-
ductor in each plug inserted, as the matching is
otherwise disturbed. A couple of short adapters
containing an 80ft resistor each have been made
for the prototype. These can be inserted externally
when required between the receiver lines and P8.

TABLE 3
TUNER COIL DETAILS

V.F.O. Coil LB
Former fin. approx. diameter, with v.h.f. slug.
Grid Winding 1,2: 12 turns of 20 s.w.g. tinned

copper wire spaced over tin.
Anode Winding 5, 6: 4 turns of 24 s.w.g.

enamelled copper wire, between first 4 turns
of winding 1, 2-at end 2.

P.A. Drive Winding 3, 4: 4 turns of 24 s.w.g.
enamelled copper wire between first 4 turns of
winding 1, 2-at end I.

All three windings to run in same sense, starting
from 2, 4, 5 and ending at I, 3, 6 respectively.

Wire 100pF ceramic capacitor temporarily in
parallel with grid winding I, 2 and adjust slug
for resonance at 18 Mc/s with aid of grid dip
meter.

P.A. Anode Coil L9
Former fin. approx. diameter, with v.h.f. slug.
6 turns of 20 s.w.g. bare silvered copper wire,

spaced over /in.
Wire 250pF ceramic capacitor temporarily In

parallel and adjust slug for resonance at
16.7 Mc/s with aid of grid dip meter.

The VFO Carrier Oscillator
The triode section of V8 is operated as an

ordinary grid -tuned oscillator circuit with anode
reaction of sufficient intensity to maintain oscillation
without squegging. If squegging is observed (saw-
tooth waveform observable on oscilloscope
connected to junction of R91/R92 with C69 dis-
connected, and intense black bars in displayed
picture; frequency probably around 100kc/s; black
bars not locked to line scan), the values of C67
(increase) and R93 (reduce) may be adjusted.

It is important to use a good ceramic air-
spaced shortwave tuning capacitor for TC2. With
the specified capacity values and tuning range
adustment as explained in Table 3, slow motion
drive is not necessary, a small knob directly on the
spindle of TC2 giving the right action for smooth
tuning through all Band 1 channels.

An aperiodic third winding on the oscillator coil
picks up the carrier drive signal for the pentode
section of V8 functioning as grid modulated p.a.
The modulation voltage is applied in series with
the grid winding.

Modulation

Adjustments for optimum modulation must be
carried out with care. Details given for L8 in
Table 3 proved satisfactory for the prototype.

The arrangement shown is for 625 -line operation.
D6 restores the .negative video signal from the
modulator V7 so ,that it koentirely negative going
from a voltage set by R98 (approximately -1V)
and defining full carrier amplitude. Peak white
video should drive the p.a. grid sufficiently negative
for reduction of the carrier amplitude to 10% of
peak value.
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Static checks should be made with a wavemeter
connected to P8 (r.f. valve voltmeter). Disconnect
C56 from D6 and observe the wavemeter reading.
Temporarily connect an additional resistor of
value 2.2kfl between the bottom end of R98 and
chassis, and note the new wavemeter reading. If
this does not lie between 10% and 20% of the
former value, adjust the value of R98 if only small
corrections are required, or the number of turns
between connections 3 and 4 on L8 if larger
corrections are required.

TC3, which neutralises direct -through coupling
of urunodulated carrier between the two anodes,
must be adjusted for minimum reading on the
wavemeter before taking any readings. As an
alternative to changing the number of turns on L8
(winding 3, 4) the modulation depth can be
influenced by intermediate amounts by changing
the value of R88 in the modulator anode circuit.

Modification if 405 -line Standard Operation Desired
The modulation signal from V7 will in this case

be positive, the necessary modifications to V7
circuitry to achieve this having already been
discussed. The signal must now be d.c. restored at
V8 pentode grid such that it is entirely positive -
going from a reference voltage 1.8V more negative
than in the case for 625 -line operation.

This is simply achieved by reversal of D6 and
increase of R98 to 3.8k12. of 4.7kf1, whichever value
is found to be more satisfactory. For subsequent
adjustments, temporarily disconnect C56 and note
the wavemeter reading at P8 after adjusting TC3
for minimum reading. Then temporarily connect a
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1.8kf1 resistor in parallel with R98. The wavemeter
reading should rise to 5-10 times the former value
if all is well. Otherwise make appropriate adjust-
ments to R98, R88 (modified anyway) or, at a last
resort, L8, winding 3, 4.

Note that TC3 must be able to pass through a
definite minimum output setting under all con-
ditions. If this is impossible, the capacity range
covered must be changed-probably reduced, indi-
cated by lowest output with TC3 at minimum
capacity.

The Output Tank Circuit
The output circuit is in the form of a low-pass

pi filter prototype section. Although having the
appearance of a tuned circuit, it is not one, but
rather a low-pass filter having the characteristics of
a pure resistance up to a certain cut-off frequency,
above which it gives high Attenuation. The charac-
teristic resistance over the passband is designed to
be the output impedance matching ordinary
coaxial cable. Table 3 summarises the design -
formulae and criteria, and gives full details of the
calculation of the filter used in the author's
prototype.

The simple prototype section designed according
to Table 3, with a cut-off frequency just above the
top of Band II, proved sufficiently effective for
reduction of harmonics to enable the receiver to be
switched over to interference -free reception of
Band III and IV broadcast signals (Continental
site) with the CCTV equipment still feeding a full -
power Band I signal in at the aerial terminals.

CONTINUED NEXT MONTH

A Flying -Spot Scanner
-continued from page 153

provided by varying the voltage to the cathode; this
has the effect of making the grid more or less nega-
tive with respect to the cathode and hence suitable
bias is achieved.

We now need to design the bleeder chain to
produce the correct potentials at the electrodes. The
tube itself takes very little current-in the order
of a few microamps, and the e.h.t. rectifier is
capable of supplying up to 5mA of current. The
current flow along the bleeder chain is designed to
be lmA-this being well within the capabilities of
the rectifier and satisfactory from the point of view
of the tube. Also, this current is convenient from
the point of view of calculation since we have a
voltage drop of 1V across each thousand ohms of
resistance (e.g. a 100kfl resistor passing ltnA will
have 100V across it).

The total resistance of the bleeder chain is given
by:

E R=resistance
R=- E=voltage

I=current
in our case E=2,650V, I = lenA and so
R=2.65MR.

Having arrived at this value we must now decide
how it is to be made up.

From the table of characteristics of the tube we
see that the minimum bias on the grid of the tube

is -1V and the grid must not become more positive
than this. The resistance R8 takes care of this and
since it has a value of 3.3k12 it means that there is a
minimum bias of -3V at the grid of the tube
which gives a safety margin for all possible con-
ditions. CONTINUED NEXT MONTH
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A MONTHLY COMMENTARY

Underneath the Dipole

BY ICONOS

CI:3AD Taste Charges Split
BBC's Top Men" was
the shrill banner headline

above a national newspaper's
story of differences of opinion
between Sir Arthur fford, chair-
man of the BBC, and Mr. Hugh
Carlton Greene, the Director-
GeneraL It seems that, spurred
on by Sir Edward Fellows, chair-
man of the BBC's Advisory
Council, Sir Arthur has circulated
to top executives a confidential
3,000 -word document setting out
the principles of broadcasting.
This unprecedented step has been
precipitated by the rapid decline
of BBC standards during the last
few months, the errors of taste
and the smut, sneers, bad
language, offensive interviewers
and near -pornographic TV plays
which have been broadcast.
Ironically this decline has affected
another branch of show business
-the cinema. Certain film pro-
ducers complain that the BBC has
knocked the financial bottom out
of the "near -the -knuckle" film
market! Cinemagoers say why
pay to see kitchen sinks and the
vice dens of Soho when you can
see them free on the BBC? The
film censor has himself told me
that the BBC regularly broadcasts
scenes and dialogue that he would
not pass, a fact which should be
noted by Sir Arthur.

Misguided Hughie
One of the most respected

Sunday newspaper TV critics
addressed an "Open Letter to

Hughie", his friend, Mr. Hugh
Carlton Greene. In it he put
forward in a most diplomatic
manner views about the declining
tone of BBC programmes which
were along the same lines as
those much more bluntly set out
in the "Open Letter to the
Postmaster -General" printed in
these columns three months ago.
It is not surprising that the BBC
Advisory Council, which includes
the Bishop of Manchester, Sir
Stanley Rous, Sir Harold Grime
and other eminent people, are not
very delighted with the present
trends. It would be a good idea
if this confidential code -of -
practice memorandum was accom-
panied by a copy of the Duke of
Edinburgh's famous speech about
the " rat race " of declining taste
in broadcasting, newspapers,
plays and films-a race in which
BBC -TV is an easy winner.
Statesmanship is required, not
the feverish pursuit of TAM
ratings, shock treatment for
viewers and a lack of policy
which would be more appropriate
for an irresponsible scandal
magazine.

There are already signs that the
BBC is modifying its policy-or
lack of it-by the abrupt ter-
mination of TW3. Attention
should now be focussed upon the
TV play department, and those
current affair programmes which
bend backwards to give undue
publicity to anti-British points of
view. After all, it is supposed to
be the British Broadcasting Cor-
poration, or is it?

The Teiegoons
After this further instalment of

nagging about the tarnished
image of Auntie BBC it is
pleasant to be able to pay at least
one compliment to our blowsy old
aunt. She has provided the
children with a real treat in The
Telegoons, a series of marionette
films in which the puppets mime
to the voices of Peter Sellers,

Harry Secombe and Spike
Milligan.

There are certain technical
advances in these puppet films
which are worth noting. The
eyes and eyelids seem more life-
like than on any other puppets I
have seen and the synchronisation
of dialogue and mouth movement
is perfect. The story -line is
excellent, too, based on real
goonish scripts by Eric Sykes and
Spike Milligan and produced by
Tony Young for Grosvenor Films
under a contract with the BBC
for Saturday afternoon Children's
Hour. The Last Tram episode
must have amused and delighted
children of all ages up to 90 and
I understand that there are even
more hilarious adventures on the
way. I would like to see more
about the fantastic lost London
tram, which was marooned on
Clapham Common for ten years,
complete with passengers!

Royal Variety Performance
What a magnificent evening's

broadcasting ATV gave us on the
occasion of the Royal Variety
Performance. Viewers who
switched on early on the same
evening for About Religion saw
a special Remembrance Sunday
programme, entitled The Two
Faces of War, in which John
Slater narrated to a series of films,
stills and drawings. Beautifully
edited and directed by Shaun
O'Riordan, this production was a
sincere and moving commentary
on the follies and the heroisms of
war. I have always thought
John Slater was a fine actor, but
in this instance he was not acting
at all; he was speaking a magnifi-
cently written script in a manner
which conveyed his intense belief
in the words.

After a suitable " buffer " item
of news headlines, the Royal
Variety Performance recording
was played off and what a
splendid entertainment it was!
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Everybody seems to have seen it
and each has his own special
favourite items. My own were:
Dickie Henderson, the brilliantly
professional compere, and the
ubiquitous Steptoe and Son,
Wilfred Brambell and Harry H.
Corbett-with whom one must
couple the unseen scriptwriters,
Galton and Simpson. But it
hardly seems fair to pick out two
turns when all the performers
were so good, the orchestra excel-
lent, the production numbers
slick and the television presenta-
tim smooth. Bill Ward, ATV's
ace director (and head of light
programmes) has a magic touch
that never misses. I run short of
superlatives when describing his
shows.

Nice Break for the Boys
The direction of a television

play is not always easy, particu-
larly if there is a large cast. Add
to this a script which calls for a
lot of movement by the actors,
small -part players and crowd in
and around a number of settings
and the director is faced with
more problems, not to mention
headaches. Add to these the
complications of camera and
microphone movements, the
silent revamping of sets, lens
changes, zooms, vision mixing,
playback-all to be deployed In
fairly long sequences of 15 or 20
minutes each-and you have a
potential chaos.

Yet in the A.R. production of
Nice Break for the Boys. director
Ian Fordyce must have kept full
control, because this fast-moving
television play about the troubles
which stirred and finally broke
out at an approved school, moved
with the smoothness of a motion
picture that has had individual
attention for every camera set-up

and has taken weeks of shooting
in a traditional film studio to
complete. The play itself, by
John Wiles, centred around the
headmaster of the school, played
with power and understanding by
Leslie Sands. There may have
been a message in the problems
he was faced with and the way he
tried to maintain discipline, but
this rather got lost in the rapid
build-up of events which cul-
minated in rebellion. This did
not matter. It presented quite
clearly the difficult task of the
masters at such schools, which
could only be undertaken by
dedicated men-and if this was
the message it was a valid one.
Since writing the above I have
discovered that this complicated
production was accomplished
with ten days of rehearsal (in
rehearsal rooms) and two days of
" hot " rehearsals and recording
on video tape on the Wembley
stage of Associated Rediffusion.
There were five main settings,
three of which were " revamped"
into other settings during the
actual shooting. If this same
production was made with
traditional film studio methods, it
would have occupied a fully
equipped stage for three or four
weeks at least. Yet film pro-
ducers and technicians put up
intense resistance to the adoption
of any of the time -saving devices
which are commonplace in British
television studios. No wonder
the film studios are closing down
one by one-and in this National
Productivity Year, too!

Video Tape Developments

One of the most interesting
exhibits at the recent Industrial
Photographic and Television
Exhibition at Earls Court, was the
first small portable television tape

recorder to achieve its " produc-
tion model " stage. This is an
equipment made by the Precision
Instrument Company, of the
USA, which uses magnetic tape
only lin. wide, travelling at 61in.
per sec. The equipment is fully
transistorised and operates on a
helical system with scanning
across the tape, skewed so that
the effective track width is about
12in. long. The lin. tape carries
a sound track kin. wide on one
edge and a similar control track
on the other edge. Aimed mainly
at the rapidly expanding closed-
circuit TV market in educational,
industrial, medical and military
applications, it does not achieve
the quality of the large (and
expensive) R.C.A. and Ampex
installations. But its cost-in the
region of £4,500-is about one -
sixth of the cost of the larger
professional equipments used in
television studios. Nevertheless,
I would think that it is a most
useful tool for TV newsreel inter-
views and topical events. The
quality on the demonstration reel
I viewed was about the same as
the average 16mm newsreel film,
with negative film transmitted on
vidicon telecine by phase reversal
to turn it into positive.

There are other makers who
are proposing to make economical
lin. television tape recorders-
about six of them-but they are
still in their last stages of
development. It is one thing to
look at a prototype, but much
more important to see a produc-
tion model in operation with the
knowledge that it has been time -
tested and is backed with a full
service of spare parts. I would
say that it will not be long before
this type of equipment is in
regular use for news and maga-
zine operation at regional TV
stations, if not in London.

THE "PRACTICAL WIRELESS" AND
"PRACTICAL TELEVISION" FILM SHOW

The "Practical Wireless'' Film Show which is held annually and to which readers of P.TV are invited, is to
he held, as before, at Caxton Hall, Westminster. The date and time of the Show, which is arranged in

collaboration- with Mullard Limited, is the 31st January, 1964, at 7.30 p.m.

The programme will appeal to all readers of "Practical Television" and of especial interest will be the
illustrated talk on colour, 625 -line and u.h.f. television, which will form the first part of the pro-
gramme. After a break for refreshments, the programme will continue with a film entitled "Ultrasonics".
Tickets may be obtained free on request from these offices. A stamped addressed envelope must

be enclosed with all applications for tickets.
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PYE 1/14

Your

Whilst we are always pleased to assist readers with their
technical difficulties, we regret that we are unable to supply
diagrams or provide instructions for modifying surplus equip-
ment. We cannot supply alternative details for constructional
articles which appear in these pages. WE CANNOT UNDER-
TAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES OVER THE TELEPHONE. The

coupon from p. 188 must be attached to all Queries, and a
stamped and addressed envelope must be enclosed.

When I advance the volume control, the sound
increases as normal until the mid -way position is
reached when volume drops suddenly. Further
advancing the control again increases sound but
with a considerable amount of distortion.

I have checked the volume control, the i.f.
valves and output valve. The fault occurs on
both channels but is more noticeable on BBC.-
J. Morris (Swinderby, Lincolnshire).

We suggest you check for leakage the 0.04aF
capacitor between pin 1 of the PCL83 and the
upper end of the volume control.

COSSOR 938

The contrast control on this set will suddenly
become inoperative, accompanied by an increase in
gain so that the picture blurs and reduces in size.
The sound improves in quality and strength at the
same time. A picture may then only be obtained
by reducing the contrast control setting or cutting
brightness to a minimum. The resultant picture is
then very poor with little contrast at all.

I have checked all the obvious components with-
out tracing the fault.-T. Eckersley (Bolton,
Lancashire).

We advise a check of the 9A8 a.g.c. valve on the
left of the lower chassis, and also its associated M3
diode on the adjacent tagstrip.

PILOT TVI IOF

The picture fails to fill the screen leaving a 2in.
gap at the bottom, with the height control fully
advanced.-C. Meheffey (Belfast).

We would advise you to replace V9 (PCL83) and
check associated components if necessary. V9 is
virtually in the centre of the timebase chassis.

ALBA T644

On switching on, the picture does not appear for
some time after the sound has come up. The
picture then remains for about half -an -hour before
it disappears leaving a dark screen. If the brilliance
or contrast control is now advanced the picture
will return once again but after a further hour or
two will become either of the
two controls must be retarded to correct brightness.

The c.r.t. was replaced recently and nearly all
the valves are new. The GEX34 diodes are also
new.-D. Earle (Birmingham 21).

We are inclined to suspect the c.r.t. despite the
fact that it is a recent replacement. If it is a
regunned tube, we would advise you to send this
back to the suppliers for their inspection. If the
tube is brand new, however, you will have to check
the video amplifier components with particular
reference to R18 (3.9kLi) also checking the voltage
at pin 7 which, under normal conditions, should be
145V. Also check the bias voltage (3V) and the V6
and V7 pin 8 voltages.

EKCO TMB 272

This is a mains/battery set. The h.t. on mains
reads 200V, while on battery it registers as low as
165V with a corresponding drop in performance.
The battery consumption at 12.3V is also less than
specified.

I have substituted the smoothing capacitor and
checked the vibrator pins. I have substituted a
Mallory 629 vibrator for the Plessey type 1214 which
was the original, but have not improved the h.t.-
J. C. Boylan (West Monkseaton, Northumberland).

This trouble is caused by a faulty pair of metal
h.t. rectifiers which are sandwiched between the
back of the chassis and the back of the set.
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"SABRINA"
STILL WELL IN

FRONT
STOP FIDDLING WITH KNOBS . . . ABSO-
LUTELY UNNECESSARY . . . Our Automatic
Regulator ensures constant voltage on TV, even with
Mains of 180,265 v. YES, we know it's wonderful.
"Have a heart for your Valves and Tube."
S.A.E. details. Conditional Free Trial.

COMPLETELY REBUILT C.R. TUBES
ALL TYPES

12" now ... £5. 0.01 For
14" to 17" now £5.10.0
21" now ... £8. 0.0J Tubes

ALL C.W.O.-TRADE SUPPLIED
Special Bonus Scheme for Service

Engineers-Reducing to:
12"-87£6; 14"/ 17"-9716; 21"-I47,6
FREE Pass. transit & Ins. anywhere in British
Isles or N. Ireland (12 months' guarantee).

ALSO FULL RANGE OF VALVES
(Guaranteed 12 months)

SABRINA C.R. TUBE CO.
Electron Works, North Bar

BANBURY, OXON
Telephone 2390

NEW VALVES!
GUARANTEED SET TESTED

24 -HOUR SERVICE
1R.S, 155,
4, IV-.

1T4, 354, 3V4, DAF91, DF9I, DK9I, DL92, 0194, SET of
DAF96, DF96, DK96, DL96, SET of 4, 23/..

0A2 4/6 DAF91 316 ECH42 719 PL84 5/6
I D5 419 DAF96 519 ECL80 519 PY31 61-
IRS 416 DF33 716 EF41 616 PY32 8/6
ISS 316 DF91 213 EF80 41- PY80 51-
114 213 DF96 519 EF85 419 PY8I 516
354 419 DH77 4,3 EFB6 6P- PY82 5,33V4 5/6 DK32 8/6 EF89 319 PY83 6/3SU4G
5Y3GT
5240
6K7G
6K8G
6Q7G
6U7G
6V6G
6X5GT

413
413
71-
113
316
413
716
319
516

DK9I
DK92
DK96
01.33
DL35
DL92
DL94
DL96
EB91

406
619
6/3
71-

613
419
516
5,9
21-

EF9I
EL4I
EL84
EY51
EY86
EZ40
EZ80
EZ8I
MU14

219
816
5,3
5/9
519
513
4/6
3,9
4/6

U25
U26
UABC80
UAF42
UBC4I
UBF80
UCC85
UCH42

816
1016
516
7/6
616
61.
616
713

I2K7GT 316 EBC41 71- PCC84 519 UCH81 713
I2K8GT 816 EBF80 7/- PCC89 719 UCL82 719
I2Q7GT 316 EBL21 81- PCF80 516 UCL83 816
125N7GT 516 ECC40 71- PCF82 616 UF4I 619
35L6GT 713 ECCI31 316 PCL82 619 UF89 613
35Z4GT 419 ECC82 416 PCL83 816 UL4I 6/11
85A2 616 ECC83 416 PCL84 616 UL84 6/3
AC TP 1816 ECC84 5,9 PL36 719 UU8 1116
AZ3I 619 ECC85 71- PL8I 619 UY2I 813
CL33 816 ECHO 61- PL82 513 UY4I 416
DAC32 81- ECF82 6/6 PL83 5,3 UY85 41.

Postage 6d. per valve extra. Any Parcel Insured Against Damage in
Transit 6d. extra. Any C.O.D. Parcel 413 extra.

Office address, no callers:

GERALD BERNARD
83 OSBALDESTON ROAD

STOKE NEWINGTON, LONDON, N.I6

milfiroor
owio

Learn -as -you -build
the ICS way it's easier!
YOU BUILD YOUR OWN SETS
You build you own 5 -valve radio receiver portable
transistor (or A.F. Amplifier) signal generator and
your own high -quality multi -meter. All under
expert tuition! In this way you master the practical
side of radio quickly and easily-in your own
home in your own time. The course booklets
are packed with helpful easy -to -follow illustrations.

YOU MASTER THE THEORY OF RADIO
With your own home laboratory you carry out
experiments and learn the theory of radio and
electronics. This practical ICS course is the surest
way to become a radio expert. To ensure this
all lessons are set out in simple easy -to -understand
terms.

YOU GET THESE FREE KITS

With the ICS Complete Radio Construc-
tion Diploma Course you get six kits-
including instruments tools testing
units and all the parts for your own equipment. And your ICS
instruction manuals become a personal "library" yours for
constant reference.

FREE! ICS brochure on radio courses. For your copy I
post this coupon today, to
ICS (Dept. 161) InterteAt House, Parkgate Rd., London SWI I I

NAME

ADDRESS

AGE_..._.......__ ---_.1.64 I

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Member of the Association of British Correspondence Colleges.
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GUARANTEED REPLACEMENT

LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

EMERSON all models 501-. EKCO T 231,
TC 267, T 284, T 293, T 310, T 326, T 221,
T 283, T 311, T 327, T 330, TMB 272, MN-.

FERRANTI T 1002, T 1004, T 1005, 50/,
COSSOR 931, 934, 935, 938, 939, 501-.

FERGUSON 306, 308, 60!.. PYE VT4,
52/6, used MIL. P. & P. 3/6, over L5 Post
Free. Trade suppled. Three-day rewind
service. S.A.E. if your type not listed.
All L.O.P.T.s in stock.

If valve not listed send S.A.E. TERMS:
Satisfaction guaranteed.

PRACTICAL TELEVISION January, 1964

BRAND NEW VALVES
Revised Prices

90 -Day Guarantee - Always in Stock
DAF 91 5/3 EL 41 8/- 1.1 191 11/9
DAF 96 7/9 EL 84 6/3 U 301 15/-
DF 91 3/9 EY 51 7/3 U 801 19/-
DF 96 7/3 EY 86 8/3 UABC 80 7/3
DK 91 5/9 EZ 40 6/- UCH 81 7/6
DK 96 .13 PCC 84 8/- UCL 83 12/ -
DL 92 5/9 PCF 80 8/- OF 89 6/3
DL 94 6/9 PCL 82 8/6 1.11, 84 6/6
DL 96 7/3 PCL 83 9/6 UU 8 14/6
ECC 81 4/9 PCL 85 9/- 5Y3 GT 6/6
ECC 82 4/9 PL 81 9/- 6V6 G 4/6
ECC 83 6/6 PL 83 6/9 20L 1 16/6
ECC 84 7/- PY 33 10/- 20P 4 18/-
ECC 85 7/- PY 81 7/- 30FL 1 9/-
ECH 81 7/- PY 82 6/6 30PL 1 10/6
ECL 80 7/6 PY 800 9/8 30PL 13 10/-
EF 80 5/- U 25 10/9 MET 19/.
EF 86 7/9 U 26 9/6

C.W.O., C.O.D., S.A.E. for all enquiries.
Return Post Service

WITWORTH T.V. SERVICE, 32a, All Saints Road, London, W.I I
Tel. PARK 9972. Open all day Mon. -Sat. inc

PADGETTS RADIO STORES
OLD TOWN HALL
KNOWLER HILL

LIVERSEDGE, YORKS.
Telephone: Cleckheaton 2866

COMPLETE TV SETS UNTESTED
Bush 121n. 13 channels. TV24C 30/ -
Bush 141n. 13 channels. TV43 70/ -
Bush 14in. 13 channels. TV53 75/-
Pye 141n. 13 channels. V14C console .. 50/-
Pye 141n. 13 channels. VT4 50/ -
Philips 141n. 2 and 10 channels, 1446 .. 35/ -
We have 171n. TV Sets with rough cabinets.
coils fitted 2 and 10. at 801-. Carriage on any
TV Set 10/- per B.R.S. Well packed but
sent at owner's risk.
Valves Removed from TV Sets. Tested
on Mallard Valve Tester, and are 100% as
new. Three months unconditional guar-
antee. POST FREE.
ECL80 10E1 PY81 4/.
ECOH 61- 10P13 5/- PY82 5/-
EY51 2/6 10P14 5/- PZ30 4/ -

RSPB° 4/6 20131 W- PCF80 4/6
20p1 5/- PCC84 4/6

1.1391 9d.
B191 9d, 20L1 5/- EAC91 1/6

U281 5/- PL83 5/-
52147 2/9 U282 5/- PL33 4/-
6E1 1.1329 5/- B36 4/-
6F14 5/- KT38 5/- N37 5/-
6115 5/. PU11 5/- 6.15 3/-
6LDI9 6/- PL82 5/- U12 4/-
10C2 PY80 5/- 984 1/3
EF80 1/6 or 10/- per doz. Grade 2 EF80 for
test purposes. 4/- dos.
New Valves Ex. Units, POST FREE.
ARP12 1/6, 6 for 5/8, box of 50 20/, IT4 2/-,
AR8 ARTP2 2/- APT4 2/-, APP37 2/,
6K7 6K8 4/-, 5U4 3/-, 6.9.147 3/-, 6V6 3/,
6V6GT 4/6, 6C4 EL91 1/9, EF91 1/9,
EF50 1/-, lEr doz.. 6F6 2/6, 6X5 4/6.
P.M. Speakers. Removed from TV Sets.
All perfect condition. Rola and Plessey.
6 x 4in., 5/-; Goodman and R. and A.. 7 x 41n.,
6/-: Rola and R. and A. 6Iin. round, 3/6:
61n. Dish. round. 5/-; Bin. round. 6/-. Post
on any speaker. 2/-.
TV Tubes Picture Tested. Reclaimed
from TV Sets. 12in., 17/, 141n., 30/-. Carr.
7/6. 6 months unconditional guarantee.
TV Tubes. Completely rebuilt and refaced.
12 months guarantee. Old glass not re-
quired. 12. 14. 15 and 17 ins. Any make.
Special trade price of 23.15.0. Carr. in-
surance, 7/6.
Few Top Grade Diodes, 1/3 each. 4/6 per
doz. Post free.
Special offer. Few 12in. speakers with built-
in tweeter. 28/-. Post free.

RES/CAP. BRIDGE 3191116
Checks all types of resistors, condensers

6 RANGES
Built in I hour. Direct reading.

READY CALIBRATED
Stamp for details of this and other kits.

RADIO MAIL (Dept. VT)
Raleigh Mews Raleigh Street, Nottingham

ITV P.M. AERIALS
11.B.C. (BAND D. Tele-
scopic loft. 21/-. External
S/D 30/-.
I.T.V. (BAND 3). 3 Ele-
ment loft array. 25/-. 5
Element. 35/-. Wall
mounting, 3 Element. 35/-.
5 Element. 45/-.
COMBINED B.B.C./I.T.V.
Loft 1 +3. 41/3; 1+5, 48/9.
Wall mounting 1+3, 58/3:
1+5. 63/9. Chimney 1+3,
63/9: 1 +5. 71/3.

F.M. (BAND 2). Loft S/D. 12/6; "H",
30/-. 3 Element. 52/6. External units
available. Coax. cable 8d. yd. Coax.
plugs 1/3. C.W.O. or C.O.D. P.P. 3/-'
Send 6d. stamps for illustrated lists
Band IV 625 line Aerials also available:
K.V.A. ELECTRONICS (Dept. P.7.)
3B, Godetone Road, Kenley, Surrey.

CRO. 2527
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BBC

HERE'S A LOW COST WAY

TO GET INTO

REALLY PROFITABLE

T.V. SERVICING FAST!

Maybe you enjoy fixing electrical gadgets or
the odd radio or two. Maybe you wish YOU
could. In either case you are probably just
the man who could benefit from a new
revolutionary type of television training
programme now being introduced for the
first time.
Knowing that early success will usually
spur a man on to greater achievement, we
have made a point of teaching first how to
make the easiest T.V. repairs. Since the
easiest T.V. repairs are the ones most often
found on service calls, you are ready to
make money right after the first lesson.
Then as you progress you will learn how to
handle every kind of trouble found in all
makes of T.V. sets.
Here for example are some of the items
covered in the course:
1. Simple adjustments to correct poor

pictures.2. Circuit faults Indicated by a poor
pattern.

E. Finding bad valves by observing
picture faults.

4. Antenna principles and practices.
5. Facts shout the T.V. signal to help

you in repair work.
6. All about Cathode Ray tubes.
7. liow to tell what is at fault.
8. Explanation of television circuits.
9. U.H.F. converters and tuners.

10. Television test equipment and align-
ment.

at. Advanced trouble shooting by picture
analysis.

This is a real home study course that has been
bound into one giant 8 x llin.. 192 page manual
to reduce cost.
Compares favourably with some courses
costing very much more! By creating a
mass market through large volume sales
and eliminating individual letter writing
we are able to pass on these savings directly
to you!
The course features over 325 different line
drawings. circuits, servicing charts and
illustrations to simplify the text and make
Your study more enjoyable. Soon you will
be well on your way to becoming a first-class
television repair technician !
YOU TAKE NO CHANCES WHEN YOU

DEAL WITH SI31-TECH
You must be convinced that this is the best
value you have ever seen in television
training, otherwise you can return the
course (or have your money refunded if sent
with order) after you have examined it In
your own home for a period of seven full
days.
The price? Only 36/- per course, plus postage
and packing, 1/6.

FREE TRIAL OFFER
Terms only 5/- per week If you wish.

a.

To SIM-TECH BOOK COMPANY Dept. AT2
West End. Southampton. Hants.

Please send your Television Course for a full
seven day.' free trial. If not delighted I may
return the course post-paid without further obliga-
tion on my part. Otherwise I will pay cash or 5/ -
weekly until 37/8 plus 2/6 service charge, total 40/,
Is paid.
Ei Tick here If enclosing toll price of 27/8. (Same
7 -day money back guarantee.) NOTE: Customers
who send cash with order get in addition a 71.page
book on TELEVISION FAULTS. (This offer
closes March Slut. 19641.
Overseas customers please send full amount (in-
cluding Ireland).

Name

Address

Qty County
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FERRAN TI 175K6

The picture on this set occasionally develops a
vertical " shudder." Also the picture is subject to
slipping downwards rapidly. This latter fault may
be corrected for varying lengths of time by adjust-
ing the hold control.

The valves in the sync separator and frame
circuits have been changed but these same inter-
mittent faults recur.

Both faults may appear as soon as the picture
comes up after the set is switched on, or after a
long warming -up period.-C. E. Carter (London,
W.3).

Whilst a component associated with the sync
separator or frame oscillator may or could be
responsible, we have found that the frame oscillator
transformer is more often at fault in these Ferranti
models. We would, therefore, advise you to first
check the small capacitors and resistors associated
with the interlace diode and sync separator, and
then change the oscillator transformer.

MURPHY V204

The fault on this set is poor focus at the sides
of the picture. The areas out of focus extend
inwards about 3in. The remainder of the picture
is excellent.

The fault is worsened by increasing the bright-
ness. The U281 has been checked and found to be
in order.-L. Evans (London, S.E.6).

This fault could be due to low e.h.t. caused by
low main h.t., or to a faulty picture tube.

BUSH TV66

Two faults have developed on this set. The first
is that on switching on, a crackling noise is
present on the sound. This disappears after about
a minute leaving a sliglit hiss permanently on the
sound. I have changed the PCL83 without curing
the fault.

The other fault is on vision. When first switched
on a oicture very diminished in size appears. After
a while, this picture gradually fills the screen. The
two PY82s have been changed without success.-
J. Culligan (Liverpool).

If you are sure that the front right side PCL83
is in order, check the associated bias components
and the volume control. If the audio trouble
persists, check the sound strip valves on the left-
hand side of the receiver unit.

With retard to the vision fault, we would advise
you to replace the ECC82 and the P1.81 and also
check the PY81 and the screen dropping resistor
to pin 8 of the PL81 base.

PYE VT7

The screen is only very faintly illuminated when
the set is switched on and only a very dim picture
and no raster is visible. Also the picture is badly
out of focus.

On advancing the brightness control, the heater
of the e.h.t. rectifier dims and the timebase whistle
alters slightly. Adjusting the ion trap magnet does
not affect the screen.

The tube has been tested and found to be in good
order.-C. H. Bateman (Norwich, Norfolk).

You should check the ion trap magnet by
substitution as the appearance of the EY51 suggests
that the e.h.t. unit is providing adequate e.h.t. and
the tube is taking current.

ALBA T909

The fault on this set is excessive sound -on -
vision on the BBC channel. This fault gradually
clears after the set has been operating on the one
channel for about half-an-hour.-B. Williams
(Yeovil, Somerset).

If the fine tuner is at one end of its travel for
optimum results, remove the channel selector and
fine tuner knobs and insert a suitable trimming tool
to adjust the channel 5 oscillator coil core.

If the fine tuner is not at the end of its travel and
best results are obtained with the control set mid-
way, and there is evidence that the signal input is
excessive, you will have to fit an attenuator. If the
signal input is not excessive, you will have to
realign the sound rejector coil cores.

EKCO 330T
The picture suddenly faded away leaving a

raster; the sound also faded gradually to a muffled,
distorted sound. When next switched on no raster
appeared but the sound came up at first, only to
fade once aga:n.

I have replaced the U26 and U191 and the line
output transformer was renewed recently.-R.
James (Dagenham, Essex).

You should check the line linearity choke. which
frequently slides down the former to short to
chassis. Also suspect a faulty new line output
transformer.

ULTRA VT915
I am considering reolacing the failing 14in. tube

in this set with the 17in. MW34-69 c.r.t. I realise
the obvious mechanical changes of course, but
a"trt from these could you indicate any other
d'rfi,ulties involved in the operation.-K. Fordham
(Fnlbourn. Cambridge).

The CRM141 and CRM142 have smaller neck
diameters than the MW43-69 and the scanning coils
would therefore be a tight fit. The correct 17in.
tube to be used is the Mazda CRM171.

IN V1CTA 126

After giving good service, it suddenly became
impossible to obtain a good picture with this
receiver. On both channels the picture tends to roll
and tear and the BBC picture is also very weak.
The tearing is worse on the ITA channel. Adjust-
ment of either hold control only worsens the
situation.

If the brightness control is advanced, the images
become grey and "watery" with the raster becoming
exceedingly prominent until finally the picture
"blows -up" and disappears.

I have checked by substitution three EF8Os and
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the ECC82, but without improvement.-G. Aspin
(Bessacarr, Doncaster, Yorkshire).

We would advise you to check both PCF80
valves on the top left side. If there is no improve-
ment, check the crystal diode detector which is a
CG12E inside the final i.f. coil can, beneath the
lower PCF80, which appears to be faulty.

PYE V4
The receiver has given good service for a number

of years but now the width of the picture has
decreased leaving a gap of sin. on either side of
the screen. Adjusting the width control does not
alter this situation.-A. Green (Barnehurst, Kent).

Check the PL81 line output valve, and its 3.3k12
screen grid feed resistor.

BUSH TV43

There is a good raster but neither sound nor
vision. I have changed the tuner unit valves with-
out improvement. I have also tried alternative
aerials but without any results.-W. Wilkinson
(Belfast 13).

It would appear that there is a fault in one of the
two if, stages common to both sound and vision,
V3 and V4. Check the h.t. supplies to these stages,
checking at pins 7 and 8 in each case, and replacing
any burnt -out resistors and shorted 0.001µF
capacitors.

RGD 1756
On switching on the picture is normal. After a

few seconds, however, the screen loses contrast,
leaving a picture which is almost negative. This
fault will sometimes correct itself, very often
remaining normal for hours. This trouble first
presented itself after the picture positioning
adjustment had been altered.-P. B. Fincher
(Brighton, Sussex).

If the brilliance (as opposed to the contrast or
signal strength) remains normal, check the crystal
diode detector and the video amplifier circuit com-
ponents. If the brilliance is also lacking and the
whole effect is "washed out," check the tube heater
voltage across pins 1 and 12. Tap the neck of the
tube sharply to clear any particles or embers which
may be partially shorting the heater element.

The tube may have to be changed.

TEST CASE -14
Each month we provide on interesting case of television servicing

to exercise your ingenuity. These are not trick questions, but are based
on actual practical faults.

r The receiver would work normally on sound
and vision for almost an hour after switching
on and then the picture would fairly quickly

lose brilliance and the symptoms of a low -emission
tube would develop. For example, the picture
would tend to go negative on increasing the setting
of the brightness control to counteract the previous
loss.

The geometry of the picture was not impaired,
however, and the timebases as well as the sound
remained unaffected. What was the most likely
cause of this trouble and what simple method could
be used to prove the trouble?

See next month's PRACTICAL TELEVISION for the
solution to this Test Case and for another problem.

SOLUTION TO TEST CASE 13
(Page 138 last month)

Modern receivers use the energy recovery type of
line timebase where a booster diode is employed,
to reclaim some of the energy stored in the induc-
tive and capacitive elements of the line output
stage, at the finish of each scanning cycle. And it
is the current which is circulating through the
booster diode at the end of the line flyback which
is used to deflect the scanning spot over the first
half of each line scan.

Now, should a fault occur which prevents the
line output valve from conducting when the booster

energy has been exhausted-e.g. resulting in late
conduction-the booster diode current will cease
before the line output valve current starts, and the
line scan will be cramped at that point as no source
of current is available.

The symptom will also result should the booster
diode fail to conduct and supply energy for
sufficient length of time to cater for the first part
of the line scan.

Thus, typical causes of the symptom are: low -
emission booster diode or low value of the booster
reservoir capacitor; incorrect operating conditions
of the line output valve due to low emission or
incorrect electrode potentials (e.g. low screen grid
voltage); incorrect connection to the booster diode
from the line output transformer after a servicing
operation.

If the set features a line drive control, maladjust-
ment here could well be responsible in upsetting
the desirable mark/space ratio of the line drive
waveform to the line output valve. Similarly,
alteration in value of a component between the line
oscillator and line output valve could produce the
same effect.

r 1
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21 in. 9916 I

TELEVISION TUBES
REG U N NED. 6 -MAINTENANCE

Guaranteed I Year TESTED TUBES
I Ins. and Carr. 1016. , Satisfaction

15,_ Guaranteed.Add 10'. refundable 36 24, 14K '4on OLD TUBE. iCar r.5'- 141, 121, 31,74,
110' Tubes in stock. and others.

17 in. 71'6

IS, 14,
I2in. 59/6

17"-£11.10.0 .1-:''''-k---r-'7.,

14% 17-.10.0
12 months' Full

Written
Guarantee.

Channels for all -
areas.

Demonstrations
daily in our Shop. AA

Personal collection
advised.

,

Carr. I4in., 201-,
I7in., 301.. I

TV EXTRAS
TV AERIALS 25/-
Indoor combined.
Complete with
12ft. co -ax. and
plug. P. & P. 2'6.

AERIALS
Loft Corn bined
35'6. BBC with 3
element ITA uni-
versal fitting.

P. & P. 3/6.
Co -ax Cable 6d.
per yd. Plugs 113 ea.
LEGS -Complete
with fittings for

any set, 35/6.

0# SPEAKERS

- each.7 /9
6M. Bin. 7in x
1in. Money

Enquire for
Ex. mfd. salvage.

219. Metal,
f wave. Salvage

P. & P. 113.
219.

10mA.
P. 6d.

TELEPHONEH,D l 516 pair.
G.P.O. standard pattern. House
to Workshop, garage, inter-
office, etc. Works off any small -
battery. P. & P. 4'6.

back guaranteed.
other sizes.
P.P. 1/3.
RECTIFIERS
2S0v. 100mA.
Guaranteed.
PENCIL RECTIFIERS
New. K300 Sentercel.
E.H.T. P. &

SPARES
Condensers. 100, 10/... New
Assorted electrolytic, & PFs.
Resi . 100-51-.
Assorted sizes, watts, grades.
VALVES 9d. each. 40-E1.
Thousands of Valves available.
P.P. on I - 4 6d., 12 116.

DUKE & CO. (LONDON)- LTD. I Phone
621 3 Romlord Road, Manor Park. E.12 Ilford

Liverpool St. -Manor Pk. -I0 mins. 6001 2 3

Better, Brighter,
Picture Tubes

BRAND NEW THROUGHOUT
excepting glass

121n.... ... 1,4.10.0

15-17in. (5.15.0
I4in. ... L5. 5.0
2Iin. ... 17.15.0

New Silver Screen and Aluminising. All makes
Mullard. Mazda, Emiscope, Cossor, Brimar,
Ernitron, etc.

REBUILT MULLARD AND MAZDA
TUBES

I 2in. ... 1,3. 0.0 I4in.
15-17in. (4.10.0 2Iin.

... (4. 0.0

... (6.10.0

All Tubes Fully GUARANTEED 12 MONTHS.
Dispatch same day. Cash with Order. Carriage
and Insurance 10 -.

S.T.S. Ltd.
35 POUND STREET, CARSHALTON,

SURREY
Telephone: WALLINGTON 9665

natikfrome-

11

2

Learn -as -you -build
the ICS way -it's easier!
)0U BUILD YOUR OWN SETS
You build your own portable transistor receiver for
A.F. Amplifier), 6 -valve radio receiver, signal genera-
tor and your own high -quality multimeter. All under
expert tuition! In this way you master the practical
side of radio. quickly and easily -in your own
home, in your own time. The course booklets
are packed with helpful, easy -to -follow illustrations.

YOU MASTER THE THEORY OF RADIO
With your own home laboratory you carry out
experiments and learn the theory of radio and
electronics. This practical ICS course is the surest
was to become a radio expert. To ensure this
all lessons are set out in simple easy -to -understand
terms.

OU GET THESE FREE KITS

With the IC'S Complete Radio Construction Diploma Course
you get six kits -including instruments, tools, testing units and
all the parts for your own equipment. And your ICS instruction
manuals become a personal "Iihrar!.-, yours for constant reference.

Ir
FREE! ICS brochure on radio courses. For your copy
post this coupon today, to
ICS (Dept. 162), Intertext House, Parkgate Rd., London, SW I

1

NAME

ADDRESS

...... 1.64

Oa

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Member of the Association of British Correspondence Colleges.
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TELEVISION TECHNICIANS

LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

SCAN COILS, ETC

LABORATORY TESTED

ALBA: 1301, T304, T394, T489, T494, etc... 96/6
BUSH: TV11A 11B, 12A, 12B, TVO12A,

12B, TRG12A, 12B .. 44/-
TV026, TV32, TV39, TV034, TVG134A,
T36, TV36, TV036, TV36C, TV036C,
TV43 . 88/6
TV53, TV56, TV57, TVSS,
TV66, TV67, 94/-
TV80 with EY51

.

109/-
COSSOR: 930 and T931, 933-4-5, 937, 938A,

and F, 939 and A and F 61/6
943T, 940-946, 949, 945B 58/6
954F, 947, 949 88/6

DECCA: 017 and C .. . 68/8
DM1, DM2C, DM3, DM4/C 74/-
DM5, DM14, DM17, 444, 555 .. 74/ -

DEFIANT: TR1483, TH1753 58/6
DYNATRON:
EICCO: T893, TC8102, T8105, TI3114,

TRC124, TC138, T8188, T8193 54/-
TRC139, TC140, T141, TV142 78/6
1161, TC162, T164 T165, etc. 78/6
TC208, TV209, T231, 11121, T231F,
T248, T283, T284, T293. etc. _ 58/6

FER111780N: 1031, 105T, 113T, 135T, 145T 66/8
941T.953T Inclusive 58/6
991T -997T inclusive 68/6
3061, 308T .. 64/-

FERRANTI: 14T3, 14T3F, 13TA 47/8
17K3 and F, 17T3 and F 17/6
17K4 and F, 178K4 and F 47/6
1714 and F .. 47/6
14T6, 178K3, 17K5 97/6

G.E.C.: BT1251, BT1252, BT1746, BT1748,
BT4643, BT5147, BT5246-48 88/6
BT443 98/6
BT53748-BT5643R Incas:Iva .. 48/6

and 88/6
LILT.: 1824 and 1 to 1831 Incloalve 86/8

1840, 1841, 1842-1848 68/6
All models available.

UIVICTA: TI18, 1119, 1120 641 -

AU other models available.
LVT50, LFT60, MV60 106/6

All models available.
MARCONI: All models available.
MASTERADIO: Most models In stock.
MoMICHAEL: Moat models in stock.
MURPHY: V200, V202C .. 56/-

V940, V'250 99/6
PETO SCOTT, Pffil,CO: Most models in stock.
PAM: 908, 909, 952, 953, 958 54/ -
PHILIPS. 1768U, 2168U .. 104/-

1100V, 1200V _ 74/-
1220U, 1236V, 1238V 74/-
11451F, 114UM, 115U

7://:1437U, 14460 _
Most models in stock.

PILOT: Most models in stock.
PYE: CT144, FV4C, FV4COL 54/-

04, VT4, V7 VT7 54/-
LV30, FVl, EVIC 68/6
C817F, CTM17F, CW17 _ 68/6
CW17C, CWI7CF CW17F, etc. 68/6
Most models in stock.

RAYMOND: Most models In stock.
REGENTONE: All models available.
R.G.D.: 6017T, 7017, 054, etc. 58/6

Most models In stock.
SOBELL: 11317, T346 .. 64/ -

Most models in stock.
STELLA: 8T5721U . .. 104/-

ST8617U, 9T8621U 104/-
818917U 104/-
8T6414U, 8T6417U
818314U 74/ -

ULTRA: 86 series, 185 series, with 1125, etc.,
complete 78/6
Most models In stock.

VIDOR: CN4217-CN4231 Melo:sive 69/ -

Post and Packing 3/6. C.W.O. Only
Also: Used O.P. Two., Sean Cella, etc.

ALL GUARANTEED 90 DAYS
(An enquiries &LB.)

WYNDSOR TELEVISION

TECHNICAL DIVISION

ST. ALBANS RD., BARNET, HERTS.
BAR 1769

RATES: 4/. per lisle or Dart
thereof. average live word. to line,
minimum 1 lines. Itox 1/- extra.
Advertisement sins.st be prepaid
and addressed to Advert keinen
%tanager, 'Practical Television",
Tower House, Southampton St.,
London,

SETS & COMPONENTS

DIRECT TV REPLACEMENTS LTD.,
largest stockists of TV Components in
the U.K. Line Output transformers.
Frame Output Transformers, Deflector
Cone for most makes. Official sole
suppliers for many set makers. Same
Day Despatch Service Terms. C 0 D.
of C.W.O. Send S.A.E. for quotes.
Day and night telephone: GIPsy Hill
6166. 126 Hamilton Road, West
Norwood, SE27.

EKCO-FERRANTI L.O.T.s
U25 Type

PERSPEX HOUSINGS to suit 161 -

Quantity Discounts. Post Free.
6 at L4.7.0; 12 at L8.2.0; 50 at L30.

BOYLAN
Duke St., Warrenpoint, N. Ireland.

A CLOSED CIRCUIT T/V CAMERA.
S.A.E. for itemised price list. AJAX
ELECTRONICS. 672 Fulham Road,
London, SW6.

" HEATHK1TS " can now be seen In
London and purchased on H.P. Free
Brochure. DIRECT TV REPLACE-
MENTS, LTD.. 126 Hamilton Road,
West Norwood, SE27. GIPsy Hill 0166.

TV SPARES
Fully Guaranteed Makers Parts.
Telephone orders sent same day.

Line Output Transformers.
Ekco T22I, 231, 311, 284, TC208, T3I0,
T331, T327. TU209, T248, TC267, all 6216.
F i T1001-5, 6216; 14T3-6, 4716
Murphy V240/250, 6216; V270/280, 7916.
Pye V4-7, UT4-7 and Pam 906-53, 551-.
H.M.V. 1840.9, 2805-5902, only 6216.
Bush TV53, 7916; TV24C, TV80 etc., 89/6.
Philips 1768U, 9216; 1114-5, 1437-46 8916.
Masteradio T9I7, TETT, T409-12 etc., 751,
Alba T301, 304, 394 484, 494, 55/...
Cossor 930-8, 58/6; Ferg. 992-8, 6216;
Baird P2014/7, 21147, 59/6.
L.O.P.T.s FOR ANY MAKE and Model
supplied. USED trans., often available,
ask for quote. SCAN COILS.
Ekco T221, 123I, etc. Pye VT4-7, both 501-.
Used I4in. ex -Rental 13 Ch. sets: Pye/
Ferg./Sobell, 101- each. MIN Lots of 20
Lots of 6 for ES. (Callers only).
110 Con. Kit, 125/-; 625 LOP, 901-.
Double -Six Transistor, comp. with leather
case, bat. earphone, etc., limited supply 8216.

Free Insurance and Quantity discounts
Callers Welcome. Open all day Saturdays
Terms: C.W.O. or C.O.D. Posed Pack 41 -

TELEVISION CONSUMER
SERVICES LIMITED
112 CAMBERWELL ROAD

LONDON, S.E.S. Tel.: RODney 7917

Also at:
8 CRAY PARADE, MAIN ROAD,

ST. PAUL'S CRAY, KENT.
Tel.: Orpington 30566.

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP
We have the following

Unused, Guaranteed Tubes
in Stock now

AW36-20, 21 £5. 2.6
LAW36-80 5. 7.6

AW43-80, 88 L6. 7.6
LAW43-89 6.12.6

AW47-90, 91 £7,10.0
AWS3-80 L7.12.6

0 .17.6AW53-88
CI4BM, FM £5. 5.0
CI7BM, FM, HM £6. 7.6
CI7LM, PM, SM L6.12.6
C21 HM, SM, TM £7.17.6

CMEI402 LS. 7.6
CME1702, 1703 L6.12.6
CMEI705 E7. 7.0
CME2I01 £8. 7.6
CRM93 L4. 2.6
CRMI24 £4,12,6
CRMI41,2,3,4 L5. 7.6
CRM 152, 153 £5,17.6
CRMI7I,2,3 ' £6. 7.6
CRM2I1,212 L7.17.6
MW6-2 £6.17.6
MW22-16 L4. 2.6
MW3I-16, 74 L4. 2.6
MW36-24, 44 L5. 2.6
MW41-1 L6.12.6
MW43-64, 69 £6. 7.6
MW43-80 16. 7.6
MW53-20 ..... £7.12.6
MW53-80 L7.12.6
T90IA ......... L6.12.6
I4KP4A, 141K ..... £5. 2.6
171K, 172K, 173K L6. 7.6
690IA L6.I2.6
7201 A, 7203A L5. 2.6
7204A L5. 5.0
7401A E6. 7.6
7405A L6.12.6

All tubes tested before despatch
and guaranteed for 12 months.

CARRIAGE 716, via B.R.S. or
1216 via passenger train.
TERMS a down (plus carriage)
balance LI per month.
Midland Stockists: -

Amateur Electronics Co.
240 Lichfield Road, Aston,
Birmingham.

Shop Soiled Tubes (unused)
(Subject to Availability)

I4in. CRM 141, 2 6716. Others 57/6
I7in. CRM171, MW43-69, 43-64,
751- Plus Carriage. Guaranteed

for 12 months.

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP
48 BATTERSEA BRIDGE ROAD
LONDON, S.W.II. BAT 6859

South of the Bridge. Open Sats.
until 4 p.m.
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Dept. PTA-NEW X7152

Arion Television
4 MAXTED ROAD
PECKHAM, S.E.I5

SALVAGED VALVES
TESTED ON A MULLARD

HIGH SPEED VALVE TESTER
B36 2/6 1 EBC33 2/6
B329 41- ECC34 2/6Dl 2/6 ECC81 4/-
D77 2/6 ECC82 4I-
DD9 2/6 ECL80 41-
DD41 2/6 EF50 1/3DDL4 2/6 EF80 2/6

EF91 1/3
K'IWC 1/3
KTZ41 2/6
L63 2/6
N308 4/-
N339 4/-
N369 4/ -

MANY OTHERS. WRITE FOR FREE LIST
POST 3d.

SERVICE DATA 41- ea.
MOST SETS AVAILABLE

NEW VALVES
FULLY GUARANTEED BY

MANUFACTURERS
B309
CBL1
CL4
DD13
CECL803OB

LLH1,23

MANY

10/-
10/-
10/-
7/6
7/6
7/6
6/-
7/6

RL41 7/6
HL133DD
kiLDD13207 /6

HP4106 716
HP4115 7/6
K.80A 7/6

LL4 7/6
LP220 8/.
MS/PEN 7/8
PEN44 10/-
PP13A 10/-
PL81 10/-
PCC84 10/-
PCPS° 101 -

OTHERS. WRITE FOR FREE LIST
POST 3d.

NEW TRANSISTORS
BOXED BY MANUFACTURERS
AND FULLY GUARANTEED

OC16W 35/-
0C19 25/-
0C26 25/-
0C44 In
OC45 9/-
GET104 9/6
GET114 616

0070 6/6 0078 8/-
0071 6/6 0081 8/-
0075 8/- 0082 10/-
0076 8/6 0C139 12/-
0077 7/6 0C170 9,8
GET874 9/6 GET111 12/-
GETI13 6/9 XA102 6/6

. MANY OTHERS. WRITE FOR FREE LIST
POST 3d.

CRYSTAL DIODES
0A5
OA70 88/7. I gat SEx340A79 3/- I 0A91 3/- I COCE 3/ -

Full Range Available
WRITE FOR FULL LIST. POST 3d.

RESISTORS
CONDENSERS
POTENTIOMETERS
PLUGS & SOCKETS
TRANSFORMERS
TUNERS

FULL RANGE AVAILABLE
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE. PRICE 9d.

TERMS: C.W.O. or C.O.D.
Orders under LI, P. a P. 113
Open till 11 p.m. most days.

Dept. PTA

Arion Television
4 Maxted Road, Peckham, S.E.IS

NEW X 7152

SETS & COMPONENTS
(continued)

EXCEPTIONAL VALUE: Picture tubes,brand new, Mazda 19in., CME1901,Mullard 19in., AW47-90/91, A4/10/-;
Mullard 19in., AW59790, £6/10/: car-riage (insured) paid. 12 months'
guarantee. Note: All brand new. Wealso supply most other sizes, com-
pletely regunned at A4/17/6, guaran-
teed 12 months. TOMLINS, 156Lewisham Way, New Cross, SE14.
TID 3657.

TUBES -AERIALS -VALVES
Regunned tubes, guaranteed one year.full range of aerials and fittings, 1.T.V.
boosters, valves. brayhead tuners. TV sets,
transistor radios and all electrical applian-
ces. Co -axial cables and house wiring
cables, fluorescent fittings.
All quotations without obligations. Special
terms to the trade and Home Engineers
S.A.E. for Catalogue.

G. A. STRANGE
BR OADF I ELI), NORTH Wit.% X HALL,
nr. %%Ws. Tel. Mar:infield 236

AERIALS

an

625

I43d T.V. AERIALS
B.S.C.

LTA:
Field tested. Complete to install,

Money back guarantee.
Band 4 (625). Grid Reflector.
8 Elmnt. 331, 14 Elmnt.
B.B.C. 'H' Fringe 60/-.
I.T.A. 5 Elmnt. 27/, Double 5 10/...
Special 'X' B.B.C. array 301-.

Coaxial cable 4d. per yard.
P.P. per aerial. C.W.O./C.O.D.

Free installation instructions, and price
list of all equipment S.A.E.

ELECTRONIC INSTALLATIONS
81 Garstang Road, Preston, Lana.

Tel.: 5159

FOR SALE
VALVE CARTONS at keen prices.Send 1/- for sample and list. J. & A.
BOXMAKERS, 75a Godwin Street,
Bradford 1.

EXCEPTIONAL TRANSISTOR Port-
able Tape Recorders, value A5/19/6,
complete with crystal microphone,
earphone, spools, tape, batteries,
Instructions, presentation box (extra
tapes, 100 ft. 4/8), ideal gift, £5/19!6.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Postage
packing 2/6, TOMLINS, 156 bewis
nuns Way, New Cross, Si' 4.

METAL RECTIFIERS
RECTIFIERS-CONTACT COOLED
141tA1282 (PC1011 type 250 v.. 250 nrA 13/6;
121tA1283 (1x'31) type 250 v. 300 in A 17/6:
350 mA, 19/6; 18/-i FUllS, 7/6.
RECTIFIERS-IN TYPES
Equiv... for 11544 250 v.. 250 IsA. 11118: RM5
250 v- 300 mA, 17/6: 14A989 400 mA, 18/6;
14A66 16/6; 14A97 16/-; 14A101.1 22/6; 14A949,
Phi.; LW7 17/6; 1,W15 20/-; EK0 MN,
MULTIMETERS from MIL
Stamped envelope for full latest selection and
bargain offers.
Under 01 P. & P. 04.. over Cl Post Free.

NO C.O.D.

DURHAM SUPPLIES
175 Durham Road, Bradford 8, Yorkshire

FOR SALE
(continued)

1000 TELEVISIONS, all makes, from
£3 working, 111'. not. Callers only.9 tW 6, including. Sala. 39 White-
horse Lane, Stepnry, London.

GET PLASTERED !! FREE
POINTING TROWEL with each ORDER OVER 45/ -

ALL NEW COMPONENTS
T.V. PACK No. 2:-Turret Tnr Chassis, 2 T.V.
Droppers. 3 Pots, Mains Panel, 8/9. T.V. PACK
No. 4:-Ai Power Unit. 3 Pots on Panel, 2
Eleetrolytios, 5 Knobs, 1416. T.V. PACK No. 5:-
Twin Ion Trap, 9ft Co -ax and 2 PYE Flints, 1
Cathode ray e.tusrd 7KVDC cond. 6/9. RADIO
PACK No. 7:-Variable Cond., 5 Trimmers, 3 Coils,

Water Switches, 9/6. CONSTRUCTORS' PACE
No. 10:-Variable Cond., 2 Coils, 3 Pots, Dropper,
25 Resistors, 15 Combas. 17/6. PARCEL No. 16:-
100 /wet Resistors, s Trimmers, 2 51. Dropper., 4
Term Blocks. a Wafer Switches, 16 Tag Brits with 52
Components. 2 Valves, 2 AVO Rectifiers, 210 Sleeves
and Grommets, 19/6. BUMPER PACK No. 17:-
260 sq. in. Insulating Board, 10 Tag Strips, 2 HD
Carbon Brushes, 5 Topcaps, 3 Vac Moe parts, 36ft.
PVC Sleeting, 15 Tension Springs, 100 Sleeves and
Grommets, 50 Self Tap Screws, 5 Knobs, 1616.
HARDWARE PACK No. 112:-25 asatd Clamp. and
Brackets, 25 Cond Clips, 25 Springs, 25 Belt Tap
Screws, 9/6. SOFTWARE PACK No. 41:-1,000
Sleeves and GromMets, 240 eq. in. Felt Tape, 24 L/8
Games, 30 Felt Washers, 15 yds. Sleeting. Si-.
RESISTANCE PACK No. 71:-50 ww and Carl,
Resistors I -5W, 5 Pots, 5 Droppers, meter Shunt, 9/9.
CONDENSER PACK No. 71:-50 Ceramics, 16 Micas,
12 Ppr and in Metal Tobe, 5 Electrolytic', 9/6.
SWITCH PACK No. 104:-5 Single Gang, 5-2, N. 4
Gang Wafer Switches, 10 Wir Biscuits, 4 Sliders,
5 Add -ones 10/6. TAG -STRIP PACK 127:-00
10-3w, 5-7w, 4-9w, 5-10 and 11 way, 4/9.
SOCKET PACK No. 129:-20 aced Par motel, 6 2a
2 pin Porcelain, 4-2 amp 2 in Switched Slits, 6/9.
VALVE HOLDER PACK No. 105:-20 570, 20
Printed cut types. 5 5911, 5 MO, 15 arbtil, 6 B4
Ceramics 13/6. 6v-6 pin Vibrators 7/9. KNOB.
HANDLE KIT, 30 Knobs, 10 Handles. 8 feet, 8/6.
POCKET VOLTMETERS 0-15t and 0-150v DC with
Probes, 9/6. VALVE VOLTMETERS, (trey metal
case, a Valves, Inc. Diode TOO Probe 77/6. less mtr
mvnmt. Please a.I.1 small amount tar F. d P.
S.A.E. List. I - tor 'at

ALBATROSS
ENGINEERING COMPANY

Dept. PWT. 78-80 High Street, GOSBERTON.
SPALDING, LINCS. (Clos 458)

WANTED
NEW VALVES WANTED . . . EY51,
EY86, PL81, PCC84, PCF80, PCL82,
POL83, PY81, R19, 30P19, II25 etc.
Best cash prices by return. DURHAM
SUPPLIERS 175 Durham Road, Brad -
Ford 9, Yorks.

A PROMPT CASH OFFER for your
surplus brand new Valves and Tran-
sistors R.H.S.. Beverley House.
Manville Terrace, Bradford 7

SERVICE SHEETS

TRADE SERVICE SHEETS oiler 's1
by retired engineer. If I haven't go'
it you won't get it! All C each byreturn. Please Include large S.A.b..
Mall orders only. ETZIONI, au
Merrion Avenue, Stanmore, Middx.
S.P. DISTRIBUTORS is now under
New Management. Try our stream-
lined service. We supply Service
Sheets for Radios, Televisions, Tape
Recorders, Amplifiers, etc., etc., by
Return Of Poet at 4/- each, plus
postage. Send s.a.e. with inquiries.
New 1963 list now available at 1/6
plus postage. Mail Orders Only please
to S.P. DISTRIBUTORS, 44 Old Bond
Street, London WI.

(Con'inued on next pot,
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SERVICE SHEETS
(continued/

SERVICE SHEETS, Radio TV, 5.000
models. List 1/-, S.A.E. inquiries:
TELRAY, 11 Maudland Bk., Preston.

SERVICE SHEETS, 7.1so Current and
Obsolete Valves for sale. JOHN
GILBERT TFZ.EVISION, lb Shep-
herd's Bush Road, London W6. Tel:
SHE 8441. Nr Goldhawk Rd. Station.

SERVICE SHEETS (30,000) 8/ each
with S.A.E. DARWIN, 19 George
Street, St. Helens, Lance.

S.E.S. SERVICE SHEETS for all TV
Radio, including Transistors. Tape
Recorders, Echo Units, Amplifiers.
Record Players and Autochangers
etc., also various domestic appliances.
List 1/-. S.A.E. Mail orders only.
SUN ELECTRICAL SERVICES, 38 St.
Georges Road, Hastings.

SERVICE SHEETS at 2/- each. With
fault finding advice 6/-. Post Free.
HANDLEY, 112, Baysham St.. Here-
ford.

SERVICE SHEETS, Radio and TV.
4/- each. 1963 list now available at
2/-. All orders dispatched on day
received. Also Manuals for sale and
hire. S.A.E. please. SULTAN RADIO,
29 Church Road, Tunbridge Wells,
Kent.

TELEVISION CHARTS 1/9; with lay-
out details 2/9: Makers Service
Manuals from 3/9: TV type valves
B7G, BSA, B9A 2/9: All by rapid
return post service. Send s.a.e. for
lists: Back issues PTV 1/6. All post
paid: Send now to Shaw, 64 Standish
Street, Burnley, Lancs.

SERVICE SHEETS
For all makes of Radio and Television -
1925 -1963. Prices from
Free fault-finding guide with all Service
Sheets. Please send S.A.E. with enquiries
Catalogue of 6,000 models, 116.
Special offer of 125 Radio/TV Sheets

covering many popular models, 211-.
All types of modern and obsolete valves.
Radio and TV books. S.A.E. lists/enquiries.

HAMILTON RADIO
Western Road, St. Leonards, Sussex.

EDUCATIONAL

THE INCORPORATED PRACTI-
TIONERS in Radio & Electronics
(I.P.R.E.) Ltd., Membership Con-
ditions booklet 1/-. Sample copy of
I.P.R.E. official Journal 2/ post free.
Dept. C Secretary, 32 Kidmore Road,
Caversham, Reading, Berks.

Radio
Television

& Electronics
Learn at home with the world's
largest home study organisa-
tion, Brit.I.R.E.; City & Guilds;
R.T.E.B., Radio Amateurs'
P.M.G.'s certs., etc. Also Prac-
tical Courses with equipment.

All books supplied.
Write for FREE prospectus

stating subjects to
I.C.S.

(Dept. 168), Intertext House,
Parkgate Road, London, S.W.I1

SITUATIONS VACANT

RADIO & TIV Exams and Courses
by Britain's finest home study School.
Coaching for Brit. I.R.E.; City and
Guilds Amateur's Licence; R.T.E.B.:
P.M.G. Cert., etc. FREE Brochure
from British National Radio School,
Russell St., Reading.

BOOKS & PUBLICATIONS

FIND TV SET TROUBLES IN
MINUTES from that great book The
Principles of TV Receiver Servicing,
10/6 all book houses and radio whole-
salers. If not in stock from Dept. C
Secretary. 32 Kidmore Road, Caver-
sham, Reading, Berks.

N YLO N -P. T. F. E.
ROD, BAR, SHEET, TUBE, STRIP, WIRE

No quantity too small
List on application

ALUMINIUM, LIGHT ALLOYS

BRASS, COPPER, BRO NZE

H. ROLLET & CO., LTD.
HOWIE STREET, S.W.I 1

BATtersea 7872
Works;

36 ROSEBERY AVE., LONDON
E.C.1

Branches at Liverpool, Manchester,
Birmingham, Leeds, Glasgow

What they are saying about the I KING TELEBOOSTER

"astounded with performance" . . . "working very well, buying
another" . . . "good gain in extremely difficult fringe area" . . .

"can thoroughly recommend" ... "very good" ... "recently bought
two, every satisfaction".

The Telebooster is a low -noise, two -channel pre -amp., self-
contained with battery in 3f x 3 x 2in. plastic case. Uses the very
latest VHF transistor and printed circuit. Gives at least 5
times boost on BBC and ITA simultaneously (two amps. in one!).
Pulls good pictures out of grain, permits indoor aerials, DX TV
and works up to 6 sets from one aerial. Just plug between
aerial and set and switch on! No mains connections.

NOW also KING FM BOOSTER Same price and

style but 6 times boost on any group of 3 or 4 FM stations.
Each booster only 75f6 with PP3 battery (Post & Packing 216
extra). State BBC and ITA channels required. From:

GORDON J. KING LIMITED
6 New Road, Brixham, Devon.

Telephone: Brixham 2304

TELEVISION, TAPE RECORDER
& RADIO COMPONENTS SUPPLIED
LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. All popular types available brand new, exact
replacements, fully guaranteed. A selection which can be supplied:
PHILIPS 1756 to 177G100 U, etc., STELLA 8617 to 1007 etc. 901-
EKCO T164 to 383 etc. (U25 types) ... 551-

, (

23FERRANTI TINT to 10 eU26

p
etc. (U25 types)

59I551-6

(U26 types) .. . 5916
FERGUSON 306 to 606 etc., PHILCO 1000, 1010 etc. ... 6716
PYE V4 V7, VI4, VTI7, CTM 17, etc. 561 -
HMV 1840 to 1854 ... 60I-. 1865 to 1921

Postage & Packing for above L.O.T.s 316. C.O.D. 216 extra.
* Also available for all sets *

SCAN COILS. Frame output transformers, line and frame oscillator trans., width/
linearity coils, sound output trans., mains trans., control knobs, electrolytics. Rectifiers,
dual vol. controls, tuners, etc.
C.R.T.s-Rebuilt with new guns by long established Nat. Co. Guaranteed 12 months.
MULLARD, MAZDA, BRIMAR, EMISCOPE I4in. E4 7 6
MULLARD, MAZDA, BRIMAR, EMISCOPE I7in. E4 10 0

London
Callers

MULLARD, MAZDA, BRIMAR, 2Iin. E6 10 0 Only
TAPE RECORDER CHANGER SPARES. Drive belts, heads, pulleys, motors, styli,
etc., for most British and some foreign makes.
TUNER UNITS. Fireball, incremental and turret types-replacement service available.
U.H.F. Tuners, I.F. Panels, etc.
STANDARD COMPONENTS, Resistors, Capacitors, Electrolytics, Drive Cord,
Pilot Lamps, Vol. Controls, Presets, Ion Traps.
SALVAGED COMPONENTS. Large selection available including tuner units, loud-
speakers, transformers, valves, etc.

Your enquiries invited, prices by return; or prompt despatch C.O.D.

MANOR SUPPLIES 64
LONDON,

GOLDERS MANOR DRIVE
N.W.11 SP32

ALSO L.O.Ta
Available for

Alba Marconi
Bush Pam
Comm Pilot
Deets R.G.D.
Defiant Regentm
G.E.C. Wien
R.B. Ultra
Invest& Murphy
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REBUILT TUBES!
You're safe when you buy from

RE -VIEW !

Each tube is rebuilt with a completely
new gun assembly and the correct voltage
heater.

Each tube comes to you with a guarantee
card covering it for a year against all but
breakage.

Each tube is delivered free anywhere
in the U.K. and insured on the journey.

Each tube is rebuilt with experience and
know-how. We were amongst the very
first to pioneer the technique of rebuilding
television tubes.

RE -VIEW ELECTRONIC TUBES
385 LONDON ROAD, WEST CROYDON,
SURREY. Tel. THOrnton Heath 7735

HERE IS WHAT YOU
PAY:

I2in.
I4in.

I5in.
I7in.
2Iin.

E4.10.0

E4.15.0

ES. 0.0

E5. 0.0
0. 0.0

Cash or cheque with
order, or cash on delivery

-Discount for Trade-

EFRE Hi AMBITIOUS ENGINEERS
- THE LATEST EDITION OF ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES

Have you sent for your copy?
ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES
is a highly informative 156 -page guide to
the test paid engineering posts. It tells
you how you can quickly prepare at home
for a recognised engineering qualification
and cutlines a wonderful range of modern
Hot= Study Courses in all branches of
Engineering. This unique book also gives
full retails of the Practical Radio & Elec-
tronics Courses, administered by our
Spec alist Electronics Training Division-
the E.I.E. T. School of Electronics, explains
the benefits of our Employment Dept. and
shows you how to qualify for five years
prorr otion in one year.

We definitely Guarantee
" NO PASS - NO FEE"
Whattver your age or experience, you cannot afford
to miss reading this famous book. If you are
earnirg less than £25 a week, send for your
copy sit "ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES'
today-FREE.

WHICH IS YOUR
PET SUBJECT?

Mechanical Eng..
Electrical Eng..

Civil Engineering,
Radio Engineering,
Automobile Ens..

Aeronautical Eng.,
Production Eng..
Building, Plastics,
Draughtsmanship,

Television, etc.

GET SOME
LETTERS AFTER
YOUR NAME!

A.M.I.Mech.E.
A.M.I.C.E.

A.M.I.Prod.E.
A.M.I.M.I.

A.I.O.B.

B.Sc.
A.M.Briti.R.E.
City & Guilds

Gen. Cert. of Education
Etc.. etc.

pithockl. INCLUDING

EQUIPMENT
The sTpecialist Elf,

(Iliacscoursesi c ba:gdi nInfiels ore -
ironies Division o/

for NOWRadio, TV., Electronics. Ctc., real laboratory train-A.M.Brit.I.R.E. City A Guilds i
Radio Amateurs' Exam. rig.- ctaicta

l
heel grituei

R.T.E.B. Certificate
P.M.G. Certificate Ask for details.
Practical Radio

Radio 8 Television Servicing
Practical Electronics

its Engineering
Automation

B.I.E.T.
SCHOOL OF
ELECTRONICS

POST COUPON NOW
Please send me your FREE 156 -page

"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"

(Write if you prefer not to Cut page)

NAME

ADDRESS

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY

(Dept. SE 20), 29 Wright's Lane, London, W.8 SUBJECT OR EXAM
THAT INTERESTS ME

THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADING ORGANISATION OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD
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D. & B. TELEVISION (WIMBLEDON) LTD.
131 KINGSTON ROAD, SOUTH WIMBLEDON,
LONDON, S.W.I9. 'Phone: CHErrywood 3955

"COMPARE OUR SERVICE WITH ANY OTHER"

For the finest service in the Country. We are open from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. -I p.m. on Wednesdays.
For any information or problems you have, call or phone, we are always pleased to help.

Line output and Scan Coil specialists.
EXAMPLE OF LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS FROM OUR STOCKS.

ALMA -T301, T304, T394, T404 ,T494, T504, TRI974,0TR9074 at
T3I2 Rewind, .. at
T32I, T324. T494. T524, 1524E8. at
T331, 111341. 1352, MT362, T431, T432, MT441, MT -I-12, at
T641, T644, T724EM, 174411M, at
1655. T909, 1717 .. at

BEETHOVEN -B100, 11109. 112114 at
BUSH-TV32, TV33. TU031A. TeN, TV313, TU(1311, TV36,1e,

Tr1136;e, TV43, T9'53, TV56. TV57, TU058, M59, TU059,
11102, TV63, TV88, TV67, Rewind or Exchange Unit at
TU068, M69, TUG69, Rewind or Exchange Unit .. at

TVs5
1'9'75 Rewind Only

COSSOR-RL7A, 930, 931, 933, 934. 935, 937, 938, 938A, 9391,A,
940. 942. 942A, 943, 944, 940 . at
945, 9458. 949

.

.
at

DECCA-DM1. DM2/C, 1)513. 1/114,DM4/V, DM5, 115114. 1/1117.
444, 555. DM55 .. at
DM35. D3145, DM211C, D31021, 133222/C .. at

DEFIANT -all Rewinds only
DYNATRON-All early models Rewinds TA'35, TV30 at

EEC° TV208, 11'209,1209 1, T221,1231, 1231E. 1249, TC2117,
11.`2671. 12/13. 1284. 1293, 1311, TGC316, T326, 1327, T330,
T330F, 1331. TO /337 .. .. at
TMB272, 1344. 1344F. T341, T348F, 1356 . .. at
TC312, 1313, T313E, 1335

EMERSON- E798, 11701, E711, E700, Port 0 R11111, E707, E709,
E7111, E711, Thew. are supplied as an exchange unit .. at.

ENGLISH ELECTRIC -All these components are rewind only,
SjCoils and line output, although some we can do on exchange
unit basis.

FERGUSON-45T 4541 . at
S 10:11, 1051, 1131, 1351, 1421, 143T, 14.5.1. 9901, 991T, 997T.
10 9931

994T, 9951, 99111, 9971, 9981
.. at

988T. 9891
2031, 2041, 205T, 2061, 2141, 235T, 2361, 2441, 2461 at
3051, 3011 315T, 3171 .. at
3061. 3081 . .. at
4061, 41/OT. 4.111T, 4361, 438T, 405T, 4071 .. at

1 FERRANTI-1472. 14T3. 14T3F, 1414. 1414F. 1415, 1416,
4 171E3, 171(31, 17T3. 1713E. 17E4. 17/04E. 17E5. 170E4,

178K4F. 171(6. 1781(5, 178E6. 1714, 1714E, 171'5, 171'6.
These are supplied as inserts only.. .. .. .. at

1,It 20T4D, 211(6, 211i6V, '22E3, 241(4. These are rewinds or
'I exchange units.
4 T1001, T.1002. T190211. T1004, T1005, T1011 .. .. at
4 T1012.11023. T1024,11027 .. .. .. . at 88/-
4 0.E.C.-BT1251. 13/1252, BT19.52A. 811746. BT1748, 8T22501.j 812745, BT2745R, Br2747, 11314743. 1115248, BT5347.

815348, 815043. BT5643R, 1318245. 111/12.46, 1111040. All
these are supplied on Exchange Unit basis at

11 818742. 811156, 1311354, B12154, 1112155, 8T81411. 117s240 at

1'.
H.M.Y.-1424, 1924A, 1824B, 1425, 1826, 1426A. 1827, 1027A.

1829, 1829A .. .. .. .
.s - at

8141840. 1841, 1849, 1843, 1044, 1845..1046; 1847. 11;40
57/91065, 1869 .. .. .. .

1870, 1071, 1872, 1873, 1874, 1875;1876:: at 91/5
at 57/9INV1CTA-T118, T119,1120.. '

1123, 1124, T125,1133, 1134 ,:
at 81/9
at 64/8

1122, 11211 .. . ..

0 237, 23711IP. 437 .. ..
It66161/5

With INVICTA, PAM or I'VE spares please state serial
number and maker's part number.

HOLSTER BRANDES-A11 types available, some of the. are

72/6
74/8

52/8

52/8
66/-
7319

52/6

rewinds.
PVP20, PVP30, Royal Star
QVIOR, QI120, QU30

r4140920.. Q V oc3O : I

P(100. PV100:1 .. ..
MARCONI-All types available, some are rewinds.

68 series. VTC84DA, VV153
VT159, VT155, VT158
VT157, VTI58, VT159, VT1130 ,

at
at
at
at
at

at

at.

108/9
97/3

1021-
104/3
121/6

68/9
88/9
52/8
69/9
91/5
57/9
91/5
91/5

49/7
75/-
44/9
51/9
70/10
57/9
57/9

70/-
70f-

1261-
103/9

MASTERADIO-All types can be rewound, some can be supplied
 oor Exchange Unit Plan.

MeMICRAEL-M14T, 1117T. 311.712' at 81/-
1121T, M2111.1', 3122C. M23HFC, 11172T, 877111°C .. at 87/9
All types available, earlier Moleis, Rewind or Exchange Units.

MGRPHY--240-250 .

V270, V2411
V2111. (220, (350, V470 to (540 Inclusive ..
V4I11, V420
All spares available. Prices.M1 request,

.. at

., at
at
at

78/8
82/-
82/-
97/6

PAM 908, 909, 952, 953, 958 .. .. .. .. at 57/9
754, 764, 7651' .. . .. ., at 83/9
911..501A. 50IF, 517, 5I7A, 5171',. 517E;.551,531CA, 521CF,
521E, 560E .. . , .. .

.

87/8
68/- With I 9 \ACTA. PAM or P1E spares. please state serial
64/- number and maker's part number.

PETO SCOTT -148A. TR16. 170A, TV1418, 11411, T1419.
TV1710, 1(1719, T9'1720. These are supplied as inserts only at 38/6

PHILCO-1000, 1010 .. at
11119 at
11191. 1023 at

.. at
1900. 19111, 1908, 21110, 2161
1962)1, 1967, 190711 at
All Philo. spares are available. same being exchange units.
some are rewinds (older leis). Please semi S.A.E. for quota-
tion on any not

PILOT -1'('713, TV76, CV84. TV04, 1A-04 12. TV02 12.
D1/1817, CV87, TY87, DD1'87,112, CVs7 19, TVs7 12. These
are supplied as inserts only at
TV94. 100297, 1(97. Thee are supplied as inserts only at

95/5 11111. Ill. 117, 1V107
All other types available. prices on request.

PORTADYNE-All types are rewind only at

91/5
92/6
91/5
72/3
47/6
85/8

44/-
44/-
83/11

70/-
PYE- V14, V14C, V4, 974, (7. VT7 .. . ott :it! 0

Luxury 17 series . at.. ..
0171DL, C817, 1.0171., 1.017E. 1'8171'1, CTM17F, E.TM178.

CMTL7T, CW17,11(171'. 1'W17CI, CWI7E at 86/- a

1'11121S. CWW2111.1"el.CiF .. at 877//: :V1M178, CW17CS.11(170

V13121, CTM21CD, C r.2.211,. 9721, VT2tt'll .. .. at 72/8 it
V200, V200LB . .at 57/9
(110, PVI10, V300,4. V300.E. (3108, (310E, V210, (2101,13. IV220. (230, V400, V430, V510, V720, V600.4 .. .. at 72/6

38/6 9-700 1. No. 702740 .. .. .. . ' 42/9 a
('7011 1":. 71937.4 or 9'700 I' No. 782643. at'. 81/9 a

42/9 a, 00 0.0. 702,40
52/8 (70011.110 P N0.116574 at

Vs39.0 V,3111.itA, V7 10.t
.

at
TTI at

V62.1 A. V7041. 711.111. 030.0, Motel 1,.Model 2. Model II,

80/- Other l'ye spares quotation on request. S.A.E. please. When
89/9 ordering Pye spares please state model No. and serial No.

also state if printed or wired circuit.
RAYMOND, -All 8 coils a01 line outputs are rewind only.
REGENTONE-All early models rewind or exchange unit.

114 10-6 (or rewind at 73/-I
10 4 and 1017 supplied as insert

R.G.D. 1/EEP17TME, 17131E21 rewind only
7111. till. 610.. at

SOBELL-T817, 1347.. at
T21. T21C, T2IL1', T22. at

at
1171, T1710,1172 at
T181, 0C34. SC24, 8C270, SC370 .. .. at

ULTRA -V814, (415. V017, V915, V917. These are exchange
units . . at
14.53, VP14.53, 915-60, .9'1750; 9'81752, .1'1753, (1700,

8162 at
WRI762. V1763, VI764, (21.50, 9'21-52. (21-611 at
(17-70. V17-71. V17-72, V17-73, (17-74, (17.73 at
(17-80, (17-81, V17-82. 9'17.83 at

67/8 (19.80, V19-84, (19.85 ., at
52/8 23.80, 23034 ..
91/5 All B/colls can be supplied on the above .Eltra range.

at

at
at

59/9 a59/9
42/9 a

a
59/9 a

a
a
a
a

114/- aa

38/6

114/- a

81/- a

87/9 a
87/ a
81/-9 #
66/- .
97/6

II

63/6 #

80/9 #
Kg- I
72/6 #
81/3 #
70/-

f This list of line outputs is the most comprehensive and up-to-date yet published by anyone, if you do not see what you

I require, we may still hold this in our stocks, or if not we can rewind it for you ... Send S.A.E. all enquiries, and remember .. .

All goods if in stock will be despatched the same day.

OUR STREAMLINED RE -WIND SERVICE IS NOW ONLY 7 DAYS

Send S.A.E. for free list of valves, and quality re -built CRT's at bargain prices
TERMS: C.W.O. or C.O.D., Postage on all L.O.P.T.S and S Coils, 3/.. C.O.D., St-.

a
a

a
a

a
a
a
a


